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INTRODUCTION

The need for Oral Language Develf.i,,AL end InstrUti. beef

identified by teach&i'and specialists yithin the Topper EIS

community, and validated by national c=t,uc.itio.al resear0,, a an zrea

of the curriculum which is most crucial for 1A.;14ren experfmcing success

in,learning the basic skills. :-

Ina basic. Educational Skills.-surmi of teachers regard'.R1 the
existing oral language instruction,-IM:-8I, was ditcoverel

that teachers, needed clarification ant'.

determine developmentally appropriate 1;..?.7rEr ;.d.jectives in the

area of oral language.

Member:, of the I980-8I_BES/Curr.hig7,!v -.-oimzittee:and
-)r

the Oral Language Task Force, together 8E5 Education.

Specialist, identified the scope and sequiewe an -;--1:4';ot.,7-..1

learning objectiVes'for children, Head Start to Grade 6. .The .t.;?.r;;;Ip1,7,

objectives for oral language were written .in -harmony with the

language SLO's of the ToppenishSchpol District.

As a result of the work ofthe.Oral Language Task Force during

the summer. of 1981, teachers now have a beginning, resource librey_
%.

of oral language'activities which are-skills-based. Our purpose

is to help teachers see the relationships between specific objectives

and the steps which lea& the childto this-goal. .We.say

beg inning resource because time restrictions prevented the Task. -itr

Force members from adding more activities to each 'Skill area and

because,we believe teachers will add their own ideas to thisguide'
\

a' they'work with this program further.

.1



The Activity Resource"Guide of the Oral Language .Program is

divided into four levels:

Level I

Level II:.

Level III

Level IV

for Head Start and Kindergarten

for c -des I and

for grades 3 and 4

for grades 5 and 6

I

'The activities are designed for large and pall groups and with the

need.of all students in mind. For.some activities, there are

suggestions for expansion or variations which can InflUence success.

oThe in a bilingual classroom can use most of these

activities with minimal modifications, however, these are designed

with all students in mind since even the best English speaker can

benefit from orel language Tkills.instruction. For the teacher with

Limited English Proficiency speakers, the-guide will be a resource in

addition to existing language materials-designed for this need

(BECP and IOEA).
.1.

-Teachers who need additional materials ortthe,activities of a

level above or below theirown may.contact the Basic Educational

Skillt- Project Education Specialist. Of course the BES Staff welcomes.

questions or comments from all teachers and readers.

For Teacher, By TeachersIt is the collective goal of all
O

involved, that the oral language resources shall be of value to the

teachers whom we know have thegoal of helping children to succeed is

foremost in theirmind. We look forward to the day when these

activities mill be taking place in your classrooms. .
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TOPPENISH 3.E.S. ORAL LANGUAGE PROGRAM

I. Philosophy: of the Oral Language Program

Oral'language is the basic structure enabling children to l-isten;--reason;--
speak, read and write. Language acquisition i-s-developmental and. is
necessary for all children. Cognitive development and language development
are interdependent and mutuallySupportive. This Oral Language Program is
designed to maximizelan4dage apilities in order ta prepare children for
a verbal, literate society and to help children grow in the cognitive realm.

Lanauagaskills enable children to develop the capabilities necessary to
funttion in the educational system. The Oral Language Development: Program
includes systematicand scheduled teaching of language using appropriate
techniques and strategies. Because oral language development precedes and
accompanies learning to read and write, the program will include experiences
which lead to improved listening,.speaking, reading and writing skills.

The B.E.S. Oral Language Program recognizes that the student population
includes many children from non-English and limited English sp!aking .

backgrounds. Instruction needs to be provided in the primary. language
to facilitate conceptual development prior to the acquisition of English.

The goals of the Oral Language Programs are:

1. To provide opportunities for the child Pnhlnc- his self-concept_

2. To enable the child to communicate effeL ely with adJlts and peers.

3. To enable the child to verbalize concepts.

.4. To help the child develop the ability to speak in complete sentences;
hear and respond in a'variety of learning activities.

E. To recognize .and di_velop the primary language of the child and provide
a competent base in the primary language with exposure and'practicein
Standard English.*

.6. To provide the teacher with the techniques and strategies to teach oral
language skill: and apply these techniques to. other areas of she curriculum

*Standard English - "The Figlish with respect to spelling, grammai-, pronunciation
and vocabulary uniform though not devoid of regional differences, .iflat is well
established by usage in the formal and informal speech and writingbof the
educated and is widely recognized as acceptable wherever Ehglish is spoken
and understood." Webster's New Collegiate Dictianarz., 1977 edition



RATIONALE FOR ORAL LANGUAGE PROGRAM

1.. Oral communication behaviors of students car be improved
through direct instruction.

2. Oral communication instruction addresses the everyday communication
needs of students and includes enphasis on the classroom as a
practical communication environment.

3. The curriculum of all subject areas at every grade level involves
the cruse of language.

. ,

4, Oral communication ski llscan be enhance by including parents and
using supportive personnel and - appropriate instructional'
technology.

5. Evaluation of students' 0ra/1f-communication encourages students'
desire7 -to communicate by emphasizing those behaviors which students
can improve.

,
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THE LANGUAGE EXPERIEiCE APPROACH

Integrating Oral Language with Reading 3 Writing

THE LANGUAGE CONNECTIONS

Experiencing

Communication

REF NCE: Language Experience in Early Childhood, .A teaCher'i_
Resource Book, .Roach Van Allen, Encyclopeadla'Britanita
Educatiolpal Corporation, Chicago, 1969
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;MINT OF VIEW

1. Language development is a primary function of.schools for
young children.

2. Inheritance and environment determine-a child's language.

3. The school setting expands the language rIviromment.

. .

4. Language holds the total school program together.
0-

5. Children bring their own personal language to school.

6. Teachers value each child' language.

',Children with language significantly' different from standal
English need an oral program.

-

8. Meaningful language can be developed through varied experiences.

(

.4
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'CONCEPTS THAT GROW

. ,Eacii'dncarns about himSelf/ herself and language.

2: I can talk about what I thiniabs40,
. .

\

.

\

3. What I can talk -about I can communicate in some other way.

4. Anything I dictate or write can de recalled through speaking'
or reading.

5. I, can learn to read some of what I dict to and some of what'
other people have written.

. As I talk and dictate stories, I use some goeds over and, over,
and some words not so often.

As I observe the writing of my speech. I see the same letters
used over and ovem--.:_

Each letter of the.alphabet*standsrfoire---Qr more sounds that
I make when talk..`

z _,
9. Most of the Word's I speak and dictate other people use when ----,._

they speak and write things for me to read. .'.
-;------_

41,



ORGANIZING THE CLASSROOM

Provide Oppor'tunitie for Children to Communicate

Facilitate communication.

- Achieve goals through the use of multiple materials and methods
\,

- Develop a laboratory situation

- Extend the language of eachlhild

- Understand the nature of the English Language

- .Relate.authors' ideas of personal experiences oN

.

/.
Organize to Promote Success

- Language laboeatories give opportunity for success in a variety
of learning situations

,_-----,
centers- Learning centers place.value on initiative and uniquen

vi
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Organize with Flexible Grouping;'

Use three basic patterns of grouping

- The teacher working with the total class

- The teacher working with small groups

7 The teacher serving as aresourCe person to `individuals

Organize kth Aides and Parents

- Flexible organizatico hakes possible the use of aides and parents,

\i/
- Parents and aids enrich the language, environment

-01-derchildren in '.school may help with young children-

- Parents-can volunteer in the classroom

- Parents can do language activities at home

J

k



LANGUAGE.EXPERIENCE STRATEGIES

-simple observations

-demonstrations

-viewing films

0"-*
, -assembling displays

- listening to stories and poems

- talking about real, experiences.
. .

-associating names with objects', pictures

- adding descriptive words

-listenihg tti recordings

- ;

-painting pictures to represent what it observed ontimagined

-modeling with clay, or other materalt to represent ideas

- playing:games - especially_langur;gt-vSmes

- feeling things, smelling-th4figs17t-a-s-ting_things, bserAt'ttiings,

listening to sounds

- learning words to describe their increased spsitivity

4



Language Experience - Reading Concept Development

J. What s/he thinks, s/he can talk about.

2. What s/he says can be expressed in painting, writing or other form.

3, 'Anything 's/he writes can be read.

4. A child can read,what s/he writes, and what otheri write.

5. As s/he reprdsents speech sound with symbols, s/he uses the same
symbols (letters and words) over and over,

6. Each letter in the alphabet stands for one or more 'sounds s/he
makes when s/he talks.

7. Every word begins.with a sound that s/he can write down:.

8. Most words have an ending sound..

9. Many words have something in between.

10.. Some words are used-over and ov'er'in our language, some words are
not used very often. 4t

'11. What s/he has to say and write is important to him/her; and also
4 what others have written is important.

12. Most words s/he uses are the same ones as those which others use
.

to write:

A

Reference: tearnin to Read throw h Ex erience, Dorris M. Lee &
. . ien, pp eton- entury- rofts, New York, 1963,

PP, 5-8.

17



SEQUENCE OF READING. SKILLS

STAGE, ..: Development of Reading'Readiness

listening, speaking, motor development
auditory ond visual discrimination
concept formation, cognitive development
attending, concentration

STAGE 2 - Initial Stage of Learning to Read

'decoding,' early phonics
'visual recognition
language experience
vocabulary building

STAGE 3 - Rapid Development of Reading'Skills.

sight vocabulary
N

phonics and structural analysis
context clues
advanced word recognition

Stage 4 - iliage of Wide Reading._

improve: nd strenghten skills
enrich the reading experiences

'0 7 Refinement of Reading

advanced comprehension skills
study skills
reading rate
flexibilityin reading for different purposes

Reference:The Development of Lan ua e and Readin
In the Young Child, Susanna. Mhitney Pflaum,
Charle E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1974

,



GLOSSARY OF ORAL LANGUAGE SKILLS

1.P Auditory Discrimination - To distinguish between giv sounds to
determine sameness or difference.

2. Auditory Memory - The ability to recall words, sounds or combinations
of words, sounds and numbers.

-.3. Communication - Using language to express. personal needs, feelings,
experiences and responses to others.

4. Comprehension - The ability to get meaning from spoken words, stories
or concepts.

5. Conceptualization - Organizing concrete experiences by imposing
symbols, constructs or words (i.e., color:, shape, numbers, size
and"utilizing relationships between objects or events%

6. Description - Using words to'define the function, appearance or*
characteristtcs.of a,..given object, picture or.observation,

7. :Dramatization: - Using bOdy language and/or voice intonations:to
act out or interpret a Story, song, Oay, poem, feeling or idea.

. Elaboration - Extqnding vocabulary to describe objects or events
with greater detail. see Extension

R. Expansion - The conscious acquisition and use of words not previously
known or frequently used (i.e., synonyms).

%

10. Explanation - To describe a change or sequence of events in.terms
of cause and effect

11. Extension - Tile use of more complex forms to present ideas.
See Elaboration.'. -

12. Following Directions .1, following orcempleting oral command(s)
or, instruction(s).

13. Labelling - Naming objects

14.. Narration - RelatinTen-eventOrsequence of events. See Storytelling

15. Storytelling --Relating ideas, experiences 'or events in story form,
including an introduction,.plot and conclusion. See Narration

16. Syntax - The use of correct sentence structure, word order. nd
gramatical forms to-express spoken .or written sentences or graphs.

II

19



LEVEL I - BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES OF_HEA5:START KINDERGARTEN

.1. Auditory Discrimination

Given two distinct or two identical sounds by the tea her, the Child
will correctly identify sounds that are alike or diff rent.

2. 'Auditory!%m_aor '
Given a two or threeWord sentence orally, the child will repeat the
.sentence accurately using exact 'vocabul y and sequence.

3. Labelling

Given concrete objects or pictoiial represen tion, the child will
d correctly name the object. 1,

4. Following Directions
,

A. Child will perform a_given_one=Step direction, correctly.
3. Child will correctly-peFfOrm a given two-step direction.

5. Conceptuali. 'tticn

Givenan object guWas a ball, the child will describe it and compare
it tb objects with similar characteristics.

6. 'Communication

In'a given setting, the child will use language to .express himl 'f
or herself.

7. Syntax,

The child will speak in complete sentences.
A'

8. Description

Given an object a child will correctly describe it's color, shape,
size or number.

9. Narration

Child use simple, compete sentendes to recount an event.

10. Elaboration

A. Given a Concrete object or an event the child will.respond appropriately
to questions directed at him/her for detail.

B. .Given a concrete object or an event, the child will use descriptive
.. vocabulary to discuss it.

11. Explanation

A. Given an observable_event or a familiar story, the child will relate
it in sequential order.:

B. Given an observable event or familiar storythe child Will describe
a cause and effect relationship.

.

20



21.0 11, AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION

1.0 \ Auditory Discrimination

1.1 Listening

1.2 Rhyming Word Selection

,l.q Sound Cans

1.4 Tape Recdrded Sounds

1.5 Sounds From the Source

1.6 move to the music

1.7 Ending SoL.:1.-i match

INDEX - ACTIVITIESTOR-LEVEL-I

2.0

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

a

AUDITORY MEMORY

What Follows.

Police Calls

Clapping Iapping

Feely Box

Sentence Repetition

0.

3.0 LABELING

3.1 Things that go Together

3.2 NaMing Animals

3.3 Naming Items Found in the Home

3.4 .Pass me the 4

3.5 Fishing Game

3.6 Naming Items We Buy' at the Store

.7 .Naming Body Parts

3.8 my Name Is...

3.9 Labeling Pictures

4.0 FOLLOWING OIRECTIONS

4.1 ShFpes and Names

4.2 Following.Simple Commands

4.3 FalloW Directions

4.4 Collections

4.5 Listening to Directions
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LEMEL I

5.0 CONCEPTUALIZATION

MatchingMatching Numbers and Numeral
5.2 Sequence

5.3 Identifying a Solution
5.4 Problem Solving
5.5 Classifying

_5:6 Patterns

5.7 Textures

6.0 COMMUNICATION

6.1 Dramatizations
6.2 When I'm I feel
6.3 RelAting,Persanal Information
6.4 "Information Pletsem
6.5 miming

'SYNTAX,

7.1. 'Repetative Sentences from Stories
7.2 Where Are the Children?
7.3. Who's Knocking:it my Door?

Tresure Hunt.

7.5 Walking and Hearing

8.0 DESCRIPTION

8.1 Descriptive Language
8.2 Describing Simple Objects.
8.3 What's In the Picture?
8.4 Texture Train

8.5 Riddle Game: What is. It?

9.0 NARRATION. _

9.1 What Will Happen Next?
9.2 Describing the Picture
9.3 Story Dictation

9.4 Snowballs
9.5 "What's my Line?"



10.0 ELABORATION

10.1 Winter Weather

10.2, Things In Common

10.3 Learning About Laves

10.4 Who Lives Here?

10.5 Password

11,0 EXPLANATION

11.1 Forest Fun

11.2 What Caused this to Happen?

11.3 Dramatic Situations

11..4 Oay's Sequence

11.5 Which One Would You Choose?

A

LEVEL I

23
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Auditory DiscriMination

'1

ACTIVITY: tisteninl

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE; The child will recognizAhe
location Of sounds,

LEVEL NO .1.1'

MATERIALS
OP P.IIIPIPIO

PROCEDURES
EVALUATIO4

small bells

yarn or pipe cleaners

blind fold

Thread bells' on pipecleaner's one each wrist.

2, Have one chili blindfolded,

3. One other child will ring bells from a distance

4, The blindfolded child will walk to the sound.'

(if necessary the teacher will assist,)

(can be done outdoors.)

4.

'The child will walk to the source

of a sound while blindfolded,

Co-

VARIATION/

EXTENSION: '
rte



SKILL: Auditory Discrimination LEVEL I NO. .1.2

ACTIVITY: Rb. in Wordlelection

LEARNING Child will listen to word's that have the same sound

OBJECTIVE:

-.ftw ml
MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATION

I. Pictures of a hat, cat, I The teacher will hold up pictures and say all

spoon, moon, fish, dish, the names while the children repeat after her.

sock, block, house, mouse.

2, The teacher folds up one picture at. a time and

2.t Pocket chart or chalk ash, the child "can you find something that

ledge .rhymes with Ica*"

f

,4

3. child answers with a complete sentence

"It is a (hat)."

4, The teacher reinforces.' the child's'correct answer

and models'sentences form. "Yes, cat and hat,

rhyme. The child them removes the card from the

pocket-or ledge.

I

26

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

5. The game continues uotil all the pictures have

been removed.

T.O. The child will will correctly

match pictures of items whose

names rhyme.

10



SILL: Auditory Discrimination

ACTIVITY: Sound Cans

LEVEL
NO 1.3

41°

LEARNING
The child will distinguish

different sounds.OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS
PROCEDURES,

EVALUATIO1

1. Four coffee cans of

identical size, shape,

and label, with plastic

lids.,

2. A small block

a piece of clay

a piece of cotton

4 cup of sand,

1. The childrA help fin the four cans,

one.with sand, one with.clay, etc.,

so that they can note the weight and

texture of all the items, The teacher

names the items with the child

2. One can at a time is closed by the child,

3..When all4thellids are on, the cans are

shuffled and the children.guess what is

in each can by listening to them as they

are shaken.

ti

4

T,O, The child will successfully

distinguish between two'

different sounds, as given

by the teacher.

N

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:



ACTIVITY: laPq kcoPded iougls

LEVEL I NO. 1.4

LEARNIiG The ow v111
identify familiar classroom sounds.

OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS

1, Tape recorder

2. Blank cassette

PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

1. During. the classroom day the teacher

may occasionally turn on recorder and

record familiar sounds,

a. the bell ringing

b. water running.

c. children playing outside

d. children singing

2, The recording is played back for children

to identify.

The child will correctly

identify a sound presented to

hiM, after itbit become
I

familiar,

3 VARIATION/

EXTENSION:, This acOlfy play be done using sounds, from home or .outdoors,

COMMENTS:



SKILL:
Auditory Discrimination

ACTIVITY; Sounds from the Source

LEVEL I NO, 14.

LEARNING'

OBJECTIVE: The child will demonstrate ability to match sound to picture representing sound source,

4

MATERIALS

Pictures of animal's

or. lbjects that make

sounds,

PROCEDURES
'EVALUATION

1. Teacher sets pictures on chalkboard ledje.

2. Teacher, along with class nam4sthe pictures,

3. Teacher Liiten carefully, I'm going

to make a sound, 'you match

the sound with a picture.

T.0 The child will accurately

match sounds to their

sources given a sound and

a set of pictures to

select from.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS :

Q
t.:

33



SKILL: Auditory Discrimination

ACTIVITY: Move to the Music

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child wil) listen and move to some lively music,

LEVEL I NO, 1.6

I

MATERIALS PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

Radio, tape recorder

f
or record player (music)

I. Turn on lively music, as the music plays,

have your child move or dance about in time

to the music,

After awhile, turn off the sound, your

child should 'freeze." Count slowly from

one to five them turn up the music for

more &Acing.

. Tell the children what to do while the

music is playing, such as hop on one foot,

jump, etc., Also demonstrate to the

children how he/she should look when the

music stops.

T.O. The child will listen

to a musical selection

and will move to the

music, stopping when the

music stops, starting

again when the music

startg again.

35
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SKILL: Auditory Discrimination
LEVEL t

NO 1.1

MTh Ei...._211Ssund Match
ms1.1War

LEARNING

ONECTIVE: The child will demonstrate ability to match like sounds at the ending of a word,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

HONE

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

I. Each player must name something beginning

with the same letter sound that ended

the last player's word (e.g.) bag, gum,

mitten,

Recommended for late Kindergarten:

T.O. Given a word the child will

name a word that begins with

the ending sound of the

given word,

Teacher may need to demons

trate by writing some

example word on the board.

37



SKILL: Auditory Memory; .

ACTIVITY: What Follows?

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:. The child will demonstrate the ability to reproduce a story in correct sequence.

LEVEL' I NO. 2.0

.0011mY...d~w...Immemmt

MATERIALS.M, PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Two copies ofian

inexpensive storybook;

I book is taken apart

to make sequence cards,
.

laminate for durability,

38

I. Teacher reads the intact storybook to the

children.

2. After discussing the story with the children,

assist them with sequencing the story, using

the laminated pictures,

Ii

T.O. Given a story that has

been read to the child,

the child will sequence

the story using pictures

provided by the'teacher.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS; Children may want to illustrate their
favorite part, sequence and put book in classroom library.



Auditory Memor
SI y

LL:

ACTIVITY; Police fills

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The

LEVEL

hild will demonstrate the ability to repeat four numbers,

NO 22

MATERIALS PROCEDURES'
EVALUATION

Cards with license numbers,

4 numbers on each card.

'.You are the police cap4in and the children

are the policemen and policewomen. Explain

that, today the police force must look for

missing 'cars. Read out a fictitious license
ti

plate number.from the Cards, A member of

youforCe repeats the: number, Ithe doesn't

repeat it correctly, he'talls upon wither

member to say it', The policemen who, repeats

the .number 'correctly becomes the new

poliCe captain, and,readS another card,'

T.01 Child will corvectly

apeat a, series of

4 numbers,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

111.=11111.1.4011.10411

410



SKILL; Auditor; Memory
LEVEL NO

4

ACTIVITY; Cla in a i

LEARNING ,

OBJECTIVE; The child will demonstrate the ability to repeat a iapping sequence. ,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

2. drum sticks (optional)

42

Clap your name for demonstration using the

'name of a child in the grou.p, all of, the

childrenyclaP the rhythm of the name,whIle

pronouncing it.

example..

Ma ry

Clap Clap

4 ,

John Son

clap clap

Repeat tRe name several timesi thenselect

another name and continue until everyone's

name has been 'done,

To sharpen inteftst in listening, have one

child, eat autehythml,the
druMi

To other children clap out the same rhythm,

T.0, Child will follow simple

tapping sequence,

1. VARIATION/

EXTENSION;

COMMENTS:

.47nr1110....



Atioto'Y moor)!

ACTIVITY; Peel

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child tivill correctly reproduce .a given sound having heard it without seeing the source.

LEVEL N0.2,

MATERIAI.5

Large borg .wittl

variety of °Nets:

eraser, 964G9
r
hel 1

papercl ip, rattlk,

VARIATION/

...1EXTENSION:

COMiNTS
:

PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

Make a leely.box" by turning a btx open side

down and cutting a.hole in the side large

enough for -a child's fist, Put several

items in the box that make a distinctive

sound alone; or when tapped on a table.

One learner reaches. inside the box and

makes a sound with one of the items, keeping

it in the box. A second learner then
o

reaches i side the box and should make the

ideutic sound.

401...0.1=1110.11111

'T.O. The child will identify

aid reproduce a sound

from a hidden source,

4'

I

4.

.linM..m.10,00'elow:



SKILL: Auditory Memoiy

ACTIVITY: Sentence Re etition

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will repeat. a given simple sentence in correct sequence.,

LEVEL I NO,

MATERIALS

NONE

t

PROCEDURES

A

I

I Begin with short ientences such as:

He ate my pajamas.

Daddy comes home at five.

When he'finished e itory, he fell asleep

Mom put carrots, Cumbers andlettuce In

the salad:

We like catsup on, our food, but not on

. ice Cream.

2. Make the activity more challenging by

having child add on numbers and colors

each time a sentence is repeated,

T,O. Given a short simpl,

sentence the child will

repeat the sentence with

no omission of reversals

of word order,

VARIATION/ '

EXTENSION:

.1.0.0 IV

COMMENTS.:



AcTivilIhiagiltat_gagether

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Child will describe and name household objects by their use,

Er

MATERIALS PROeEOURES
EliALUATIO4

Tray

assortment of objects

paired,

ex: Knife/spoon

paper/pencil

soap/wash cloth

cup /bowl.

1, Teacher will take objects off tray one at a

time and name.them. imay examine them such'as:

soap, smell it, pretend to.wash'ith it,)

Have children repeat name and examination,

2. Teacher will ask the child "what is this

called, and how do we use it ?"

3, Repeat the above procedures until all objects

on tray are identified.

Use objects whiCh serve a related purpose

but are different sponge/washcloth.o

bar of soap/box of soap flakes.

Given a household object the

child ill name the objeit

an its use,

VARIATION!

EXTENSION:



SKILL: Labeling

ACTIVITY: Naming. Animals

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child uses two,or more words to'name tilt animals in pictures of dogs, cats, rabbits, horses, etc,.

0 1,

LEVEL I NO, 3,2.

...MEWIlleiemm
MATERIALS PROCEDURES

large pictures of pets,

.farm animals, dogs, cats,

rabbits, horses, 'using

adult and baby animals.

50

le

EVALUATION

1. Show a piCture of an animal o the dildren'and

them to tell what animal it fs'.

2. Ask the children to' give other names by which

the animal can be called,

3,' Help children to thi I( of sever i Imes for

each

lscuss , 11 V_ 4drel thu idea that many

things can elailed by more than one name.

5, Use pictures of. mother and baby animals to

discuss the differences in appearance of

mother and baby and their names,

Given a,picture of'pn animal,

the child will give two names

for the animal.

s,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION.._
en'who are .familiar with these labels may want to talk about their

own Pets and experiences.

N.

COMMENTS; .fOrentry live] children, it will be necessary to. introduce themlabetnames

s perhaps several time, prior to beginOlgthis activity;



SKILL: Labeling

ACTIVITY:

LEVEL I NO 3.3
wrr.4100*. molialoOlmnen

t.

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child names from pictures ten things commonly found in the home,and tells In whiolgom ouch is used,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

10 picture cards of.

household items.

(Peabody, magazines, .

catalogues)

large piece of butcher paper

scissors

glue'

marking pens

magazines

1. Look at the picture cards and identify the items,

and the rooms in the house where they are

commonly found,

2. Divide a large table size sheet of butcher

paper into rooms like a simple blue print.

. Label the rooms with the children,

3, Review the picture cards again, and ask the

children to place each card in the room

where.theitemit represents can he, found,

4. Divide the children into small groups` and

give each group a table and a large sheet of

butcher paper on which they are ,to glue

pictures for one room which you specify,

(these are pictures of household items the

children cut from magazines.)

EVALUATION

11101..110,1111.1,0=11

The child will accurately name

1-2 or, more items, commonly found

.in a given room of the house.

fss

3

VARIATION/
A large house collage Can be made by joining all the small group projecti when: completed,EXTENSION:



SKIll: Labeling

ACTIVITY:. Pass Me The

LEVEL I No, 3,4

0.....M.1..11....11=11
LEARNING

BjEcTIE: The child will name food pictures which they have selected and cut out of magazines/newspapers,

EVALUATION

'magazines 1, Sit with children while working through Thi child will name a food

newspapers activities, Emphasis is on discussing all
given a picture of the food,

choices, Let child cut out pictures of food

from old magazines, Discuss the names

_especially offoods which are new to him/her,

Have child repeat the names,

2, Play a game with the pictures "Pass me the

broccoli, please," "Point.to.the corn,"

Be sure they say.the name of the food,

3, Hive child draw faces on foods and give

them silly qua, -Ex:--Tessie Tomatoe,

Banana Bob,

a. el

VARIATION/
Child may want to collage their faiorite fruits, vegetables; teacher labeling words for then),EXTENSION:

COMERS:

r

ti

55



SKILL: Labeling

ACTIVITY: 6shin Game

!EARNING.'

OBJECTIVE: The child will identify and name familiar objects in pictures.

LEVEL I No 3.5

' MATERIALS PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

paper clips

Pftlbody Kit, or other

picture cards'

string

pole (dowel or. stick)

.bar magnet (small)"

box

1. Place paper clip 4,4 the picture cards./

2. Tie string to pole and magnet.

3. Place cards in a box (a large shallow one,works

best,)

4. Give each child several opportunities to fish.'

The child must name the object ton the card

he pulls out with the fishing pole..

The child will dentify given

familiar pictur s correctly.

VARIATION/ This activity may be used to work on descriptive skills by asking the child to describe

EXTENSION:
specific attributes of the objects on the cards,

COMMENTS:



SKILL: Labelin

ACTIVITY:

LEARNING

LEVEL I NO, 36

OBJECTiVE: The child will name-10 items andidentify the type of store where each is purchased:

MATERIALS

item of clOthing

toys

food

,a large shopping bag

PROCEDURES EVALUATIO%

I. Talk with children about the stores they have
A

visited, Discuss the items they have

purchased there.

2. Ask "where do we buy food?" "Where do we ,

buy clothes?" "Where can we buy a toy?'

3,.Take the. items one by one from the shopping

bag and ask` the children to identify them and

tell where they can be liurchased. Arrange

them into groups according to where they are

purchased, Acknowledge that they can be

obtained .in more than one type of store.

Given three different items
,

the child will name them.and

appropriately identify the

kindeof"stori where they can

be obtained,

58 VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

59



SULL: Label in
LEVEL I NO. 31

ACTIVITY: Namin Parts of .h

LEARNING The child will identify
(name) hislher body parts including head, eyes, nose, ears, mciuth, hair,OBJECTIVE:

teeth, body, arms, legs, hands, feet ankles, wrists, elbows.

MATERIALS
PROCEDURES

EVALUATION

toy animals
1. Have child "dress-up" while doing this activity.

animal pictures The child will name the body parts. The

puppets
teacher will say, "Let's put a shoe an your

dress-up clothes foot with the dress-up clothes."
.

"Put the shirt on Put your arm in first.'

2. Have child point out oody parts in'a favorite

doll, stuffed animal or animal picture or

puppet.

The child will point to and

name four boly parts correctly,

UATIOHI

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

.

61



LEVEL HO. 3 B

ACTIVITY:

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The.child will demonstrate the ability to give his first and last name upon request.

IC

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALOATIO3

12 white paper strips

6 orange paper strips

6 green paper strips

orange & green crayons

Enough strips for number

-of children in the class.

straight pins

Bean Bags

large boxes

This will help.the students in develong self-'

image. Help each child print his first and last

name in a 12" strip of white'paper. Tape these

name strips in r group on a wall at children's

level. Assemble the children at the name wall.

F

Show a child his first name on the strip and

draw an orange line under it, Print each child's

first name .on a small piece of orange paper.

Pin the child's name on his clothing, Call

everyone by his first name, 'Save the orange

name strips. On another day repeat the

procedure using a green crayon and a green strip

for the last/name, Repeat the procedures again

using 'both first and lastname.

T,O,

For Preschool childreN given

a group of childrens names

he/she will recognize and identify

his/her own name. (first and last

only.)

9 VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

rM Pr

COMMENT

AMINE=.4.000111111
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SKILL: Labeling

'ACTIVITY: Labelin Pictures

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will label (name) objects in own drawings, pictures, and things in his immediate environment.

MATERIALS

Pencil

marking pens

crayons

cards

paper

scissors

newspaper

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS

PROCEDURES EVALUA 04

After a child draws,a picture have him/her

identify each item in the picture. Children

can also;tell you what they see in pictures

and what they see.arOndthem as you travel

on field trips or go around the playground.

N

Have the child write words that he/she is

saying on,cards or paper or you write them

for the child.

. The child will orally identify

. one item In his/her picture for

the teacher and together they

will elaborate on that one item.



Following Directions
SKILL:

ACTIVITY:
Shapes and Names

LEVEL I
Nb, 4.1

LEARiti

04JECT#
The,child will respond correctly to 1 to 2 step commands.

KA1FRIALS PROCEDURES

1=.1.1=Imwmosm...11
EVALUATIO1

Large shapeolade

with tape and chalk

on construction papers

placed on the floor

or on the playground.

1, Show the shapes to the children, Review the

shape names - square, triangle, rectangle,

circle.

2, Give individual children-directions.

(Ex.: 'Jessie stand on the square.'

'Linda skip tojaround the triangle,")

3, Use colored shapes so as to reinforce color

recognition and make commands more specific.

4, Use beats and have children respond to

the commands by throwing the bags onto the

shapes indicated,

5, Use a large patking box and cut out shapes,

larie enough to allow the children to crawl

throUgh them, Vary commands to include,

"Crawl in the square and outtheicircle.'

'Throw the bean bag into the square,'

Given a two-step command, the

child will correctly follow

the command in,sequence.

4

n, VARIATION/

DI) EXTENSION:

CRIENTS:



SKILL:
Following PiTecilons

ACTIVITY

LEARNIRG

LEVEL NO,
4

'

2

Following Sim'ple Commands

OBJECTIVE: 1-11e child will carry out a command with I - 3 unrelated parts,

MATERIALS

Puppet
1.

PropS ,such,as: a hato

ball, a'. bean Img, small

r f

table, several chairi, a

'larOd box 'and, a small'' box,
,

PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

Flave.children seated,in a large ,circle, display

all of the articles in the .middle of the .circle.

Begin by hiving a puppet give a child a command.

"Miguel, put on the hat, stand on top of

the box, then sit on your hat, ") Silly

commands work best, Adjust the commands to the
o

ability level of each child so that all are.

'successful.

If younger children are restless, allowthem to,

participate in the commands given to others,

while.they'await their turns, (Ex: "Put the

hat onBilly.")

Given a two ,step:command by

-

the teacher, the child will

complete the command in

sequence correctly, , /

.......riMMIMMImywy..MoqniLwel.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:'

68

69



SKILL: Following Directions
LEVEL NO, 4,3

ACTIVITY:
Follow Directions. ti

LEARNING

ogjEcTivE: The child will follow a series of directions

MATERIALS PROCEDURES , EVALUATION

Two pencils

Two pieces of graph paper

(two samples attached)

t

Teacher and child each Oke a piece of 'graph paper

and a pencil, * They are to sit back-to-back, The

'child follows the directions and produces a picture'

by doing exactly s told, The teacher can only glue

directions and ask f he/she is ready to continue;

Any other iliteractio is not allowed. After all .

the directions have seen given, compare your pic-

tures, The pictures should be the same of close to

the same, 'Discuss how and why the pictures are

different,

* It may be' easierto number the squares to be used,

U

n VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

CO4MENTS.
44)

-

minunni...01011001000.0.

ihe child will successfully

carry out a given two-step

direction.



Following Directions
Children need much practice in following oral directions and in finding

the meaning for such words as "up", "down", "across"e_etc., The_following,
is an activity which provides practice in both these needs.

Pass out a sheet of I" squared-graph paper-to each student with
the same startLngpoint: marked on each paper. Have the students
follow your directiOns ata.rt 6ing at the point marked by the tea.er,

such. as, move "two squar*Up";. etc. (see following page). Have
the students fill in.the detaile and color the drawing they made.
t may be a space creature,'animal, or whatever the students wish.

Below are sample patterns which can be fitted on I" squared graph.

paper. Scale:, 1/4".equals I"

4

'ea/MI/Raab

7 r)



(3) rt (4) . (7) 1 r+. (8) 2

(6)

3

(9) 1 r4 1(10)

(33) 3 rigki-

32 11eCi (31)

(27) 1

3

"(26)

(24)

2 lett'

1 1&-1t. (i3)

a.
3
Cl

.(-22

(19) 1 riqh+

2 e.c+

(20)
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SKILL: Following Directions
LEVEL 4

NO
5

ACTIVITY: Listening to directions

'LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Given a tape recorded set of directions, the child will demonstrate ability to follow one step

directions using colored blocks,1.041.==.=.......
MATERIALS PROCEDURES

EVALUAT 01

....1.0mwMilmi

Tap Recorder,

,Tape with directions

Colored blocks as indicated

on tape,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

47 oil, 1.

COMMENTS:

Use the tape recorder to give, the learner simple

commands for using block.

"Put the red block in froOlof you."

"Put the grepn block on the red block,"

"Put the yellow block on the green block."

"Put the blue block on the yellow block."

.

T.O.

Children will accurately follow

two out of four directions.



SKILL;
Following Dirgtions

ACTIVITY: Collections

LEVEL I NO, '

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE;
The child will follow one, two and three step directions while leaning position words,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

Collection of 5 things from

around the classrooi: E.

paper, rubberband, pencil,

box, craydn.

List of position words,loier

under; next to, around, etc.

6VARIATIA/

EXTENSION;

Place all the objects in front of child, Ask him/ .

her to give you certain object,, Praise efforts,

2. Begin two part commands such as: "Put the crayon

in the' box and the pencil ,on the paper."

3. To extend do three commands, Helping child

remember what was first; next and list.

"Walk around your chair, put ifie crayon on, the

side oUthe,paper, and sit back down."
rs

=10116.1..166.116.1/1

Weill two step direction ,

using position words, the child

will 'successfully complete the

command,'

4

COMMENTS:
Children who have difficulty may need to repeat the directions before'doing them.



S611: Concepoalization

ACTIVITY,. Matching number and numer

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will correctly identify numerals and the number represented by numerals 1 - 5,

LEVEL I

MATERIALS

4 x 4 tagboard squares each

with a numeral (1.5) printed

with a marker

Pinto beans

PROCEDURES

Ask the child to place the Aumber, of beans

corresponding to the number on the card

\beneath the card.

2. This can be a small group activity, each child

being provided with a set of five cards,

5
NO,

5.1

EVALUATION

T,O,

The child will match the number of

beans to the numeral 1.5 with 100%

accuracy.

VARIATION/ Have.ehild explain what they are doing and why the are using ,a. particular number of beans for

EX701111: language practice. The chifd'can explain to teacher or to a peer.

,

COMMENTS:

73 79



S, ILL:
Conceptual 1 za t i on

ACTIVITY: Sequences

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Children will sequence flannelboard shapes to reflect the order of events' in "The Three Bears,"

LEVEL NO,' 5'2

MATERIALS

Flannel board

.Flannel board shapes:

bowls

beds

chairs

tree

table

e story "The Three Bears"

rARIATION/

EXTENSION: Repeat this.activity with other famtliar flannel board stories.

f 1

PROCEDURES

Help the group ideatify these shapes,

Read aloud "The Three Biars".

Ask the children to place the shapes on the flannel

board in' the order in which they are presented in

the story, Then display the shapes in a row with

two of them in the wrong sequence, Ask the children

to rearrange theAtems in order.

EVALUAII04

T.O. The child will correctly

sequence the presentation of

flanhdl board shapes to reflect

the order of events in "The Three

Bears,"

COMMENTS:



SKILL:
Conceptualization

:ACTIVITY: Identifying a Solution

LEVEL s

. ,

LEARNING The child will listen to the poem "Solution", and identify the best solution to finding

OBJECTIVE:
a lost item using the stanzas' from the poem.

MATERIALS

Poem: Solution

by Billie M..Philltps

What.wbuld,you do

If you could,ndt find

Your pencil'? A chair?

Your. sock or a shoe?

Would you stand and pout,

Or frown up and cry,

Act men or unkind,

. Or throw things about?

Or would you just smile

And say to yourself,

"I'll find out what I want

In'just a short while,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

PROCEDURES

5.

1.* To help your class learn to identify ways to deal

with problems, rea. , tie pdem "Solution",

2. Repeat the second verse, 'Ask the children why

none of the actions would help them find what

why this is a better way to actif they ad

they were looking Tor. Read the last verse,

lost something.

EVALUATION-,
Having listened to the

"Solution! the child w

the "better' solution

a lost object.

....dawarow.rImunu....

83



3

poem
Ill identify
For finding



I

slat.: Conceptualization

ACTIVITY; Problem Solving

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE;
The child will participate with a group to solve a given problem.

LEVEL I 5,

Ir.

MATERIALS

Example:

A shoe with knotted strings,

,Box with too many toys.

s4 VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

PROCEDURES

Present a problem. For inStance, show the children'

a shoe with the strings knotted. Ask what they

would do about getting the knot loos,e if they

could notdo it themselves; Discuss which would

be the best solution of those, suggested and why.

Repeat the procedure with other problems and secure

objects for a realistic demonstration. 'Here aria

few suggestions: Packing toys in a box that is too

small; untangling a mess of string;

Early Years, Allen Raymond, Inc.,

Darien, Coall 06820

4

EVALUATION

,T.O.

Child participates in problem

solving process offering poisible

appropriate solutions.

k
alaaaa,...aartaaa

COMMENTS:



Conceptualization.
LEVEL I

5
NO. 5.5

Classifying.

The child will identify matching object by shape and color.

TRIALS PROCEDURES

Ite Stithulate in the students the realization that most
T.O.

fiction paper cl les things have more than one characteristic. DistribUto
The child will correctly identify

fellow, blue all but one of each color to the children. Show one
2 or more characteristics of a

circle and ask the children who have matching ones
,given object.

to show theirs. Help them identify the ;hape and the u.

color of the cut out. Repeat the procOufi'for each

color. Then show the red circle and say r'retend

this is a cookie. It is round and red, If you have

a round red cookie; put it on the plate." Continue

to show the cookie while the child passes a paper

plate around the group. Do the same with the other

colors.

8,6

*11,V,P
""'""rr",,...-
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SKILL:
Conceptualization

LEVEL I NO.
5'6

ACTIVITY: Patterns

LEARNING

09ETRE: The child will duplicate. a word pattern of 3 or 4 parts.

PROCEDURES

List of words in a 3 or 4

part pattern. Example

cike, circle, square (3)

boy, girl, boy, girl (4)

Happy, happily, sad; sadly.

--^'
IARIATION

tXTENS

The teacher demonstrates a pattern of words and

asks the children repdat it, /lc the children

master it, repeat the procedure cureasing the,

number of words and difficulty of the pattern.

CONMENTSF".

EVALUATION

Children will duplicati the given

patterns of words in, the right order.

41



SKILL: Conceptualization

ACTIVITY:

LEARNING
OBJECTIVE:

Textures

The chili will note similarities and

MATERIALS PROCEE

Variety of texture samples: 1. Pass textured s

Sandpaper, silk, etc. and describe.

Ask volunteers

why they are no

. Repeat activiti

. Identify textur

VARIATION/
EXTENSION:

,,,
COMMENTS:

For less mature children this objecti,
one rliffprpnrps .



LEVEL I IP NO.

in the environment.

5.7

EVALUATION

Id for children to feel.

to textures and explain

.s similarities.

assroom environment.

T.Q.

The child will verbally distingaish

between two different textures and/

or c :n pare to identical textures.

presented on.two lessons, one stressing similarities and

91



Communication
LEVEL I NO.

PITY: Dramatization

IING

JIVE: The child will demonstrate an ability to act out a given situation orally.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

6.1

.0FIMMIIMAMml

Act out (using speaking roles) tht following T.O.

situations and r,.stions

..VALUATION

The child will participate verbally

1, Person 1 - N are late to dinnir you think you in the dramatization of a given

you think you have a good excuse.) situation involving problem solving;

Person 2 - The food is burned and you are

angry.

Person 1 - Ask a friend for a homework assign-

ment,

Person 2 - You don't have the assignment either,

but you don't.walt to admit it, Can icu fake ;1?

Person 1 - You back your car into someone's

motorcycle, Convince him it wasn't your fault.

Person 2 - It was your motorcycle. Now will

you act?

TION/

PION:

\



CorminicatIon
LEVEL I NO. 6,2

ACTIVITY: When I'm I feel

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child wIl! talk about his needs, desires, and feelings,

MATERIALS

None

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

....!14P..10
I OP

COMMENTS;

PROCEDURES

When the child is feeling happy, sad, hurt; afraid,.

etc. help Mm /her recognize his/her feeling. "You

feel hurt Ase ." Talk about why heishe

feels this way and let him/her know you understand,

accept the child's fears an(feelings. Encourage

the child with "Tell me about it." "Tell me more."

EVALUATION

1,0,
. .

The child will identify his/her

feelings and begin to verbalize

them, with teacher direction.

amirralm



CovunS ILL; "'cation LEVEL I NO
6.3

ACTIVITY: Relating Personal Information (small group)

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE; The child will demonstrate the ability to relate personal information,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Silhouette of a child

Oaktag strips

Display a silhouette of a child. Make up a story

about the child getting lost. Help the class

determine what the child needs to know to get some-

one to help him. Ask, "If you were lost would you

know your full name, your parents names, address,

and telephone number?" Cut silhouettes of a child,

mother and father from heavy cardboard. Attach a

folded piece of cardboard to the back of each figure

so that it will stand. On a table, display the silhou

ettes, a toy house and a toy telephone. Leave space

between the items. As each child correctly recites

the personal information identified in the discussion

write his name on a small card and place it in front

of the related item'on the table.

T.O.

The child correctly states his full

name, his parents' name, his address

and telephone number.

Preschool children will correctly

state his full name, parents',

address,

96 VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COTIENTS:.



SKILL: Communication

ACTIVITY: Information Please

LEVEL I NO. 6'4

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will demonstrate ability to relate v1-;',4a1 information

MATERIALS PROCEDURES ..1.,

.111.4..amn

ivAUATION

6 oaktag strips with holes Cut six oaktag strips for eci) punch a , TA.

punched at either end for in each end of the strips. chfti Crites h!s cr.:s on which are prlted a

each child full name on a strip. On the othe s'Jps, help i:111 Child's fuli name his parents name,

write his mother's name, fatk-'a nn., address, c?.y his addr.v,:;, city, state, and

and state and telephone r,limbv., Coo,7 the stritrf, telephone cumber. The child will

one under the other with yarn uld Lot the ends to correctl i!;entify each upon request.

form a hanging chart, Play "ilforle ,n Please".

Say "Your telephone number, The childreN For prescholll children, they will

take turns pointing to the q!.!.y and readio tt:itify ,treet, city, parent's name,

the information aim].

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENi'S;--



SKILL:
Comunication

ACTIVITY; Mining

LEVEL I N0.
6.5

LEARhItG

HjECTIVE: The child will demonstrate the ability to comounicate without words,

MATERIALS KEHRES

hone

VALUATION

Experiment with communicating without words. Give T.0,

the following directions and see if the children can The child will demonstrate one

demonstrate ways of giving the same directions withouu command using gestures instead

speaking a word: Come here, Go away! Keep quiet, of words.

Hurry, Stoop, Turn around, Follow me, Wait.

10 i J VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS;'...

1=1.1ma......11

101



'SKILL: Syntax LEVEL I

ACTIVITY: Re eti pup,. f or

LEABING

MECTIVE:
ihe child will repeat a given sentence pattern he has heard in the context of a story.

NO. 7.1

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATIO

A favorite story such

as "The Gingerbread Boy",

with a frequently

repeated sentence.

"Run, run as fast as you

can", or "You can't catch

me, Im the Gingerbread

man!"

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

1, Read the story.

2, Organize the group to dramatize the story.

As you reread the story the children act out the

event. Repeating with you each time,

"run, run:' etc.

.111=11

Given a story with a repetative refrain

the child will repeat the refrain or

sentence without omissions or reversals,

7C,

tO2 10J



SKILL: Syntax LEVEL I HO. 7.2

ACTIVITY:kere Are the Children? (Tune to the Paw-Paw Patch)

LEARN%

OBJECTIVE: Child will repeat a refrain from the song. which is in the form of a complete sentence.

.....,.
MATERIALS

A song

A, .1

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

PROCEDURES

1, Have the children listen while you first sing

the song, then have children sing along so

they can tecve failizr w'.th words tune,

Where, oh where is dear little Jimmy?

Where, oh where is dear little Jimmy?

Where, oh where is dear little Jimmy?

Way over ther with the blue shirt on,

(use all of the children's names)

EVALUATION

The child will correctly repeat

a refrain without omission or

reversal of words order.

105

.

CHMENTS:



SKILL: SyntaK

ACTIVITY: qc.'King at

LEARNING

CEJECTIVE: Child ansfier a cEplet

4

LEVEL I NO. 7.3

iallp.M./MION

MATERIL:

NONE

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

1. Child is chosen to knock, (on door, floor, chair,

table.)

2. Teacher and croup says;

Ali: Who's knocking at my door?

Individual child: Who's that knocking at my door?

(Knock 3 tit.es)

Individual child: Who's knocking at my doori

(Knack 3 times)

Child: It (Marg),

Wait for child who knocking to reply to question

with his own name,

(stress use of complete sentences.)

r
EVALUATn

.m.11MI.

11.111111.0.1.

Given practice the child will

respond to a question with

a complete sentence.

COMMENTS:



SKILL ntax LEVEL.**..+o

ACTIVITY: Treasure Hunt

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Child will use simple sentence form to state what they found,

MATERIALS

Envelopes

small familiar object I. Prior to lesson while children are out of the

EX: penny, rock, pencil, room, teacher will hide the envelopes

etc, (each containing one object) in various places

around the room,

2, Teacher will say, "I have hicha envelopes around

the room.. There is Something in each envelope.

When you find an envelope please sit down."

(Provide clues until each child finds one

envelope.)

3, Each child will tae turns opening envelopes

and showing the group. Then each child

describes the object in his envelope using

the sentence pattern "I found a penny in my

envelope,"

PROCEDURES

1.0 ,.0.,.

1.1.11.1."1.1.11.11.1104.10.1.=1.11.10..IIMMOM

11/1LOATIO4

108

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

T.0,

The child will identify an object

using a complete sentence,

109

COMMENTS:



SKILL: Syntax

ACTIVITY: and Hearing

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will speak in complete sentences, relating the experiences of a walk,

LEVEL I N0,7,5

. MATERIALS

NONE

PROCEDURES 9ALUAT104

14i...ANrIMII1II1IYWIMMMMM.=MIW......IIa.,...4.

Prepare children for a neighborhood walk by The child will describe an

reviewing safety rules, Also clue the child experience in at least three

that the walk is especially for hearing, statements.

Tell the children that when we get back from

our walk, we are going to share our walk by

talking fn complete sentences,

(For younger children it might be best to

discuss what they heard during the walk as well

as at home,)

For Preschool children: Be a good model by

using complete sentences when talking to your

child,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

111



SKILL: Qescriatio__

ACIDITY; Descriptive language

LEVEL I NO, 8.1

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will demonstrate the ability to use descriptive language,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

Large cotton tufts

white

red

yellow

blue

(colored with tempera

powder)

miwwwnw. .1...1.Mrwm.

41...rna VALUATION

1, Ask the children to tell what cotton is and
1 T,O,

what they can tell others about it,

2, Put the cotton tufts in view, ask questions

that would guiL the group in discussing

what there eyes see,

3, Repeat the activity using tissue paper strips

of different colors and Shapes (crush the strips

Given a colored cotton tuft the

child will describe the cotton

tuft, using color words,

VkIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:



SKILL: Desu.14°1

ACTIVITY; Describing Simple Objects

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:The child will demonstrate the ability to expand simple sentences.

..

LEVEL

MATERIALS

NONE

.m*.w..MF.Way,.
PROCEDURES

No, 13.2

1. The teacher reads a statement then reads

it again with the addition of descriptive

words.

2. Following this example she reads other statements

and asks the class to make them more interesting.

3, Sample Statements:

I saw a dog.

Improved Statement:

I saw a little wiggly dog.

Sample Statement:

Grandmother wore a hat,.

nip_loildIr Statement:

Grandmother wore a big white at.

EVALUATION :1

T.D.

Given a short three word

sentence the child will expnd

the sentence without changing the

meaning.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION.

CO! IENTS:

114
115



Description

TT I
1 't

LEVEL I 8.3

Whats In the Picture?

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Child will describe objects he sees in the picture,

YE.I1111.!In

...111.1....1.1...mm...r,

HATERIALS

newsprint /manila paper

colorful pictures of

familiar objects,

stapler

black marker

easel

116

PROCEDURES

1, Teacher will prepare lesson ahead of time, T.O.

fold newsprint in half, staple picture to be

used on one side of newsprint.

2. Proceed by clipping picture on your easel.

3. Have the children observe the picture closely

and tell as much as they can about it.

4. List the key words beside the picture.

VALUATIO4

4.10..m.01111.

Given a picture the child will

describe what is in the picture.

117

VARIATION!

EXTENSION:
When the group begins to work on sentence structures, children can work on the same pictures to develop
simple sentences.

COHMENTS:



TILLIticEigicin

ACTIVITY: Texture Train

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:
Child will use texture words to describe an object,

LEVEL I
s

NO 8 4

-1 MATERIALS

1. Precut train forms

2. Tinfoil, felt, cloth,

sandpaper, any material

of varying textures,

sp4,etti, cotton balls,

macaroni, wheels, glue,

PROCEDURES

1. Give each child a sheet of black paper

2. Have materials laid out in table in piles

3, Let children collage on construction paper

same textures (e,(j.) oro. sheet cotton balls,

one sheet sandpaper, etc, Each car following

will have a different texture,

4, When the cars are all finished have children

describe the textures of each one.

5. Putting the train together up on the wall, and

feeling the different textures will encourage

descriptive language,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION;

COMMENTS..--

64Fin.......

118

EVALUATION
r

I

o

The child will describe the train

with texture words such as rough,

srooth, wrinkled, hard, bumpy, etc.

119



SKILL: Descririon

ACTIVITY:
Riddle. Game: What Is It?

LEVEL I

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:
The child will recognize the words used to describe familiar objects.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

1. Flannel board/blackboard

2. Fairly large kites made

of construction paper.

3. Small object pictures of

familiar objects,

4. paper clips

120

1, Have kites scattered about the baord,

A small object picture is clipped to each kite,

2. Teacher turns to class and describes the

picture such the "The kite has something that

grows on trees. It is red, it is round,

it is good to eat, "What is it?

*Add clues one at a time until the riddle

is solved,

EVALUATION

.11.4rma. ...............w.,14
MIMIIMIMEW

Given a set of pictures the

child will correctly identify

the picture that' is verbally

described by the teacher,

121

VARIATION/ If children have difficulty with this activity, construct a description of each individual

EXTENSIOP: item before playing the guessing game.

COMMENTS:



SKILL: Narration LEVEL I

ACTIVITY: Describing the Picture

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will look at a picture and tell what has happened.

NO. 9.2

MATERIALS PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

colorful action pictures

from magazines, books or

Peabody Kit,

1, Show the child a Octur and encourage

him/her to tell happening and to give

as many details as possible.

T,O,

Given a picture card a child will

give a reason to describe what has

happened.

VARIATION/ Encourage child to think "What do you think might happen ext?" "Could something else happen?"
EXTENSION:

"What happened first, second, last?"

COMMENTS:

122 123

1011.



.1.

SILL: Narration LEVEL

ACTIVITY: Story Dictation

NO 9

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Child will tell a simple story relating to pictures.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Action pictures from

cartoon magE,zines, tape

recorder

124

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

,,
I. Have children sit around 'ible with tape

recorder going in the c,ter. Give each child

a chance to choose a picture and describe the

activity, ask:

"What happened before?"

"What happen will happen next?"

Younger children may be asked to name the

objects in the picture or just repeat after

you,

2, Play back the tape and have the children guess

whose voice they hear, Place or prop the

pictures in the middle of the table,

Have the children identify which picture is

being described on the tape.

COMMENTS...,

T,O,

Given a picture the child will

tell a story about the picture

having a beginning,middle, end,

125



SKILL: Narration

ACTIVITY: Snowballs

LEVEL I NO, 9.4

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will deanstrate the ability to use language correctly by narrating an event.

MATERIALS

paper snowballs

PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

1, Have children make a pile of newspaper

snowballs, then have the children s',ge

snowball fight.

2, Next they will tell what they did to the paper

to create make believe snowballs.

3, Ask the to tell about their actions during

the snowball fight.

4, Read Snow Day by Ezra Keats, help the

children use action words to tell about Peter.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

T,O,

Given a shared event, the

child will tell about the

event,

COMMENTS:

127



SKILL: Narration LEVEL NO

ACTIVITY: What's My Line? ..IWOMI.Y

Pt

LEARNING The child will choose a character and present it to the group in the game format of

OBJECTIVE: "What's
my line.'

1.1.M

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATION

NONE 1. Have children choose a favorite character,

Give him /her time to think about ways to

describe the character,

2, Children should start by asking, "Guess Who?'

He/she should then go on to tell something about

the character,

3, The person who guesses who the character is

then given a turn to describe a character of

his or her own choice,

128

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

NOTE: Examples of question to use to facilitate

the game,

What do you do?

Where do you live?

How old are you?

1,0,

The child will select a character

and will describe attributes of

the character by answering the

other students' questions.

129



SKILL: Elaboration

ACTIVITY: Winter Weather

LEVEL I NO. '

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will demonstrate the ability to use weather word in an appropriate context.

MATERIALS PRJEURES

pictures of winter scenes.

31 12x12 inch tag board

squares

bright colored yarn

Poem - January Days

January days are crispy

cold with skin like gold.

January days mean ice and

snow while cold winds blow.

January days make icey

streets with rain and sleet,

Billie hi, Phillips

Present pictures of winter scenes (photographs

of the children taken out-of-doors in winter

are ideal to use if available,)

Read the poem, January Days and have the

children select the words that best describe

the weather in each picture.

Keep a descriptive weather report (weather book).

Cut 31 squares of tag board each 12x12 inches,

Punch two holes about 4 inches apart and one

inch from the top of each card. Tie the

squares together in booklet form with the yarn.

Each day talk with the children about the

weather, record on.a page of the weather book

a word to describe the weather, and choose a

child to. illustrate the page with a symbol such

as a cloud, a sun, raindrops, etc.

EVALUATION

T.O.

The child will use words

descriptive of weather conditions

(foggy, chilly, cold) in the

appropriate context.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMNENTSi.

jr
0

131



SKILL:
Elaboration

AcTiviTy: Things in Conn

....M.IMIY". LEVEL I m, 10.2

LEARMING

OBJECTIVE: The child will nay as many things as possible that have something in covn,

MATERIALS

132

),, NONE

2. Watch with a second

hand,

1

PROCEDURES
EVALUATIO1

1, Name as many things as you can that are round..,

that have four legs...(don't foqet table)

two legs..tht are pointeci....slivare...,

that swim...fly...crawl.that are green..,

yellow.., that cover things. that go under

things.

2 The child may want to see how well he does.

Check with the second hand of a watch,

Wow many can be named in half a minute?

Now many can you name while the children

time you.

Given a specific category or

attribute by the teacher, the

child will name more than three

members ti3t fit the category.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION;

COMMENTS:



SKILL: Elaboration LEVEL I NO. 10,3

ACTIVITY: Learnil About Leaves

LEARNING. The child will lescribe appearance, condition, texture, and shape of leaves of different plants

OBJECTIVE: in response to teacher questions,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATION

4 potted plants with a

variety of shapes, colors,

and size of leaves,

(include cactus)

Leaves the children collect

themselves - some dry,

some fresh,

VARIATION!

EXTENSION:

Lay the materials out on the table, Group

the children around them,

Ask:

How many different shapes can you find on one

plant? ,.,.On different plants?

What colors do you see? What shade of green

are the older bigger leaves?

How are the new leaves different? How do the

different leaves feel? How do theliving leaves

feel? How do dry leaves feel? Why?

aan,/,,-

The child will describe three

characteristics of a given

leaf, noting its color, shape

and texture.

r

CO4MENTS:

134
135



SOU.: Elaboration

ACTIVITY: Who Lives here?

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Children will describe the soil and the worms,they find in the soil,

10,4

PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

large tub or water table

filled with loose moist

earth,

Earth Worms

VARIATION/

136 EXTENSION:

,I.M.1.1......n.WIOMMEO

Place the tub of earth in the center of the

group,

2, Ask "Who do you think lives here?"

"What kind of animal would like to live

underground in the dirt?"

3, Encourage the children to put their hands in
.

the dirt and search carefully for the animals

who are hidden there ask, "How does it smell?"

4, Let there hold the worms in there open plams,

and watch them on the durface of the dirt

ask, "How do the worms feel?".

"How do they move?"

"Can they see?"

"What do they eat?"

"How do they breathe?"

Given that the child has

observed earthworms, the child

will make three descriptive

statements, noting the

characteristics.

137

COMMENTS:



S ILL: Elaboration

ACTIVITY: Password

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will use descriptive vocabulary to identify an object using the game format "Password,"

LEVEL I No, 10,5

MATERIALS

NONE

PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Teacher demonstrated, the game, Children

follow one at a time, think of a word,

example: apple,

Use one word clues to help the other person

guessyour word, The other person can respond

with only one word at a time,

Example:

pt son #1 - red

fruit

person 12 - ball

apple

The child will identify an

object given a series of

one word clues,

VARIATIONi

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

138 139



SKILL: Explanation r.) ;

ACTIVITY: Forest Fun

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: 'The child will recognizelultiple relationships within a forest,

LEVEL I NO, IN

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATION

optional:

library books

magazines that relate

to forest life,

(Ranger Rick)

VARIATION/

140ExTENsioN:

1, Share books and magazines with children that

relate to forest life: animals, insects, trees,

plans; products, etc, If possible visit a

forest and take a nature hike.

2, During the sharing, focus on the relationshies

that exist between the various things in a

forest,

3, Sample discussion questions:

"What lives in the forest?"

"What do the forest animals (rabbits, deer,

insects) eat?"

"How do the animals use the forest's trees?"

"Of what value is the forest to humans?"

The child will describe characteristic!

of a forest having discussed or

visited a forest,

4%

COIHENTS:



SKILL: Explanation

ACTIVITY: What Caused This to Isa en?

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will recognize cause and effect relationship.

LEVEL I NO 112

MATERIALS PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

newspaper

magazines

1, Go through the magazines and/or newspapers

together, Point out pictures and ask,

"What caused this to happen?"

2, Encourage your child use his/her imagination

to figure out the "why,"

For example: a picture of a baby crying could

be - he's hungry

he's wet

etc.

3, Extend this reasoning to everyday happenings

Example: If I play too close to the window,

I may break it.

T.O.

Given a picture the child

will give a logical response

to the question

"what caused this to happen?"

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

...
COMMENTS:

142 143



SKILL:
i4alnatien_ LEVEL I NO. 11,3_

ACTIVITY: Dramatic Situations

LEARNING
The child will observe a situation and will respond appropriately to questions

OBJECTIVE: directed at him/her for detail,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

.....1.111..1.1.1am.10prAlomoll,

EVALUATION

Prepare 4 simulated scene

with another person to be

presented to the group,

-Describe the given

situation,

Example:

You are spending time with

another child when another

person enters the room.

The person tells you that

he/she needs something

from you, You tell them

that you'll be finished in

a few minutes. He/she

insists it is needed now.

You try to reason with him/

her, This goes on for a

moment with slightly

raised voices, At last

he/she leaves.

1, Teacher begins discussion by asking the

children questions such as:

-What started the arguement?

-How would you describe the actions

and voices of the persons involved?

-Give some direct quotes from the discussion,

-Add other questions

2, Have children tell how accurate they feel, their

own reports are. For instance, how would

each person rate his answers on a scale of

"absolutely sure" to "really could'nt say

for sure?"

3. Be sure to tell the children about this being

set up after this whole process has

run it's course,

/...=,,

Given a staged scene, the child

will relate details about what

happened by answering specific

questions,

VARIATION/

lig EXTENSION:

44

COMMENTS:

145



S Li tE)_._on LEVEL I IA 11.4

ACTIVITY: lays Seguence
4.0.1.14.,01,00 ..-.1.1.111710.ft

LEARNING Given familiar daily activities the clgld will recognize tkosOctivities they do at the

OBJECTIVE: beginning, middle, and end of the day,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

PROCEDURES

Talk with the children about what they do

during a day - beginning with getting up In

the morning, havin9 lunch n th H lie, a'd
at the end pi ij bed at Hight,

2, Ask q. stions - example: (teacher) 'What other

things do you do at the beginning, (or middle,

or end) of the day?"

3, Show pictures of children on a walk, ride, or

shopping trip, Discuss what happens at the

beginning, middle, and.end, Set up an

imaginary trip and have your (101(1, tell yA'A

what he would Rio at the hqinOw middlc,

end,

EVALUATION

T.O.

The child will identify

those activities he/she does

at the beginning ofthe day, the

middle of the day and the end

of the day,

e A

146 147



SKILL: Explanation

ACTIVITY: Which One Would You Choose?

LEARNING
Child will describe a cause and effect relationship,

OBJECTIVE:

-.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

Iwni......1

Food pictures from Peabody 1, Show pictures:

kit,

I, corn, milk, apple

2, soup, lemon, orange

F-7 (corn)

F-I8 milk)

F-38 apple)

say: If a kitten were hungry which one of

these foods would it like? Why?

2, Show Picture:

F-26 soup)

F-42 lemon)

F-43 orange)

say: Tom is very cold and very hungry,

which of these foods would he rather

have? Why?

\ :

LEVEL N0.11,5

rl

r.VALUA1IO1

T.0,

The child will give a logical

explanation for why one selection,

given a set of three, would be

appropriate in response to a

given question,

1 4VARIATIONI

ETENSION:

CO4MENTS:

I ,
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LEVEL II - BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES OF GRADES I & 2

Discrimination

A. The child will be able to discriminate rhyming words.
3. T hs child will be able to discriminate beginning sounds.
C. The child will be able to discriminate ending sounds.
D. The child will be able to discriminate vowel sounds.
E. The child will be able to discriminate blends.

2. Auditory Memory

A. The child will be able to duplicate a pattern of sounds, letters,
numbers or words.

B. The child is able to retell a simple story.
C. The child is able to name all letters of the alphabet in random order.
D. The child is able to associate the proper sound(s) with the letter.

3. Following Directions

The child is able to follow a two or three step direction

4. Communication

A. The child will be able to express orally the way he or she feels
in a given situation.

B. The child will be able to participate in large or small grcup discussions.

5. Syntax

The child is able to speak in complete sentences with correct syntactical form.

6. Description

The child will use the proper adjectives in telling about a person,
place or thing.

7. Comprehension

A. The child will demonstrate his understanding of a story and its plot
by orally answering ppen-ended questions.

B. The child will be able to sequence a story.
C. The'child will be able predict the outcome of a story

8. Conceptualization

The child will be able to verbally communicate the difference and sameness
of concrete objects.

9, Dramatization

A. The child is able to role play a story or song.
B. The child will be able to act out a part in a play.

153



LEVEL II - BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

10. Storytelling-Narration

The child will be able to compose an original story orally with a

beginning, middle'and end.

11. Extension

A. The child will learn new words to use in his vocabulary.
3. The child will describe the meaning of contractions and the words

they represent.

17. Elaboration

Child will be able to describe in detail, objects, places or events
which are familiar.

13. Explanation

Given an observable event or process, the child will describe the
sequence in terms of cause and effect.



INDEX - ACTIVITIES FOR LEVEL II

1.0 AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION

1.1 Rhyming

1.2 Rhyming Nursery Rhymes

1.3 Rhyming with Numbers and Colors

1.4 Beoinning Sounds

1.5 Endino Sounds

1.6 Blends

1.7 Blends

1.3 Long and Short Vowels

2.0

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

AUDITO2Y MEMORY

Duplicating

Memory Time

Duplicate a

Identifying

Retellino a

Patterns

Patterning

Pattern of Sounds,

Familiar Sounds

Story

Alphabet Random Order

Association Sounds and Letters

Alphabet Solitaire

Letters, Numbers, & Words

3.0 FOLLOWING DIRECT'

3.1 Back to Back Scrap Paper

3.2 Back to Back Hand Game

3.4 Following Oral Directions

3.5 Listen, Watch, Do

3.6 Repeating and Following Oral Oirections

4.0 COMMUNICATION

4.1 Telephone Time

4.2 Expression of Feelings

4.3 Emotions/Feelings

4.4 Super Powers

155



S.0 SYNTAX

5.1 Workers/Helpers

5.2 Sentence Building

5.3 Speaking in Complete Lntences

5.4 Verbalizing

Speaking in Complete Sentences

S.5 Scdy Parts Guessing Game

S.0 DESCRIPTION

5.1 Guess What I See

5.2 Animal Characteristics

6.3 Definino Characteristics

5.4 Defining Characteristics of Things

6.5 Hunters and Fishermen

Can You Find My Child?

6.7 I've Got a Secret

6.8 Describing a Rainy Day

6.9 Description Threesome

6.10 Walk Into a Picture

7.0 COMPREHENSION

los/ Reading Stories

7.2 Sequencing /Predicting

7.3 Sequence of a Story

7.4 Predict

Sequencing

6.0 CONCEPTUALIZATION

8.1 Loud-Soft

3.2 Descriptive Likenesses and Differences

6.3 Different Rooms, Places

8.4 Body-Part - Left - Right

8.5 Opposites

156



S.0

9.1

9.2

9.3

9.4

ORAMATIZAT:ON

Rhymes/Poems

Let's Pretend

Favorite Stories

Fantasy Role Play

9.L7 Role Play Situations

9.6 Role Playing

9.7 Role Playing

10.0 STORYTELLING/NARRATION

10.1 Composing a Story

10.2 Storytelling with Flanned 6ox0 Cut Out

10.3 Composing Original Stories

10.4 Composing a Story

10.5 Imaginary Stories

10.5 Composing a Story

10.7 Super Sounds Game

10.6 Grab Bag Glibs

11.0 EXTENSION

11.1 New Words

11.2 Contractions

11.3 Riddles of New Vocabulary

11.4 New Words

11.5 Wonder Words

11.6 Word Families

12.0 ELABORATION

12.1 Time Words

12.2 Describing the Outdoors

12.3 Show and Tell

12.4 Describing

12.5 Describing a Room

157



13.0 EXP_ANATION

13.1 Poems and Fables

13.2 Eecuencino in terms oF Cause and EFFect

13.3 Gravity

13.4 Seasons

13.5 Opposites

13.6 Story and its Consequences



SKILL: Auditory Discrimination LEVEL II

ACTIVITY; RhPing

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Child will be able to discriminate rhyming word.

arylwarm..

MATERIALS 'PROCEDURES EIALUATIA

CoF,ection of small

toy objects with

rhyming,

Example:

sock, block

hat, cat

INDIVIDUAL OR SMALL GROUP

1. Give a child the box (filleilwith the small

toy objects)

2. Ask him to name the objects,

3, Ask the child if any two of these things sound

the same,

4, (lave children find as many rhyming pairs as there

are in your assortment,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

159

If the child seems confused

line up three objects, two that

rhyme and one that doesn't

,.....nIMPOPMeM



%ditoy Discrimination LEVEL II NO. 1.2

ACTIVITY: Rhyming Nursery Rhy7des

LEARNING

oBjEcTivE: The child says two rhyming words which he hears spoken in a given context.

MATERIALS

A familiar nursery rhyme

Exriple:

PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Jack Sprat u;u1j eat

no tat,

Ding long bell

pussy in the well.

Little Bo Pep

has lost her sheep.

The little red hen

got out of her pen.

161

1. Tell the children to listen while you say 2

lines form a familiar nursery rhyme. ("All

attention to the' two words which rhyme.

Present lines from familar nursery rhymes and ask

children to tell you the words that rhyme.

2. After c Adren understand how to pick out

rhyming Nords, present in rhyme in unfamiliar

context. Ask children to listen and tell you

the words that roe.

Lets' have some fun

we'll play in the sun

The great big cop

made the traffic stop

I saw a toad on the road

I found a snake under the rake

I had'a little pup that drank from a cup

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMENTS: Some children 'By be able to make up their own rhymes.

1612



SKILL: Auditory Discrimination

ACTIVITY: RhyBigll with Numbers and Colors

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Child wil tae able to discriminate rhyming words.

MATERIALS

Number Cards 1-10

Color Cards

red

blue

yellow

green

black

white

PROCEDURES

LEVEL I I N 3

4444444.4444444444444...44.444.44.44444.4.4

Display number cards

Lead the children in counting in

unison, from one to ten.

Ask the following questions, first in

sequence, having the children respond

in unison.

3. Repeat the questions and select

individual children to answer.

Question

a. What number rhymes with sun?

b. blue? h. gate?

c. tree? i. line?

d, floor? j. hen?

E. hive?

f, sticks?

g. heaven?

4, Display the color cards, Ask the

following question. Have the children

hold up the identified color as they

are linked with the question. Repeat

the questions having individual children

respond.

a. What color rhymes with jello?

bed c. sack d. shoe e. li.ht etc.

EVALUATION

Teacher Observation

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS...

163



SKILL.: Auditory Discrimination

ACTIVM: Beginning Sounds

LEVEL II No, 1.4

,Wo.. naw..*".,..606......
LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The student will be able to discriminate' beginning sounds in pictures.

MATERIALS

Pictures from color

books, catalogues, etc.

scissors

crayons

past

milk cartons or

shoe boxes

On each pox 'write upper

and lower case letters

and put picture on box

which represents

beginning sound of

letter.

165

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

IFWIN.1,

PROCEDURES EVALUATION

1. Show students each box and ask for

letter name. Discuss pictures,on

boxes and point out that picture begins

with the letter on the box.

2, Pass out picture books, and ask

students to find pictures.

(do procedures with all consonants you are

doing at the time.)

Teacher Observation

IF students have

difficulty, reduce the

number of leiter. boxes

166

Students can use picture cards they have made for sorting

into":beginning sound.groups.'

6 .



SKILL: Auditory Discrimination

ACTIVITY: Ending 5gunds

..1......-.

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE; Child will be able to discriminate ending sounds,

MATERIALS

word list

LEVEL I I NO. 1.5

PROCEDURES
I EVALUATION

1. For each word the teacher says

the child will orally say the letter

he hears at the' end of the word.

1. broom

2 prize (z)

3. frog g

4. star r

5. iron n

6 bread d

7. heart t

8, magic c

9. fox (x)

10, stamp p

11. truck k

12, glove if

13. whale e

14. leaf (f)

15. web (b)

16. horse (s)

Ne.I-.aowpiddrar

Teacher Observation

This is an individual activity

or a small group activity.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

. ,

COMMENTS;

167

168



SKILL : Auditory Oiscrimination LEVELI1
fl().

ACTIVITY: Blends

LEARNING

()Mu: Child will he able to discriminate blends

MATERIALS PROCEDURESaa .....1111.1..u......

Picture cards that

hugin with blends.

'aL:dy Kit)

169

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

The teacher holds up a card and the

child/children will tell the blend

that the picture begins with.

Grouping' small group or individual

EVALUATION

....,.11.01....

Teacher Observation

170



SKILL:
Auditory Discrimination

ACTIVITY

LEVEL 11 NO.1.7

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE; Child will be dhle Le discriminate blends,

MATERIALS

Ladder with blends

written on the rungs.

wh

Fl

sh

Dr

sn

th

Pr

CI)

br

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

PROCEDURES
EVALUAT I 01

The teacher points to a blend on the bottom

of the ladder, The child says the blend

and a word that has that blend at the

beginning. Child continues until he

can't say a blend and matching word,

COMMENTS:

171

.......w.ft

Teacher observation

Best if done in small groups

0 with individual child.

172



Auditory Discrimination

ACTIVITY: Lou and %ha bah

LEARNING

NUPE: fitild will he able to distinpilih between Icrq ald short Qwel umnds

_LEVLL II NO, 1.8

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

picture cards

(Peabody Kit)

any other picture
cards.

173

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

.11......,.,....

May use picture cards or draw own

pictures on chalkboard.

Hold up a picture card and say,

"What is this picture?"

"Do you hear a short or long i?"

Proceed with the rest of the vowel sounds

that group is working on.

=wwayat~eXP.111...1.11

Have students answer in complete sentences.

Use different pictures for long and short

sounds.

Examples pin, fin, bin, pine, line, nine.

students orally states

whether the picture has

a short or long sound.

174

COMMENTS:

, ,



SKILL: Auditory memory LEVEL 11 NO, 2'1

ACTIVITY: huplicatino Patterns

[EARNING

mcrIvE: Child wii1 Ii ahlu Ln reran LI Oven palldh

MATERIALS PROCERREs

AUL wo:(1 liJL.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

no* ...

leacher reads each of the following items

as the child listens. The child must then

repeat he items in sequence and without

error.

1. Three, six, two

2. Yellow,, green, black

3. Circle, square, oval

4. Horse, bottle, pencil, top

5 Crayon, dog, talk, chair

1_75

*M.

EVALLIA1101

The child will repeat a

given pattern.

If children have difficulty

simplify to a pattern of

two, then to three.

176



SKILL: Auditory Memory LEVEL I I MO. 2.2

ACTIVITY: Memory Tiffle PatLerning

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child is to Follow directions.

MATERIALS

List of letter

combinations.

exi

A-B

A -B -C

0-C

F-E

B-A

A-C-0

X-Y-7

177

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Tell the children they are L to play

a listening game. Have the groups of

letters given at the speed of one per

second without grouping any letters.

Have the child/children repeat the letters

given,

Teacher Observation

1,

'1E'NTS:



SKILL: Auditory Memory_

Dualicate a Pattern of Sounds, Letters, Numbers or Words

LEVEL

,...

LEARUiNG

OBJECTIVE: Child will be abLe to 6dicate a pattern using 3 or It sounds, letters, numbers or words.

MATERIALS
I PROCEDURES

List

sounds' X

clapiX

Pause:

letters:

So p,r,y

numbers:

lk 4, 9, 16

wordSt

brown, yellow, purple,

green

Clapping patterr, (X X) needs to be

practiced many times with students.

May be taped so students can practice

individually or in small groups.

Patterns for letters, numbers, and words

can be any combination. Also More can be

added to increase difficulty.

ex: 3,20, 9, 16, 1

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COTIENTS:

0'3

Student will cla',-J correct

pattern or orally reproduce

exact pattern.

ISO



SKILL:
Audi tort' (Memory

LEVEL I I , NO 2.4

ACTIVITY:
Ideally Familiar S:lunds

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The student will be able to ident:Fy a pattern of sounds.

MATERIALS

1. tape recorder

2. taped common sounds

around the school.

exl

opening and closing

the door.

school hell tinging

turning pages in

a book

181

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMAENfs:

PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Ask children to listen closely and see

if they can tell what the noise"is.

Encourage them to remember as many

different sounds as they can Play tape

again and ask what sound they heard first.

Play three sounds, and 'ask which was first,

next, last. May increase number of sounds.

small or large group

..%M.I.M.

Teacher Observation

Describe the exact sound

or describe what the sound

Sounds like.

mow. T 1



SKILL:
Auditory Memory LE TL II

_

ACTIVITY:
Retellinfj a SLury

No. 2.5

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Child is aule to retell a simple story

MATERI LS

pimple storybooks

available in classrooi

or library.

PROCEDURES EVALUATION

The teacher readE the story and asks the

child to retell th2 story (in his own words)

de should recall and include at least

five facts and retain the squence,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

MINTS:

183

Teacher Observation

A child will retell a

simple story including

facts and correct sequence.

184



Ci'i Auditor': Tiemorq,"

ACTIVITY:
Alphabet Random Order

LEARNING

ORJECTIVE: child is able La na all the letters of the alphabet in random order,

LEVEL I a 2.5

V.I.J.MMI..

liATERIALS

none

VARIATION/

EXTENSION;

PROCEDURES EVALIATIG1

The teacher says a letter of the alphabet

in random order and calls on a child

to give the following letter(s)

examples teacher says "g"

child says "h i j"

individual or group

Teacher observation

COMMENTS: This could bd used as an activity when you are waiting for time to pass,

;like waiting For lunch time - to go to the library, et,:,)

arINIEn Inim ago* mar mon , ran mem



LEVEL II

',Jouls an, Letters

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:
The chili is bLie to asAciate Lne proper sbund it the letter.

HATERIALS

picture of fathLr,

dog, artificial

lemon, hanana,

apple, cat

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

CO'fIENTS:'

PROCEMES r.VALUATION

Thu teacha: asks a child to reach into the

nag and pull out an object. The Hiid

tells the letters of the alphabet Aat

the object begins with, and tells its

beg inning sound.

individual or srdall group

Teacher observat:en



ALditocy irlea)1)

;11pha`;et 5alitaire (g,gmaj

,e-ndmena
LEVEL 11 NO, 2.B

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Child be aide to name the letters in randm f. ler,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

1. AlOadet Lagtzard

game 1E%30

2. Gameboardil inch

Lquare5

5 acrnEs

1"xi alphAeL cards

189

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

CU IENTS;

the alOabet cards are randomly placed

in t)e game board leaving two squares

blank. The child orally says the letter

before the blank P-1 finds the letter an

the board that f( ,!s. He then places

that letter in lank space which

then leaves a new blank space. The

purpose is to have all cards in A2C order

From topleq to bottom right.

....

EvALUATIO

Teacher Observation



SKILL: Following Directions LEVEL II

ACTIVITY: Back to Back Scrap Paper

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child i5 ablE to f0110,; two or three step directions,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES
EgALUATIO3

identically sized

pieces of scrap

paper, newspaper

sections, paper

squares, etc.

VARITION/

EXTENSION:

Student chooses a partner, finds a place

in the room and sits down on the Floor

back to back. Partners each have

identically sized pieces of paper and hold

the papers in the same way,

#1 gives #2 two or three directions about

what to do with the paper.

examples

Fold the paper in half, tear off the

upper right corner,

Turn and sit side by side to check if

the models are the same.

self-checking

Teacher observation

Teacher may' need to

demonstrate.

..
CNMENTS:

191
192



SKILL: Following Directions

ACTIVITY; Back to Back Hand Game

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE; The child is able to follow ditt7:tions.

MATERIALS

none

193

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

F.

T

LHL. i NO. 3.2

EVALUATION

Each studer: p,i choose q pa:tr self- checking

Find a plac,-2. t'r. i mom ag Teacher Observation

down on th2 1.j0T tfe:k to ba6. PartnEr

#1 gives lx;.' f:er r three $4,..rate

directiv.3 :r& to place nands.

If a diractIN is o:-.1.2ar, #2 ay ask for

clarificatfcin:i to:7 am-lot turr. avAnd to

look. Both f.1,111LF.o i!erform ali

directions

example!.

Touch all y'aL J.,qertips

Put your righ Iftb tin top of yw

thumb, Now tit,.. the inside C Y4 ":4!:

together.

Turn around and sit side by 511' co

,chett for immediate feedback.

Teacher may need to

demonstrate.

COMMENTS:



;CTiVirY:

Following Directions
LEVEL I I

tie .3

Follow Oral Directions

LEARNING

03jEcTivE: Nib will be eOle to follow a 2 or step oral direction,

MATERIALS......a .I.w
PROCEDURES

EVALUATION

noise-making objects!

bell

rattle

too wooden blocks

eggbeater

Other objects!

book

chair

hall

baseball cap

Students ',All listen carefully whil

Leacher tells tnem wnat to do.

Example.

First shake the rattle, then pa on the

baseball cap.

Continue giving 2 directions only until

students seem to find that easy.

Then give 3 directions in a row.

small group

Teacher Observation

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

195 196



11 'I'M Dir--tivri: r Or1L
LEVEL if

1,CTIVITY:Following Oral Directions

LEARNING

cuEcilvE: The child is able to Follow t or three directions.

EVALUATIOi

pictures of,fruits and

vegetables.

Peabody Kit)

apples (3)

pears (3)

grapes (bunch)

oranges (3)

bananas (3)

corn (1)

carrot (1)

onion (1)

potatoe (1)

tomatoe (1)

197

VARIATION/

EXTENSION;

DV1ENTS:

Place fruit and vegetables on a table

or On the floor.

Give these directions to individual

children.

3. Pick up three things that have'

e.The same name but are different

colors

b. The same name and same color but

are three different sizes (3 pears),

c. One thing that is a bunch (grapes),

d. Three things that have the same

name but one is large and two are small

(oranges)

e. Three things that have the same name

but two are large and one is small

(bananas)

f. One thing that is called an ear (corn)

. Three thingstthat grow underground

(carrot, onion, potatoe).,

h, One thin that rhymes with potatoe

Noraimm,

Teacher observaion



SKILL Fblloino Di_ otionc LEVEL TT

Listen, ',latch, Eo

NO. ],5

LEARNING

NJECTIVE: TnE chilo is abls tc follo,J a do or three Eta; direct:or,.

HATERIALS iIROCEURES
EVALUATION

Color chips found in

Peabody Kit,

Or othsr cbisr ch rc

aox or bag to place

chips in,

Distribute color chips to students so ',hat

all of them have different,colors,

(some may have same colors)

Teacher oegins game by taking out one

color chip and saying "Everyone who has

a (blue) chip like this one come over and

drop the chip into the bag or box,"

Be sure all children holding chips of that

color respond correctly to the command,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

CO4MENTS:

199

Teacher Observation

20



ihreLtions LIEL N. 3,E

AUDITY: 'i.-eosatino and Followinc urai Directions.

LEARNING

OEJECTIH: The e to follow a two or tnrea step direction,

Tell the children.to listen carefully and

do what tne poem says, tipeating as

indicated.

This is my right nand, I'll raise it up

high.

This is my left hand, I'll touch the sky.

'..PFt.hano, right hand - pound, pound, pound

Right hark', left hand - twirl them around.

Face right, face left - turn rnund and roue

Face left, face right - jump up, and down

Right hand, left hand - clap, clap, clap

Left foot, right foot tap, tap, tap

This is my right foot - tap, tap, tap

This is my left foot, - pat, pat, pat.

Right foot, left foot - run, run, run

Left foot, right - sit down, you're done.

201

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COVENTS:

1114.1111.1

EVALUATIO1

Teacher observation

202



wit: Communication
LEVEL 11

ACTIVITY: Telephone TiMe

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Child LJillbe able to communicate.

MATERIALS

2 play telephones

No 4.1

PROCEDURES

...1.....114W..

Students in pairs have an opportunity

to converse on the telephone.

Teacher may offer. suggestions For topics

if needed.

Examples!

Birthday Party

Baseball game

When you went to Grandma's

When you went to the dentist

VARIATION/ It may be possible to include z 'Trd partner to listen and retell

EXTENSION: the telephone conversation to the group.

COMMENTS;

203

EVALUATION

111111=011.111Mal...m.......,..

204



SKILL Communication LEVEL I I

ACTIVITY:
Expression of Feelings

NO, 4,2

IwrwlwXi.r.nir,wF..w.w..IPNIAIYI

'LEARNING

The child wil) be able to express orally the way he or she feels in a given situation.
OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

puppets Teacher will provide a given situation

the child/children will act out their

feelings with puppets,

Example

1. A friend takes your toy.

2, You spilled milk all over the rug.

3. A friend told you that you looked

very pretty,

4. The teacher told you that your math

paper was very neat,

5; You were told you could not play because

you didn't finish your work,

205

VARIATION/

EXTENSION;

COMMENTS:

EVALUATION

Teacher Observation

206



SKILL: Commur cation

ACTIVITY: Emotions Feelin s

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:
The child will increase his vocabulary of feeling words and engage in a group

discussion about feelings.

LEVEL I I 10, 4.3

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATIM

Books on emotions/

feelings

recorded stories

films

Vocabulary of Feeling

Words

afraid

proud A

anxious

troubled

grateful

pleased

hopeful

happy

sad

angry

selfish

naughty

peaceful

poor

amazed

good

VARIATION/

EXTENSION: 1. Can act out feeling words

2. Feelings expressed in music

Students read, listen, or watch stories

and films about feelings and emotions.

Have students listen for words that tell

how people feel.

Talk about meanings of words expressing

situations that they know and already

use - happy, angry, afraid, good.

Share your own meaning for words of

emotion.

COIIENTS

1

Teacher Observation

Students respond and

participate in

conversation.

jalroP...,
208



SKILL: CommuOcation

ACTIVITY: Super Powers

LEVEL It NO -4.4

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Thfc, child will be able to express orally the way they feel in a given situation.

MATERIALS

11...../Ma....11Y

PROCEDURES EVALUATION

None Tell the children that a fairy Godmother

or Genie has visited them.and she has

granted them Super Powers,

1. How could they make the U.S. a better

place to live?

2. How could they make the school a better

place to learn?

3. How could they change their house?

4. What 3 other things would they want

to do?

Teacher Observation

VARIATION/

)009EXTENSION:

COMMENTS;



SKILL: Syntax LEVEL II

ACTIVITY; Workers /Helpers

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Ihe student will answer in complete sAtences wing vocabulary of

different workers.

NO.
5.1

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

Picture of different Show picture care and ask students to

workers. s.)/ missing word to answer statement.

EX1 Here is a an who cuts hair,

he is called a

dentist

secretary Then answer question'

teacher What is the barber doing?

clerk 0 is cutting hair.

etc.

EVALUATION

Students respond in

complete sentences.

VARIATION/ Each student may choose one worker and think of a short story.

EXTENSION: IF teacher has time, she/he may write down story or have students listen to

each other.

COMMENTS:

211 212



SKILL:
Syntax

LEVEL II NO, 5.2

ACTIVITY: Sentence Building

LEARNING

oBjEcTivE: The student will answer in comhlete sentences using these are and food names.

.......1...
MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATIO1

Food cards raw

Peabody Kit or

other Food picture

mrds.

Show all cards and have students name

them. Students choose 2 cards each.

Students take turns in holding up their

cards for the others to see. The student

who is up the cards names them

in a sentence pattern.

EX!

These foods are beans and crackers.

0....marymarrImme.

Students speak in complete

sentences when naming

foods, objects or animals.

VARIATIOW

I. May talk about Basic Four 2. May use animal pictures or classroom objects.2:0XTENS1ON:
3. May classify picture cards.

214

COMMENTS:.



21112(11Px LEVEL 11 NO5 '

3

ACTIVITY: !iE±iniLLE:212t.ffe Sentences

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child is able to speak in complete sentences with correct syntactical form.

MATERIALS

hst or wads

peanut hotter

hair

milk

saddle

tapti

water

book

ice

wig

telephone

loaf

coffee

pliers

newspaper

ham

thermometer

etc.

PROCEDURES

Divide the group into two teams.

teacher says, "I an going to say a

word such as school," If anyone on

either team can make a Complete oral

sentence using the word she/he must

raise their hand. They will get the

first chance at making up a sentence.

If the,sentence made up is not correct

or is incompletY the other team will

have a chance to make a complete sen-

tence

3. The persor who makes the complete sentence

gets a chip, star, etc.

4. The team who gets the mos: points, stars,

chips, wins that round of the game.

onenlank.....=a,0104..1

EVAI UATIO4

Children respond in

complete sentences.

.......1101111=1011

VARIATION/

EXTENSION: You could use as a list of words, your spelling words, reading vocabulary words.

..M1111.1111.

COMMENTS:

215
216



SKILL: Syntax LEVEL li

ACTIVITY: Verbalizing

LEARNING
Child will be able to speak in complete sentences with correct syntactical form.

OBJECTIVE:

NO, 5.4

MATERIALS EVALUATION

One of each of the

following objects for

each child,

red ball

blue block

yellow chalk

small greenball

small Grow or. Large group

Hold up an object and make a statement

about it This ball is red.

Ask the clns to repeat the sentences

as they hold up their matching objects.

Teacher: Is this ball red?

Children, Yes, this ball is red,

Teacher! Is ftis ball blue?

Children, No this ball is not blue,

(repeat with mil objects)

Teacher Observation

The children will respond

with complete sentences, and

modeling the correct item,

VARIATION/
Teachers can make the activity more difficult by using more

410TENSION: complex questions. 2.18

COMMENTS:



S. ILL: Syntax LEVEL II

ACTIVITY: Speakinain Complete Sentences

U. 5,5

LEMMING

OBJECTIVE: The child will put the words into proper sentence sturcture.

MATERIALS

5 sentences in

nonsense order.

1. fell Jack down

2, run I can fast

3, read story the John

4. fish bear the ate the

5. play out want Bret

to

PROCEDURES EVALUATION

The teacher will orally give a sentence

in a nonsense uly. The student will

rearrange the ,ords to make sense.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

Teacher Observation

The child will respond

in complete sentences,

COMENTS:
Sentences from reading books could be used.

'219 220



SKILL: Syntax LEVEL II NO, 5.6

ACTIVITY: Body Parts Guessing Game

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child is able to speak in complete sentences,

MATERIALS

None

PROCEDURES

Let's play a game about parts of our

body and what they di, Listen closely,

I will say something like, "We see with

them, what are they?" If you know the

answer raise your hand, be prepared to

tell the name of the body part in a

complete sentence. Teacher gives clues

as to the body parts they are thinking

of.

example;

It bends so we can write. - wrist

It bends so we can walk. - ankle

They bend so we can pick something up -

fingers

VARIATIOV

22 IXTENSION:

EVALUATIO1

Teacher observation

COIMENTC4



SKILL: Description
LEVEL II

ACTIVITY: Guess What I See?

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Child will be able to use proper adjectives in tell:ng about things,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

Use the tune from, "I'm a little teapot",

for the first two lines.

Children take turns holding the mirror and

tell others what they want sung,

verse 11

Looking in a mirror, guess what I see?

A
1

face that belongs to mel

round ETEF
square white

oval pink

Looking in a mirror, guess what I see?

1
eyes that belong to mel

ETT ue

light brown

bright green

dark' black

Looking in a mirror guess what I see?

", hair that belongs to mel

EFT blonde
long black

short red

straight brown

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

Not 6.1

EVALUATION

Teacher Observation

Children respond with the

proper adjectives to describe

themselves.

ompsi,4 "Oe'lenSitive to children's needs to choose the descriptive

words they like best to be sung for self-concept.

223
224



SKILL:
Description

ACTIVITY:
Animal Description

LEVEL II
6.2

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:
The child will use adirtLes

MATERIALS

animal picture cards;

penguin

horse

beaver

octopus

porcupine

snail

snake

grasshopper

wasp

deer

PROCEDURES

descrite Familiar animals.

EVALUATION

Pass out a picture card to a child.

One at a time the child looks at it

and tries to tell five things about it,

(ex: a cow is (1) an animal (2) it eats

hay (3) it gives milk (4) a cow is beef

(5) has four feet)

VARIATION/

25 EXTENSION: For each thing the child says he receives a chip or point,

COMMENTS: Can be used with small groups or whole groups

Optional:

The person who has

the most points wins.



SKILL: Description LEVEL 11 No. 5.3

ACTIVITY: Defining Characteristics

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child JJill use adjectives to complete the story,

..-.-...-m.-*...
MATERIALS

none

411.0..,

PROCEURES

Teacher will begin a story, The students

will supply an ending to the story using

as many adjectives as possible.

Ext

aen I think of a haunted house I think

of

Teacher observation

The child will extend his

vocabulary using adjectives.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:
Use other seasonal beginnings for students to complete.

COMMENTS;

,m111110.1.11W110



Description LEVEL li No. 6,4

ACTIVITY: Defining Characteristics of Things ..11
LEARNItiG

OBJECTIVE:
The child will be able to use proper adjectives in telling about the object

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

Box with 5 or 6 objects The teacher till place in a box 5 or 5

objects, Tell the student to clo'IA

his eyes and then place an object in his

hand. Ask the student to discuss what he

feels - 'Qefore he opens his eyes and after,

Ask questions such asi

1. Is you object warm or cold?

2, Is it smooth or rough?

3. Is it hard or soft?

4 What is it's shape?

Have student answer in complete sentences

using the appropriate adjectives,

EVALUATIal

Teacher Observation

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

230



SKILL: Description
LEVEL I I No6.5

ACTIVITY: Huntere and fishermen_

LEAMING

OBJECTIVE: Child will use proper adjectives in telling about the things and places.406........1*
MATENALS

None

PROCEDURES

Divide children in 2 groups; Hunters

and Fishermen. Teacher says they are to

think of all the things they would need to

take, where they would, go, and what they

would see if they went hunting or fishing,

Let the first child on one team name

one thing he would need to go hunting, then

the first child on the other team to name

one thing he would need to take to go

fishing. ,Continue with alternate side,

until t ey are not able to give any further

ideas.

EVALUATION

,.Points may be given and

counted. Teacher may need

to provide examples on how

to decide the things they're

taking.

VARIATIO1/

EXTENSION; To extend, ask questions about where they go, and what they would Seel

CO!1!IENTS.:

231

232



SKILL, Description

ACTIVITY; Ca M Child?

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will be able to use the proper adjective in telling about, a person,
place, or thin

LEVEL

!iATERIALS

an

VARIATION/

EXT UN:

COT1ENTS:

PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

Teacher models the part pf an upset parent

looking for a lost child. Parent describes

a child in the class (appearance, clothing,

hair, etc.) to a student, chosen as a police

officer. The student listens and then finds
4

child who has been described. If correct,

the police becomes the mother /Father and

child described becomes police officer.

If not correct, the child described

Acomes the police, officer and the

"parent" gets another turn.

Parent' Police HFficer, can you find my

officer?"

Officer' "Tell me what you child looks like

Parent', "He/She has hair, eyes, is

wearing pants/dress, sweater,

shoes," etc.

Officer' (pointing to a child' in class)

"Is this your child?" Parent' Yes, Thank y

If the child is found the

the description must be

correct.

234

Discussion of children's experiences of being lost.

Discussion of physical characteristics and clothing as identifying.



SKILL: Descripton
LEVEL II NO6.7

ACTIVITY: Pve Got A Secret

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will use proper adjectives in telling about a person, place, or thing.

MATERIALS

../N-1.1.1,11w.m.P../

Pictures of animals,

Furniture) vehicles,

Food, play equipment

PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

Distribute cards to students. Students

take turns and gives clues about the

object in picture. Example;

Physical description

groups it belongs to (animal, vehicle)

how it is used

there found

Example:

This animal has a long neck.-, What is it?

Child who guesses, correctly gets the

picture. Encourage the children to

answer iii complete sentences.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:
Describe object or, animal sounds.

Teacher Observation

Student uses adjectives and

others guess according to

clues.

COMMENTS;

235

.
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SKILL: Description
LEVEL II

ACTIVITY: Da7lcrihing a Rainy Day

'LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:
The child will use several adjectives in telling about a rainy day

NO. 6.8

ICERIALS PROCEDURES

Rainy Day word lists

slick

drip shiny s

shiny

shower

gloomy

storm

boots

wet

drop

pitter- patter

splash rainbow

umbrella

clouds

.11..11
VARIATION/

E4fON:

COTIENTS:

EVALUATIO4

Teacher says s Lets think about rainy days Each child should contribute

close your eyes and imagine what a rainy to the list words that

day looks like. What lomks different on describe a rainy day.

the streets or in the woods, when its

raining.

Let the children describe what a rainy

day looks like. Encourage them to

describe the trees, sky, roads, walks,

ground, grass, people, buildings.

Then ask them how a rainy day might feel.

After several children have contribuCed

their thoughts about rainy' days, ask all

the children to name the words used to

describe rainy days
,

and make a list on

the board.

238
I v
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SKILL: es cri tion LEVEL

ACTIVITY; Uu icy ti on Thrae nil.

LEARIU NN

OBJECTIVE: The child will use proper adjectives in telling about a person, place or thing.

NO. 6.9

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Word lists of nouns

and adjectives.

Ask three children to come to the front

of the room. Give one child a noun and

the other two children adjectives. Ask

the first child to make a sentence using

his word. Tell the second child to repeat

the sentence made by the first and add the

word which you gave him. Tell the third

child to repeat the second child's

sentence and add the word you gave him,

Example'

1st child I have an apple.

2nd child,- I have a red apple.

3rd child - I have a big red apple.

VARIATIOW

EXTENSION;

This would be made more

difficult by telling the

children they may not begin

a sentence with "I",.

COMMENTS;
Children who have difficulty should begin the game with nouns.

239
240



SKILL: 085criPti°n

ACTIVITY: Walk Into A Picture

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: [hill will he able to use as many adjectives as possible when describing a
idintint or .hoto(ra h.

LEVEL II NO.
6.10

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

Select various

paintings or

photographs of

scenes.

Some can be

found in Peabody

Kit, magazines,

VARIATION/

EVALUATION

Invite children to take an imaginary

walk with you into the scene. you

"walk'
Ccuss whi.4 in ;11.1

1senu, imagine, 'Ak about tho

emperature and time of day' anticipate

meeting other people; "walk" behind what is

visible . over the hill, around the house,

behind the tree.

Play gam of nuing rythioij

paint. H one coinr) Nog that are .

rectanguiar, things '..hat are round, things

thE! soft he

movi,

(select topics appropriate to the painting)

hi o tare

Teacher Observation

242

COMMENTS:



SKILL: Com rehenslon
LEVEL I I NO7.1

ACTIVITY: Readinr Stories

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE; The child will demonstrate his understanding of a story and its plot
by orally answering open ended questions,

ol..01,10.11ftme.M.81.11.11116ammillb

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

Storybook (small or large group)

available in

classroom or Teacher reads story to students and asks

library, open ended questions to check child's

comprehension.

examples

Why do you think this happened?

What could have been done to prevent it?

Now do you think he feels? Why?

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COVENTS:

EVALUATION

aM

Teacher RhstArvolibli

Student is able to answer

open ended questions.

243
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SKILL: Comprehension LEVEL I I NO 7 2

ACTIVITY: Sequencing/Predicting

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Child will he able to sequence a story and predict the ending of story,

MATERIAL

5-qe _Hre

Cor

Classroom supplies

or pictures cut out

from old workbooks.

PROCEDURES

............

EVALUATION

Leave out last picture of each sequence.

Student-sequences in proper order.

Student preCtLs what might happen at Mhe

end and he/she may draw own picture.

'Teacher Observation

The child will be able to

sequence a picture story.

VARIATION/ 1. Increase # of pictures given and also # of pictures left out so, that students rEFION: prediction gets more complex. 246

COMMENTS:



SKILL; Comprehension LEVEL
NO 7.3

ACTIVITY: 5enuence of a 9tnr.

LEAOING

OBJECTIVE: The child will be able to sequence a story.

JERIALS

Book from which

teacher selects a

simple story to

read to the group

or individual cnild

PROCEDURES

Teacher reads a story and then the

chili will retell the story giving

its beginning, middle and ending parts of

the story.

EVALUATION

Teacher Observation

The child will retell the

story in correct sequence.

VARIATION/

EXTENSITI:

CRAWS:
v



SKILL: Comprehension

ACTIVITY: Predict

LEVEL
II 7

NO, 7,4

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The diild will be Th1e to predict an outcome of a given story,

MATERIALS

MAMPINAINIMIMIN, 1...MINOMMENO

PROCEDURES

Story starters

.P.P........ft.adPd..a...wmo..I.NMmioMwmnp

EVALUATION

Read the story orally and have the child

give an ending to the story.

examples

Oavi6 and Jerry were playing marbles.in

Jerry's room. David wanted to trade a

big blue marble for one of Jerry's

yellow ones. Jerry said he would trade

only if .....

The child will be able

to provide an ending to

the story.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

r.

COMENTS:

250



so": Comprehension
LEVEL

ACTIVITY: 'fiquencincj

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Child will be able to sequence a picture.

PATERIALS

picture books such

as Self-Told tales

without words.

PROCEDURES
EVALUATIO1

Student selects a picture book. He

studies and looks at pictures carefully.

Student tells a story about the picture

book - beginning, middle and end.

Teacher may want to give a few samples

beforehand.

VARIATION/

EXTENSI

COT1ENTS:

.....0.011,11/1,11.44.

Teacher Observation

The child will be able to

tell a story from a picture.

4 '!'
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253

Conceptilalintion
LEVEL II

ACTIVITY: Loud - Soft

LEARNING
ThP Chili will be able to verbally comicate the differences and

OBJEC

m
TIVE:

likenesses of loud and soft sounds,

KATERIALS PROCEDURES

1 or the following:

drum, wood blocks,

party horn,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION;

Say something to the children in a sort

voice and ask if you were speaking in a

loud or soft voice.

Say something loudly and ask how you

were talking.

Ask them to say something softly/loudly.

DISCWS when we need to use loud voices

and when we need to use soft voices.

Use wood blocks or drum or party horn

to demonstrate loud and goft. Let

children practice making loud and soft

sounds with instruments.

EVALUATION

The child will

he able to

discriminate

between loud

and soft.

COMMENTS :



SKILL: erTeeptuali7ation

Tiv/Ty: nesconri,N likenesses and differences

LEVEL TT NO.Qj

LEARNING The student will tell the likenesses and differences between

OEJECTIVE: two concrete tbirys,

RATERIALS

,lords or pictures List two objects on the board and have the

students orally five first how the two are

alqe and second how the two are different,

Therteacher will write the responses under

the objects,

1. Salt surar

2, ChOr table

', JO Jane (have two children)

Grounirl - Entire class or small croups,

T,O. The child

will be able

to differen-

elate between

likeness and

differences.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

/
255 256



, i,zat I in LEVEL II

ACTIVITY: nii'Por4r1f. PiaoPs

NO, g.3

LEAPING

(3JECTIVE:
The ctudent will tell the likenesses and differences between

two rooms or places.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATIO

Picture cards ref

ohiects fount In

l'itchen, bathroom,

livinr room, school,

office, park,

show all picture cards of 2 or 3 different

rooms or places, Then in small FroupS stu-

dents discuss why certain pictures go to-

rether, Later teacher brinFs total croup

to:ether and discusses how kitchen, bathroom

and livinr room are the sire and how they

are different,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

WIMENTS:

T,O,

The child will

be able to tell

the likenesses

and differences

of a room,



SKILL: Concentualintinn

ACTIVITY: Roily parts and let and Right

LEVEL II 2101.4

LEARNING
The child will he able to verbally communicate the concept

OBJECTIVE;
of left and right through body tracing.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

Large roll of butcher

paper

Tilack crayon

Tempra paints

Scissors

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

1, Conduct a small group discussion about

body parts,

Say, "What side of your .body is the right

side, Repeat question using, left .side,

right atu, right leg, left arm, left leg,

3, Discuss the concept of left and right as

we turn around or face each other.

4, After some discussion, show children the

paper, erasion, and paint.

Explain that they will lie on the paper

and Teacher will trace around them. Then

they will cut nut the shapes and paint

them; after that they.can put on a face

and draw the clothes, Be sure to have a

discussion of bOly port, left .and right,

Ask ,children to manipulate their body

drawing as they woulda paper doll-where

is the left and right side?

The figures can be hung on the walls with

name 'cards under them.

.

COMMENTS:

25'3

EVALUATION

The child will

be able to

differentiate

between the

right and left

side of the

body.

260



,sKILL1 Conceptwalt7ation

ACTIVITY; OPPosttils

LEVEL Tl
NO,

LEARtUNG
The child will he Ole to understand the concept of opposites rind when

ORJECTIVE:
riven worn he able to supply a Nord that is opposite,

MATERIALS

Word list of oppo-

siteS,

PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Teacher will demonstrate and discuss the Use simple

concept of opposites such as up-down, short- concepts at

tall, in-out, Once students have grasped con- first as stu-

cept the teacher can use a word list of oppo- dents become

sites and orally state an opposite and let mormkilled
the students supply allord that is opposite, use the harder

You may use one of these; concepts,

soft - hart

cold - hot

day - night

hir - small

clean - dirty

rough - smooth

dusty - paved

tall -

wide - narrow

plain - decorated

plain - lined

slick - bumpy

wet - dry

fine - course

tall - small

twisted strairht

old - young

blooming hare

The child will

be able to

name opposites

VARIATION/

EXTENSION;

261
COIMENTS:"'

262



SKILL:
Dramatization

ACTIVITY: Rhyy.11(2flua

LEVEL IT

LEARNING
The student will he able to portray through his voice and/or body

OBJECTIVE:
the emotion suggested by the rhyme or ponm,

MATERIALS

91mn1e rhyme or poem

ram1liar to everyone

such as "Mary had

[Win Lamb" or

"Three Mind Mice,"

.1....rarya.......orwrordp

PROCEDURES

Y... 0 4..tn'W

Let's say this rhyme/poem together and see

how happy we con make it sound,

Encourage and give positive reinforcement

so that students may get used to acting out,

If students are hesitant to act out, have

themkuse puppets and encourage them to

project their voices.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

EVALUATION

The child will

use his voice

or emotions

to act out a

rhyme or poex,

COMMENTS:.

263 264



265

SKILL:
Dramatization

ACTIVITY: Let '11 Pretend

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:
Student will he able to pretend he's another person,

LEVEL_II JILL

MATERIALS

May use the followinF

word q:

Policeman

Pireman

Doctor

Nurse

Pilot, etc,

PROCEDURES

...11.11111.110.1.10110.1.111.1=0

ElIALUATIO4

Let's pretend that you are a policeMan, As

you are leaving your house ready to go on

duty, you hear' the screechinr of brakes and

a loud crash, You run to the corner and find

that two cars have crashed, No one is hurt,

but both cars are Waved and the drivers are

vary anew with each, other, There are severa

peonle standing. around, Some have seen the

accident happen and others have just arrived,

Tt is your job as a policeman to find out

from the drivers and the people who are there

how the accident happened, Volunteers act

out parts of, drivers, policeman, witnesses.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

T.0,

The child

will portray

a part,

266

COMMENTS:



SKILL: Dramatization

ACTIVITY: Fitynritthria.
LEARNING

The child will he able to act out a part in a story,
OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS

vavorte stories-

Three Pears

Three Billy Goats

Gruff

Hem Penny

Puss in Roots

Etc,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

PROCEDURES

Teacher orally reads a favorite story to

the class or all group, Talk about the

story characters, the herinninF, middle and

end of the story and the story plot,

Have the students assume the role of the

characters in the story and create their

own dialog

COMMENTS:

EVALUATION

The child will

portray a part,

Simnle props could be 11W!,

267
268



SKILL: Dramiliiatj

ACTIVITY:
Fantasy hip Play

LEARNING

WECTIVE: The chIlJ will he ',Ho to nct out a part In a play.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

LEVEL NO,ILq

None

MAIWPWW1.1

The child will be riven a role and he able

to act it out,

1. Witches rettInF ready for Halloween,

2, Easter Bunny Wiry, errs,

3, Santa Clans preparinr his sleirh and

uresens,

4, Queen orderinF a feast,

5. Clown putting on makeup and costume.

6. Bride rettinr rendy for her wedding.

Several children acting as the

dwar s or Santa's Elves,

EVALUATION

T, 0,

The child will

portray a part,

VARIATION/

2b 9 EXTENSION:

CO,u.MENTS:
Trip/1(1ml or small rrouus. An aided attraction for this would be

coatnmes.



sKni; Drama 11 ?at 1 on LEVEL II

_________.

(EARNING

ORJECTIVE: The child 19 nide to role play A Story,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

llone

..1*...

EVALUATION

The teacher will. Five the child n situation 1T.O.

The child will

he able to

1, You are walking down the street and you portray a parts

meet a monster. What do you say to each

other?

and help make up the dialogue for it.

2. Child losing his mother in a store and

their efforts to find her.

3, Two friends talking on the telephone

about a camping trip,

4, Two ladies planning a party.

5, Spacemen landing on Mars, meeting little

green Martians, and talking to them,

6, PlnnninF a trip to the beach, Disneyland.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

.4

COMMENTS: Whole rronp.

271 272



(ILL: Drqmhtl?'a r, l on LEVEL II

ACTIVITY: 'Role Plnvinr,

LEARNING
The student will be able to act out his/her feelings,

OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS

one

VARIATION/

EXTENSION;

PROCEDURES

Have the students tell how they would. at

and what they -19'':A say to demonstrate these

feelings:

fear

anger

pride

happiness

sadness

embarrassme'nt

.a

COUNTS:

rronos

41.0.,,,.

EVALUATION

T,O,

The child

will be able

to portray a

part.

--274



SKILL: Dramatization

ACTIVITY: Role Illy

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: 'The clirl Is aisle tr, role play a song

MATERIALS

Song(s) Book-

Farmer in the Dell

Hickory, Dickory Dock

011 MacDonald Had,a

farm

Round the Mull? -erry

Push

Three Little Kittens

She'll be Comint:

Round the Mountain

London Bridge

Three Mind Mice

I'm a Little,Tea Pot

Ttsv Ritsy Spider

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

PROCEDURES

LEVEL II

...'.IayrAn....

NO. `),1.

EVALUATION

Teacher will teach the, children a song and

after learning it the children will volunteer

to Act out the song in a role play while the

rest of tie group sings the song.

The child

will be able

to portray

a part.

COMMENTS;

275 276



StorytellinFMarration

ACTIVITY:
Composing. a story

LEVEL II

LEARNING

MECTIVE: The stulie.t will be able to compose his/her own story using',

oicture books.

MTERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Picture hooks vou may Choose several pictUre books and choose one T.O.

have in clAsstoom or to-show students what you want them to do,

school library, Then pass out picture 'gooks so that students Student

choose one each, Students may talk to each tells own

other and help each other with their stories story.

but emphasize that each musi, come up with

their very own story, Stress the importance

of studyiurc and carefully looking at the

pictures,

First students may tell their stories to

each other. but extlAn that all of them must

tell you a story of their own, (Keep check

off list of ;students' names.)

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

277'

COMENTS:

278



SKILL: Story -

ACTIVITY:
Story - telling with flannel hoard cut-outs,

LEARNING The child will bP able to tell an original story

OBJECTIVE: with a berinninr middle and end,

LEVEL No, /01

MATERIALS

A vqrl'ev or flannel

board cut-out r.,

These can he made by

teacher and/or stu-

'tents or commercially

bourq,

PROCEDURES

Teacher should lemonstrate the use of flannel

board cut-outs in story - telling by telling

stories to the class (either small group or

entire class) then the students should he

Invited to tell a story, At' first they

may r)le teaPhers stories, then they

should be et couraori ;24) make up their own

stories to share with their friends In

sequential order,

'ALLATION

T.0,

Student tells

own story,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

_,.

CAMS:

.1...,.

230

1.1.141.111..wirawilmiama



LEVFL
`0, 10,,3

SKILL:

ACTIVITY:
Composing ofirin0 stories.

LEARNING

OJECTIVE: Student will he able to orally make up o short story,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

Yara7ina, nicturPs,

Card pictures.

..
VARIATION/

281

EXTENSION:

'ill a l'ag with small pictures that make

gool story starters, ,Students take turns

chnosinr pictures and telling: stories the')

make un about them,

After they feel comfor'ahle with this, then

'nave the studens draw their own pic!ires

and hive them tell stories about thft.

EVALLIATIO

T.O.

Chill will

tell his own

story,

52

WIMENTS: Grnupillr - small groups



7.! yjL

ACTIVIY(: Cfl"S"If Shr;

',Eva II NO. /(h/

11'MIC The '7,h411 will he ahle to couose an orIglol
RaTIVE: ,in% middle And cad,s.tory wl - Hrr- '

Story Feti7rThp7s:

1, TI".e hlr mr1(
nonster ws corm,

after me,

3, The door shut he-

hInd me and I was

locker', In,

3, The spaceship

landed rItht on

top of my house,

Whr r, I looked In

the mirror, my

face turned w.er,

C. T fell Into

deep dr,rif hole.

The hir r;loud

ramp rinV', nut. oc

the slry rind 110-

MP uh.

PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

The temlher will tive h tonic- My catMrd/

dog/other pet. or Tir, grew ten feet taiL.

The child will r..:(5ose his own story and

tell 'Lt.

/MOTION/

EXTE:ISION:

.A
COMMENTS :

T.O.

Child will

ti!:1 Ms

own story,

9Q,
r4c)(1



SKILL: -gory- telling/Narration

ACTIVITY:
Intl:it:anon Stories

'VEL II

LEARNING

05J[C7IVE:
tit child will be able to collectily make-up a complete story,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

NO.10,6-

Paper, rencil or

c^all!boarr',, cgr,a1

Teacher end students collaborate in malf,ing

WO stories, Tn preparation f-.1- a story

tell the childret! the names at bast two

imaginary xharacters, Ask them to help

decide what kind of characters they

d be, Do the characters have any

frHnds or enemies, who should be in the

story?

Think together about a setting where the

story could take Place.

Talk about the time of the 3tory. Is it

long no now or in the future?

Record inforiation gathered from the

children an together begin to develop

a sequence of events.

' VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMENTS:

:VAL 'ATION

T.O.

The child 'i11

tell his own

story.



SKILL: Story-tellinx

ACTIVITY:
Caposinr a story.

LEVEL II tio.10,6

LEARNING

03JECTIVE: The students will be able to tell his/her story riven a short
fp P

MATERIALS PROCEDURES
r.VALUATION

Pone

VARIATION/ __
EXTENSION:

$

Read short 'sentence starters and call

on students to orally make up 8 short story

to complete the sentence,

Ex:

1, When the rain started .

2, As the clown walked toward me ,

T.O.

Child will be

able to tell

his own story.

COMMENTS:

I 18?
288



Sto-v-tellirr
SKILL: LEVEL I NO.18,7

ACTIVIT?:2(Wfl'ilataaRmp

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:
The child will he able to com,pse an origiiif story orally t]..

herirnine., mtddle and eIL

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

Lanruare master and

cards

el IMM nn4awl, 04 WRAY IN=Wrra.....prar.row.n

Put different sounds or seri'n e sounds

on lanfuate master cards. 3;:ly:'is of water

dril)pinF, rnnrinF feet, thurn clom etc.

Have students build stories rtrcq.x..

sounds. Record the story on 7. tai,i;

corner or dictate it to v.
volunteer,

VARIATION/

289 EXTENSION:

COMENTS:

Listen to n

i or Jig or

'reafl the Cr,
to see if it

has a .bz'Op-

middl(

Aid end.

V.

290



SKILL: Story-tellinqi tlarration LEVEL NO /6

ACTIVITY: C,rab Rag Glibs

LEM% The child will be able to compose an original story orally with a
OBJECTIVE

beginning, middle anri end.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Shopping hag and a

variety of objects.

Place a variety nf objects in a shopping

bar. Pass the bag around to five children

and have them each pick out an object. Theli

task is to make up a story, using the five

chosen objects. Children will need help the

first time, but they will learn to tell

story with some sequence and a befrinninF,

middle Rnd endings Encourage humor.

P.O.

VARIATION/ Place 2-5 objects in each of several baps and pass these nut to

EXTENSION; different rrnups, Each croup will work out a story, utilizing all

Whip t, n d present it to the class

COMMENTS:

291
292



SKILL: F7fte.rslon LEVEL II NO Ai

ACTIVITY:
!.ew Words

LEARNING

REJECTIVE: The students will he able to use new words in daily conversations,

MATERIALS

Rings, str\ng, Yarn

to hold

cards toreti,j)

for each student

Vocabulary List

chalk

calendar

desk

chair

PROCEDURES EVALOATIO1

May berin with a vocabulary list of class-

room objects,

Each day the teacher gives each student a new

word; If student uses it during the day in a

complete sentence and is also able to read it

the student keeps it in his/her ring,

Depending on the student, the teacher may

want to allow more than 1 day for review and

more time to learn new word, Remember to re-

view all new words in ring and encourage

students to use them when telling stories,

sharing, playlnr, talking to their friends.

T,O,

The child will

increase his

vocabulary,

VARIATION/ Extend by using reading vocabulary, social studies, science,

293 EXTENSION: art, health, etc,

29'



SKILL: F-221nalan

A:11VITY:
Contractions

LEVEL II NOM.X

LEARN:NG The student will orally rile the words that the

OBJECTIVE: contraction sfIr1s for.

MATERIALS

tone

PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Write the list of contractions on the hoard

Have the students orally give the words

that the oontraction stands for.

can't haven't

don't I'm

isn't she's

doesn't couldn't

wasn't they're

weren't He's

aren't it's

Have the students use the contractions

in a ccmplete sentence,

EXTENSION:

295

T.O.

The child will

understand

contractions,



sKILL: Extension
L: JEL II NC./

ACTIVITY: Fudfilq rf Npw VnnA-11r,:v

LEARNING
The child learn, new words to use In his volatu:ary,

3

.1....,

MATERIALS

'1st of words

(at, ay) .

Pre7.red A day before

vou do th;.' ridfles.

You may use your

reqdinf books for new

vocabulary words,

VARIATION/

297 EXTENSION:

PROCEDURES

Prerare a list of words which contain the

sounds von wish to stress, Write senter;es

on the hoard, As children vess each

riddle, write the answer uo the board and

underline the stressed part,

1. It falls from a cloud, (rain)

2, You can carry water this, (pail)

3. You put prisoners in this, (jail)

4, It means ')U are harpy, (gay)

5, Boats do t'1s, (float)

6, A dog was this when he is happy, (tail

7, Cows eat Clis. (hay)

EVALUATION

n,.
'V.

The child will

increase his

vocabulary.

COMMENTS;

111M10,



SKILL: Extension
ftnw

ACTIVITY: New Words

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:
The child will learn new words to use in his vocabulary

.

MATERIALS

None

PROCEDURES

Write four riddles on the hoard, pitting the

words which tell the answers, (Letive spaces

Oove.the riddles on which the children may

illustrate their.answers.)

The children will read.the riddles and

comrlete the missing parts

I am orange

I have n.face

I male good pie

I am a ,

I am black

I have four feet

I say "Mew"

I am a

I ride*. in the sky

on a broomstick

I have a tall hat

I am a

I am white

I say "boo!"

I scare people

Iama

EVALUATION

T.0,

The child

will in-

crease his

vocabulary,

VAPIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

299
300



SKILL; :
LEVEL II

NO,

ACTIVITY: wonder words

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will he Able to learn new words to use in his vocabulary,

MATERIALS

Word charts

PROCEDURES

Place "Wonder Words" charts about the Tom

with different headings e,g Sad Words,

Happy Words, Car Words, Soft Words, Jungle

Words, etc,

1, Brainstorm several Words for each chart,

2, Explain: that students can add to the

,charts' whenever they discover a. word

that will fit in one of the categories,

Charts can he made into a Big Book to

he used as a resonrce for creative

writinr,

EVALUATION

The child will
increase his

vocabulary.

VARIATION/

301 EXTENSION;

COMMENTS:

.Mr.r.FIIMI= 302/



SKIII, htmlon

ACTIVITY:
Word Families

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will learn new words to use in his vocabulary

MATERIALS

List with word

PROCEDURES

The class forms a circle and then sits on th

families written on, floor, One rerson will he "it", He will

chonse'a word family iirhO, "It" walks

ack Ick around the inside of the circle Rrd taps eic

back sick of the children softly on the shoulder, The

lack lick child will say the sounds as he taps each

hack brick child, Suddenly "it" will stop by one of

tack stick the children, name one of the two sounds and

slack trick begin to count to 10, The other child must

Name a word containing that sound before

"it" Can count to 10, If he can do this he

may be the new "it" and choose a new pair

of sounds and start.

irht inr

lirht string

slirht sing

brirht fling

night bring

tight

frirht

It will be easier for children to start

thinking of two words when "it" starts

saying the sounds,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

303

EVALUATION

11110.00.1....

P,O,

The child will

increase his

vocabulary,

304



SKILL; rbn at 1 nn

ACTIVITY: Time Words

LEARNING The student will he able to relate to events and places by

OBJECTIVE: usInr vocabulary relative to time.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

Nnne The teachers will list measurements. of time

on the board, In small rroup discussions,

the students will tell about an object,

place nr thing using the word list.

Word List

morning late

afternoon . a long time

evening minute

night second

day new

soon old

week future

tomorrow hour

yesterday

early

EVALUATION

305 VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

The child will

contribute

detail to

events and

places,

306



SK:LL: FlAbnration

ACTIVITY:
Describing the Outdoors

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The student will be Able to describe in detail familiar natural settings

LEVEL II _SE&

MATERIALS

ONIMp.,../i.M111./.11

None

PROCEDURES

Take several walking field trips to familiar-

ize students and explain to them how and what

to observe. Observe the relationships be-

tween different living things, Stimulate

oral discussion when observing the woods, a

pond, animals at play, birds feeding, etc.

TAU( about the contrasts in color, shape,

texture, and movement, Do lirbt things show

up better against livht things or against

dark ones? Does something that is rough

seem rougher against something smo th or

RgRinst something else that is r gh? Does

every tree or shrub stand alone r do they

overlap when you look at tem? Is there a

space between the sky and the earth or does

the earth meet the sKy when you look at the

two?

VARIATIN

EXTENSION:

1=ar4ioaa...,.........0.1.
COMMENTS:

307

EVALUATIOI

01P

After exper-

iencing differ-

ent field trips

the student

will describe

in detail

different na-

tural settings,

308



SKILL: Elaboration
100=ame.=0,..1.0100..00.0 LEVEL II

ACTIVITY: Show and Tell

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The student will he able to demonstrate and describe in detail a

familiar event,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

Norl May choose bicycle safety, usint playground

equipment sarety, how to use the bathroom,

how to comb heir, wash face, brush teeth,

an art project, etc,

mp.m.s...r0.0.11Y 00

309 VARIATION/

EXTENSION;

COMMENT

Teacher may do some to show students how to,

Ask students to use wor08 to describe size,

shape, color, texture; what to do first,

next and last, Include anything and every-

thIng to aet the student describe in detail.

EVALUATION

00400.00IIMI/0

T.O.

The child will

be able to

give detail,



SKILL:
Rlaboration

LEVEL II

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The student will he able to describe in'detail places, everts.

NO. 62,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

Picture cards if

available.

Word List

Dertist

Snake

Socks

Kite

Dinosaur

School

Tree

Car

Radio

EVALUATION

..............

Have children pretend to he animals (oink to

a birthday party for their friend, Sammy

Elephant, Let children tell what presents

they would take to Sammy and tell why they

chose each particular gift, Children mifibt

make clay models of imazinary animals to use

as the subjects of talks, Have children

give their animals names, tell what they eat

where they live, and what sounds they make.

Have childreJ tell what words come to their

minds when you say: (see word list under

materials),

Show students a pctore to stimlate conver-

.sation, Encourage them to tell what they

Peabody Kit Picture think is hanPelinfr in the picture, Encour-

Cards awe students to make oral presentations to

other students by describing personal ex-

neriences,, makinr announcements, givinv

'directions, and/or sharing current events,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

311

.'1.1.0.40111111101111...

The child will

he able to

give detail,

312



SKILL: Elaboration

ACTIVITY: OFecprillnir_ a Room

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Child will be able to describe in detail, objects, places or

events which are familiar.

MATERIALS tellOCEDIIRES

None Chila will describe what their bedroom,

family room, lritchen, looks like. Tell

what ohiect's are there, Who is there at

nirht with them, If anything' is in there-

Color of room, S'ze, shape, What do they

in in that vom

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

CO MENTS::

EVALUATIM

T.O.

The child will

be able to give

detail

.(011

=.11111..10...111
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S ILL: Fxnlsrltion LEVEL II 10 .13,

ACTIVITY: Poems Ana Fah les

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:
The child will be able to describe the sequence in terms of causeand

effect,

Poems or stories with

morals such as the

Rabbit and Turtle

story in the Ginn

Readinr nook, Fables

section in Dhilacraft

hooks, etc.

Teacher reads poem, The Little Turtle

by Vachel Lindsay,

Talk about the Poem. What di the turtle

do? Why? Why didn't the turtle catch me?

The Little Turtle

There was a little turtle.

He lived in a box.

He swam in a puddle.

He climbed on the rocks,

He snapped al a mosquito.

He snapped at a Ilea.

He snapped eta minnow.

And he snapped at me,

He caught the mosquito.

He caught the Ilea.

He caught the minnow.

But he didn't catch me.

T,O.

The child will

he able to

describe.

"RI4TI°11 Red story or fable, Discuss the stories especially the
EXTENSION: cause and effect,

COTIENTS:
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SKILL: EYPlanaticn LEVEL II
NO.

ACTIVITY:
SAouenrinr in terms or cause AO effect

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: TO improve senuencincr skills

MATERIALS

Sequential pictures

PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Draw or find a serie of pictures that tell
T

' '

a story. Have the students put the pictures

in order explaining as they sequence t' (!M,

Ask them open ended questions.

Example - Planting a seed

Where do you plant the seed?

What is needed to make the

seed start to,rrow?

How is this picture different

from the first Picture?

What do you do with the

flower after it has rrown?

ain

117 VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMENTS:

318



SKILL:
FxplaratIon

LEVEL II No. 13.3

ACTIVITY: Grairltv

LEMMING
Given an nhservallle event or process, the child will describeOBJECTIVE:
the sequernA in terms of cause and effect,

MATERIALS

Ohlects:

feather

rock

marble

leaf

an object that can

he dropped

VARIATIOW

EXTENSION:

PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

Teacher gives each child an object and has

him drop it,

Where does it pro? It falls to the floor.

Have the child repeat this several times,

Each time the child drops the eject ask a

question such afrs--'441l It fall to the ground

this time?" it fall up?" "Will it

fall to the side?" "What will happen the

next ttme'yoli dm It?" "What do you think

will happen/every time you drop it?"

The ohject fall to the floor every time.

You can, Predict that the next time you drop

the object, it will fall to the floor,

There is a force which pulls everything

downward to the center of the earth, This

force Is rifled gravity,

Have the child retell in order the process

that has just been completed,

....M.ral,,../IMm...

Focus consci-

ously recogniz-

ing that objects

will fall to the

!round every.

time and that

this is predict-

able,

CO!11EHTS:

31'3



SKILL: F7ulanation LEVEL II

ACTIVITY: Seasons

No.1311

LEARNING pn

OBJECTIVE:
The student will orally describe in detail the cause and

effect of seawal changes,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

Seasonal pictures

EVALUATION

The teacher will orally discuss the seasons,

Fall, Winter, Spring, Surer, Have the

students tell in detRil the kind of clothing

they would.wear in each season. The student

would also explain why he would choose to

wear that article of clothing. What out-

door activities would you do in each season?

Why would you choose this activity?

T.O.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION;

COMENT:



SK Li: gxrlarat

ACTIVITY: oDzIt-es

LEVEL II L3,5-

LEARNING`
The student will be able to describe ':he process of light and dark

to terms of cause and effect,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATIG1

"'ore Review with student the concent of oPposites.

Pull shades down and turn off all the lifhts

and ask students to pretend it is completely

dark (make classroom as dark as possible).

Discuss why the room became dark, how It wAs

made dark, and describe the sequence of how

it became mark, Now ask volunteers to ex-

plain how the room c "n becom "liFht" main,

The other students describe how it (room)

hecnmes litht.

VARIAT101/

EXTENSION:

COMMEN1S:.

323
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rmom.4.1.11mmaulloArdwiraa
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KILL: Explanation

ACTIVITY: Story rod Its Conserillpoces

LEVEL II No, a

LEARNINS
Child will describe the consequences of a given story,

OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATIO1

None

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

Teacher reails story to students, then asks

ques'ions,

Story 1

Linda was p16(in7 some pretty flowers in the

rorden, She wanted to rive the flowers to a.

siok old lady to make her happy, When Lindi,

mother saw her picking the flowers, she got

mad and sranked Linda,

Questions:

1, Was picking the flowers to give the sick

old lady good or had?

2 Why was it good or had?

3. Why did her mother spank her?

Stop2

Michael was feeding kittens. He gave them

nice warm mild. While he was feeding them,

one of the kittens put UD a paw and scratch-

ed him,' It hurt very much, and he cried.

Questions:

1, Why did the kitten scratch Michael?

2. Was feeding the kittens with warm milk

rood or had?

y WRS no or

26

COMMENTS,



LEVEL II REFERENCES S. RESOURCES

1. A Calendar of Home/School Activities, JoAnne P. Brosnahan, Barbara W. Milne,
aocid=inpariUngcor78

2. An Activities Hadbook for Teachers of Young Children, Doreen Craft,
P70-7717gs, Houghton Mifflin Co., 197

3. Days of TMogene Forte, Joy MacKenzie, Incentive Publications,
Nashville, Tennessee, 1978

4. Discover Learning Disabilities, Virginia Hales, Marine Van Nostrand,
Discovery Learning, 1977

5. LeraLeaeE>Iperi.._encesinfuyTChildhood, R. Van Allen and C. Allen
Encyclopaedia Britanica Press, 1969, available at B.E.S.

6. s_LanuageSIUse, Dale Jordan et al, Scott Foresman and Co., 1980

7. ,Oral Lanauaoe Expansion,FSit, Rosemay Helium and Edith H. Newhart, 1977
Educational Activities

a. Language Level P, I,II, American Guidance
services, 1966

9. Resources for Creative Teaching in Early Childhood Education Bonnie Flemming
Carlene 5. Hamilton, Harcourt Brace Jovanovicht 1977

10. Sante.Elara Plus Kit, available at WashingUin Migrant Er_cation Center,
-7-irlrTTsTr=

11. Self;Jold Tales, Silver Burdett, General Learning Corporation.

12. Spice, Mary Platts, Educational Service Inc., 1960

13. The Golden Soncbdok, Katherine T. Wessells, Golden Press, 1976,
available at FOES.
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LEVEL III - BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES OF GRADES 3 & 4

1. Auditory Discrimination

The child will be able to identify statement and question sentences
according to voice inflections.

2. Auditory Memory

The child will be able to repeat or paraphrase words, songs. or stories
of increasing complexity.

B. Syntax

A. The child will use verbs correctly in oral compositions.
B. The child will demonstrate the use of prefixes and suffixes in speech.
C. The child will demonstrate the correct use of pronouns, and subject-verb

agreement in speech.

4. Expansion

The child will demonstrate the use of word categories, synonyms and
antonyms in speech.

5. Comprehension

A. The child will demonstrate understanding of increasingly complex stories
by answering open-ended questions.
B. The child will retell a story or event lo proper sequence.

6. Extension

A. The child will be able to communicate ideas using multiple subject-verb
sentences and grouping.

B. The child will be able to group sentences according to subject matter.

7. Description

The child will recount observations and stories using adjectives and adverbs.

8. Communication

A. The child is able to expresS personal feelings or ideas with peers.
B. The child is able to express personal feelings or ideas in small or

large group discussions.

9. Dramatization

The-:child will be able to present a song or story charadter with expressive
body and oral language.

10. Storytelling/Narration

A. The child will share an idea, experience or events with a group of peers.
B. The child will be able to compose an original stroy orally with a

beginning, middle and end.

330



LEVEL III - BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES OF GRADES 3 & 4

11. Elaboration

The child will be able to discuss ideas or topics using more detailed
descriptions of objects or concepts.

12. Explanation

The child will be able to state the reasons or draw conclusions based on
given facts.

BES OLTF - July 1981



INDEX - ACTIVITIES FOR LEVEL III

1.0 AUDITORY OISCRIMINATION

1.1 Hear The match

1.2' Syllable Practice

1.3 Know the Word

1.4 Blends

1.5 Prefix Relay

2.0 AUDITORY MEMORY

2.1 Choral Speaking

2.2 The Growing Story

2.3 Know Our Friends

2.4 Echo Game

2.5 Tongue Twisters

3.0 SYNTAX

3.1 Action Words

3.2 Mixed Up Sentences

3.4 Descriptive Words

3.5 Words "Old Maid"-

4.0 EXPANSION

4.1 Rhyme Match

4.2 Use of Opposites

4.3 One Minute

4.4 Add-a-Word

4.5 Word Groups - Word Association

5.0 COMPREHENSION

3.1 Story Comprehension

5.2 Riddles

5.3 Circle Game.

5,4 My Lucky Day

5.5 Word Softball

332



6.0 EXTENSION

6.1 Complex Sentences

6.2 Story Completion

6.3 main Topics

6.4 Newscast

6.5 mixed -up Sentences

7.0 DESCRIPTION

7.1 Who Is This?

7.2 Pretty Thoughts

7.3 Character Hunt

7.4 Thumbs UP

7.5 Hinks Pinks

7.6 Book Report

7.7 Picture Oescription'

7.8 What So I See?

8.0 COMMUNICATION

8.1 Blow The Whistle

8.2 Follow Directions

8.3 Interview Questions

8.4 Gossip

8.5 About Face

8.6 :ouble Buster Time

9.0 DRAMATIZATION

9.1 Character Description

9.2 Charades

9.3 Bring a Story to Life

9.4 Story Drimatiiation

9.5 Using Imagination

10.0 STORYTELLING

10.1 Pass The Buck

10.2 Telling Tales

10.3 Imagination Timd

10.4 Story Endings

10.5 Wonder 333

LEVEL III'



11.0 ELABORATION

11.1 Robot,

11.2 Emotional Responses

11.3 Views on News

11.4 Tell-a-Tale

11.5 Book Talks

12.0 EXPLANATION

/2.1 Let's Talk It Over

12.2 Skim the Story

12.3 Telephone Listening

12.4 Tricky Words

12.5 Reasoning Time

LEVEL III

334



SKILL: Auditory Discrimination
LEVEL 111

ACTIVITY: Hear the Match

LEARNING

.OBJECTIVE; The. child will be able to identify matching vowel sounds.

MATERIALS

List of Words

PROCEDURES

NO. 1.1
A11111.

EVALUATION

Teacher says pairs of words,

with short vowels
Students identify matching

pay - put sounds.

snore - sneer

read - said

cup - hot

mat - pat

VARIATION/

UMW;

CthIENTS:

335

If the child is having

difficulty repeat the

activity,

Children may also give

you words with similar

sounds,

336



SKILL: Auditor Discrimination

ACTIVITY: '.iyllahlo PrdrAiru

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Children will hear syllable and tell number of syllables in each word.

LEVEL NO. 2

MATERIALS

List of words with

two syllablest

PROCEDURES

Teacher says the words, one at a

time.

kitten Children name the sy able pLiLs

sudden and number or syllabILI in the

gactice words.,

listen

center

VARIATION/ Q

EXTENSION: u`)

EVALUATION

Children will listen

hear word

parts.

338

CONVENTS;



SKILL: AudiLoty Discriminatieln
LEVEL III NO, 1.3

ACTIVITY, Know the Woili

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Student will he able to hear and designate vowel.

MATERIALS

List of wordy with

one syllables

whirl

run

knife

please

VARIATION/

EXTENSION;

CONNENTS:

PROCEDURES

11.0.101001.10.1.

yvi.u........0141,111=.*011010

000

Teacher says the word and student

identifies the vowel sounds in

each word.

,

EVALUATION

Children will become

aware and easily distinguish

vowel sounds.

t

339
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SKILL: In k i

ACTIVITY; blendb

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:

It LEVEL III No. 114

Lhildr will become Familiar with blendinfl sounds,

MATERIALS

List of words with

blends'

Jiair

'heel

show

there

VARIATION/

EXTENSION: 341

COIMENTS:

IOCEDURES
EVALUATIN....11la

broH. r:en in partners. ikork

AA) LA,, sound per round,

Ask chiluren to take turns saying as

many words which have the designated

sound as they know. Repeat with all

sounds.

...,

Children will enunciate

blend clearly.

342

i 4



SKILL: Auditory Discrimination
LEVEL III NO 1.5

ACTIVITY; Prefix Relay

LEARNING

OBJECT1g: Children will become familiar with the use of prefixes.

MATERIALS

List of words with

prefixes,

mis/led

uninhabited

dis/abled

re/turn

de/crease

super/human

VARIATION/

EXTENSION;

COMIIENTS:.

PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

Tenher introduces prefixes, one at

a time. Students try to name other

words which have the given prefixes.

Repeat with other prefix terms.

Child may remain at head of line as

long as he names words: when he

misses then goes to the foot of the

line.

Children need to, enlarge

vocabulary and determine

meaning of prefixes,

343



SKILL: Auditnc franc

ACTIVITY: Choral Speakin.

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:

LEVEL ill NO, 2 1

Children practice memory and receive enjoyment from croup repeating it,

MATERIALS EVALLIATIO3

A poem suitable

for choral speaking,

Teacher reads the poem stressing

the need to listen to the pattern

of sounds,

Children repeat the poem in parts and

whole.,

Children take part

in group activity,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMENTS

34.6



2.2

ACTIVITY: Tliii:Aidni;

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Children practice remembering details heard from others.

....11.1Mign.

'1!:,TERIALS

FIVE

PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

Teacher begins an oral story composition

with 2 or 3 sentences,

Each child will repeat these sentences

until the group completes the story.

Children's ability to

remember a sequence of

events is demonstrated,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COTIENTS:'

3 17 348



LEVEL III NO. 2.311.6

ACTIVITY:
Our friends

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: To lamiliarize siLdents with each others' names and practice memory skills,

1,ATERIALS

List o' childrens'

names.

VARIATI ow 3 4
EXTENS I 01:

PROCEDURES

Teacher might start Ylis round with

one or two names.

Each child repeats the others' names

plus his own.

EtIALUATI71

Children with poor memory

might be asked to start

the game off first.



SKILL: Auditory Mairy
LEVEL III Ho. 2,4

ACTIVITY: r-:ho 5L:ve.

LEARUING

CBJECTIVE7 Children prctit.:,,: memory and recall,

1AgERIALS
PROCEDURES

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

CU IMS;

Teacher asks a child to give a phrase

or sentence which can be repeated

such as

The grass is green in Seattle,

A child is chosen to stand as far away

as possible from the speaker. He tries

to "echo" or repeat what he has heard

Encourage making the sentence more

complicated as the skill in increased,

EVALUATION

1141=Malm.

Children need to practice

careful listening habits,

351
352



SKILL: Auditory 'iJeo-Ary LEVEL f i 7 NO.

ACTI7IT: Tinpue Ni:Oe

LEARNING

GBJECTI1E: Cnildrem will hear repeated soots and practice abi lit to repeat.

K1ERIALS

List of tone

twistersi

1. Black bug's blood

2. .:ihe sells seashell'.i

at the tAashore.

3. A big black bear

4. Rubber baby buggy

bumper.

S. k2ter Piper picked

a peck of pickled

peppers.

PROCEDURES

Teacher says a saying to the whole

group.

Children repeat several times for

accuracy.

EliALLIATI

ft1011011.,...1.1.1

Start with short ones

then increase complexity

or speed For challenge.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION: 3 0

011

MINTS:

;154
l.



SKILL:

ACTIVITY: Art

LEARN
OBJECTIVE; The ch1d wi I I use vei a sentence.

LEVEL III NO, 3.1

. -............,,...=

MATERIALS PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

List GI varE Children orally compose an

original sentence using the verbs

of the list.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:.

COMMENTS:

kit),

Children will use

words denoting action

and learn term

*verb,"

..,M
356



5KILL: !IY111,Eix

ACTIVITY: Rlixed-Up !ienLuncus

LEVEL III i!3.2

LEARNING

ORiECTIVE: Children will listun carefully and demonstrate understanding of

hy rewording.

sentence

MATERIALS

List of 1U sentences

n the wrong order.

PROCEDURES

1101WIMMO......

Teacher reads incorrect sentences

one at a time. Children restate

the sentence using correct word

order.

EVALUATION

Children will show proper

sequence of words to

tell meaning.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

357 358
.A.,,

COIMENTS:



1LL: Syntax LEVEL 111

ACTIVITY: Rurolnizina I he Root.

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Children will recognize root word and prefix through use.

NO. 3'3

MATERIALS

List of root and prefix

words .

example'

ex/ terminate

claim

communicate

on/ look

able

edsy

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

PROCEDURES

hir children in partners. One child

gives the root word the other says

the word with a prefix.

Repeat starting with prefix words and

child saying the root word only.

EVALUATION

Check for understanding

of the prefixes by

asking for definitions

or use in a complete

sentence.

COMMENTS: 3 59



SKILL: !iptax LEVEL III NO, 3.4

ACTIVITY: lftu:LiLve Molds

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will describe a picture using adjectives and modifiers.

MATERIALS PROC!EDIPES

Interesting pictures

from magazines.

IIALUATIM

Teacher shows interesting pictures Children use complete

to the grdup, to elicit description sentences and descriptive

about, the pictures. words.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION; 361

COINENTS:



SKILL: Syntax LEVEL I I I HO, 3.5

ACTIVITY: _wad !I 11l id"

tEARNINC

OBJECTIVE, Children will understand how words w:e changed by suffixes and their tenses.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Word group flashcards: Teacher gives a small group of a deck Teacher may ask the children

example: of flashcards. Teacher explains there to verbalize a sentence for

one card per word are 3 cards for each grouping. each word card match,

help, helped, helps

run, ran, running

hop, hopped, hopping

The children play according to the rules

of "old fgaid" in which drawing continues

until a match is made. Continue until

all cards are matched.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION;

COMMENTS;

363 364



SKILL: Expansion LEVEL III

ACTIVITY: Mhyme Ndlc

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Ihe child will use rhyming wor Logelher in an original Jentoncu.

MATERIALS

11) rhyming word

flashcards or pictures.

example'

card - lard

wind - hind

NO.
11,1

PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Teacher will present the cards so The teacher may urite

children can identify 5 pairs of the sentences as

rhyming words. Children can compose dictations.

an oral sentence using each pair of

words.

example'

I found the card in the lard.

VARIATION/u

EXTENSION: 366

C0411ENTS:''



SKILL: Expansion

ACTIVITY: ft of Uppubihn

LEAWMNG

OWN: the child will use opusitus or ontunvw in ,1 !iunlenu,

nu......Pron LEVEL III

MATERIALS

A word 1U

opposites sets,

examplui

sad happy

good bad

push pull

warm cool

north south

No. 4.2

PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

Nacher divides Um! group into 1 teao

of relay design, Each team has a set

of 10 cards with words,

The first child in each group begins

with a sentence using one of the words/

flashcards, The second child gives a

sentence using an antonym, Repeat

untill all words are used,

Children will he able

to usi-2 opposites

correctly,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMENTS:

368



SKILL: Expansion LEVEL III NO, 4.3

ACTIVITY: One 1)1inote

LEARNING
The student will be able to hear a category named and name items that belong in it,

C?!JECTIVE:

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Suggested Categories!

Things i

Rents

domestic dimals

wild animals

cities of tot world

rly

birds

dogs

makes of ears

vegetables

fruit

flowers

trees

fish

boy's dames

girl's names

Explain to the students that each

player will have one minute to list

five objects that belong in a category

which the player will be given.

Name the' category and start timing

while the player calls the object.

Children who are in successful in

beating the clock put their names

on the chalkboard.

VARIATION/ (Ici
EXTENSION: LI

Children will enlarge

vocabulary.

370



Expansion

ACTIVITY: 1Wd

LEVEL III No, 4.4

LEARNING

OJECTIVE: Children. will

ilATERIALS

42ne

expand vocabul Jsy by ',se or words,

PROCEDURES

Teacher organizes the grail] into 2

teams of equal number,

One child in each group begins the game

by saying a word, the next child must

say a word which begins with the last

letter of the previous wo,:d, until'

all team members have contributed one

word.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

C 0414ERTS:

EVALUATION

The teacher may need to

demonstrate last and first/.

.1,

letter by writing an

example on the board,



ALL: Expansion LEVEL III NO 4.5

ACTIVITY: r n [1,fir

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE;
luurn how words are associated and expand vocabulary by using them.

MATERIALS

Im.=

PROCEDURES EVALUATION

List. or words which

cdn be caLegorized

.......1
VARIATION/

EXTENSION: 37i

Teacher initiates the round by

giving a category word,. Dne child

at a time, each gives another word

which fits into the word group,

Teacher or children can

add more words to a

posted list,

...,. mammy



SKILL: [omprehension LEVEL III NO. 5.1

Y,_,121v I ,oigre,hension

LLARNING

opjEcTivE: The child will be able to retell the story and answer questions about plot and sequence.

PATEcIALS

AeLst,d ~Lary pEissage

VARIATION/

EXTENSION.:

CO4MENTS:

PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

Children read story passages out loud

to a group, Other children the

group must tell the story plot and

sequence in their own words.

U

*AMMAIMI

Children will have to

recognize a plot and be

able to organize.

376



Lalehen3ion

ACTIVITY: Riddles

LEVEL .111 N0.5,2

LEROB

IE

Children will demonstrate comprehension of sentanLes by attempting to answer.

HATER1ALS

L;Duk

VARIATION/

f".TENSION:

COMM:

377

PROCEDURES EVALUATIO1

Children take ttr:n5 reading

riddles and trying to answer

their meaning

Children will exercise

judgement and placing

thoughts in sentence



,

HLL: L4jcE!nehs LA

AcTi v i Ty

LEJEL III
2,5,3

LEARNM
RiEcTivE: ihe chili will cor,poe sentence orally given 3 parts which answer questions

of wid, when, and where,

tl:JER1ALS

3 brads/paper: fastener

3-1D" tag circles

circle - who words

circle when words

where words

kisewhle so children

can turn the 3 wheels.

EXTENSION:

CU'llENTS:

PR(lCrE,

The chi) turns eeJi o the three

wheel:-. to get 3 words. The child

most compose a sentence with these

worLs.

EVALUATIO4

1001.

Children will nee t

evelop thoughts

aro,ld question words,

....114...S.1.1r....11.

380



JLy

1: 1

LtARIN

C5jECTNE: Th6 child I describe the circumstances which made thin day special.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

VARIATION/

EXTENSIO' 3s

COTIENTS:

Ch,ldren will take turns LI-.!scri nu

a lucky happenin

Teachers can discuss the cliff, :a

between 'Circumstances" and "luck".

.

c:IAMION

Ehildren can ciscu

why this lucy

evento ant_ the likelihood

of repetition,



SKILL: Comprehension

ACTIVITY: [kci'l
Softball

LEVEL III. NO. 5,5

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: TMe child will identify words that belong in a category,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EvALOATIGN

Afthall:

words such as fish,

mammal, insects,

reptiles, etc.

Older children

might use states,

mountains, rivers,

etc,

The children ate in a circle. One

child stands in the center with the

ball. He tosses the ball to a player

as he calls out a category such as

mammal, etc. The player who catches

the ball must name a mammal or

whatever he has been asked for before

the thrower counts to 10.

No repetition of words is allowed.

Correct answering child takes place

of thrower.

Teacher may ask the child

to define the association

between the two words.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

UNIENTSI' 3S3 384



SKILL: Extension

ACTIVITY: Coirp lex Sentence

qr.

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will demonstrate d a complex ',3erince9

MATERIALS

List of short sentence Children r!.1, li0,en to

(10) written on the read to i6 Over. effInces.,

blackboard.

ChildNn ci,:71ire the to; ginn

sentences

Example'

The boy

fhe boy Orl. house

The boy ran tnuse.fast,

NO, 6.1

EVALUATION

Children .111 understand

how turn thoughts can

be placed in one

sentence.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION: 385

COMMENTS:



SKILL: ExLension

ACTIVITY: Story completion

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will complete a given sentence using modifiers.

LEVEL

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

Story Beginnings:

example!

I'm-so excited, I soul

I'm so happy, I could

IF I had a hundred

dollars, I would...

EVALUATION

Teacher begins a given sentence

and children complete them in oral

composition Form,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

387

Children will expand

vocabulary as they

hear new comparisons

338



!,ALL: Extension Icrs, TIT
vr, 6,3NO.

ACTIVITY: iiain Topics

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child wi l Discuss the main topics in a story,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

.....a.=w1-..,....,......4Mn,..
EVALUATION

Teacher selected

story,

Teacher reads a story to the group,

Children are asked to answer open-

ended questions which will lead to

recognition of main ideas,

Students will learn

to put ideas of this

story into their own

words,

VARIATION/ QR
EXTENSION: 'u

COMMENTS:

1r



Ext9nsion LEIEL III NC.6,4

ACTIVITY: %i.?..sca':,t

LEAREE

03JECTIVE: The chi],

RATERIALS

will describe an .eent to include

PROCEDURES

etail atdut when, where, what.

EVALUATIO1

Current event topic

or interest story

roT. T.V. or liFe

experiences.

Teacher will introduce the question

words: who, when, where, what.

Children are to give a brief oral

presentation about an event in a

way that the four questions are

answered.

Other children listening

can repeat the answers

to all the cuestions.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:
r1 '
61 '392



SaL: Extension LEVEL III

ACTIVITY: Mixed-up 5entencs

NO. 6

LEARNING

asjEcTivE: The child will be able to put parts of a Sentence together into a cohesive

cr,plete sentence.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EYAIUATIU9

List of sentences

written cut r2f order

on the nalL2ard,

exavpie:

the honking geese

the loud noise

was Node by

VARIATIOV

MENS1011; 0 01

6.

Children will read all sentence

parts dnd be asked to put the sentence

pans together in the proper order.

Children will learn to

sequence thoughts,

394



SKILL: Description

ACTIVITY; Who i5 This

LEVEL iii
N0,

LEARNING
To listen to descriptions in order to identify children

OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS

None

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

PROCEDURES

=4.1.1..........E.O.,.."1/

EVALUATION

The teacher chooses a child to leave the room.

A child in the room is asked to give physical

characteristiCs, favorite subjects, clothes,

social characteristics, etc. of the one who has

left. Repeat with other children.

Children will recall and be able

to use descriptive terms when

relating what he remembers.



SKILL: Description LEVEL
lit

N04, 7.2

ACTIVITY: Prett Thoughts

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:
To listen for descriptive words in poems.

nywir.m........0.

MATERIALS

A poem which contains

many adjectives and adverb

such as "The Wind" by

Stevenson.

PROCEDURES

Teacher reads poem, Children listen for descrip-

tive words and relate these words to others.

Comparative adjectives may be used; pretty, prettier

prettiest.

EVALUATION

........,..1.....e...011...p1111.10M11.6.01=.4

Children will be able to hear

descriptive words,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

397 398

,



SKILL: Des ription
LEVEL lit NO, 7.3

ACTIVITY:
Character Hunt

LEARNIM

OBJECTIVE:
The children listen intently for clues to describe a character presented in a short story.

MATERIALS

A familiar story

PROCEDURES

i-1.............
EVALUATION

The teacher reads an interesting story with several Children will use describing

characters.. Children are to listen to be able to terms and exercise ability

describe a chosen character in a story. After the to use them.

story is finished, the children are to describe

the chosen character while others write the name of

person being described. The children with most

characters correct is the winner.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS: 393



SKILL: Description
LEVEL III NO, 7'4

ACTIVITY:

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE

Thumbs Up

To provide practice in listening to adverb modifiers.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

A list of sentences

containing adverbs.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION;

LI

A n

U 1

Children sit with thumbs up. Teacher reads sentence

Ae soon as the children hear a Dhow" sentence they

quietly put thumbs down. Listen For words which

tell ,how",

1. Henry reads well.

2. The dog barked loudly

3. A turtle crawls slowly.

4. The merry.go-round goes round and round.

EVALUATION

Children will listen carefully

and recognize adverbs.

a

402

COMENTS:



SKILL: Description

ACTIVITY: Hink Pinks

LEVEL iii
NO,

7e5

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The children will use descriptive words to describe nouns.

RAIERIALS

Liut uF descriptive

words such as;

noisy group

dull taxi

sad Dad

shook cook

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COTIENTS:

03

PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

Children read the lint. They attempt to make-up Children need to use associative

their own descriptive words,

...

and imaginative skills,

/........=.11111..

404



SKILL:
Description

LEVEL iii NO
7,6

ACTIVITY:
!look Report

LEARNING Children report an a book they have read to relate main ideas, descriptive

OBJECTIVE: language and sequential order,

MATERIALS

NrJrle

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

CO$IENTS:.

105

PROCEDURES

Children report on a book they have read.

Child will relate title, author, main characters,

and descriptlph. The story is about; "My

favorite fiR; of the stare "I liked the book

because" They are to emphasize adjectives and

adverbs,

EVALUATION

114M

Children should show increase

in vocabulary end organization,

cos



SKILL; Description

ACTIVITY; Picture Description

LEVEL

LEARNING
Children will give a description of a magazine picture or other type of picture by

OBJECTIVE:
using adjectives and adverb©.

INNIIPMmemWIII

MATERIALS
PROCEDURES........1111.u

Pictures from magazine,

I. ooks nr picture sets,

M.Ine.........m..

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMENTS:

Teacher will plow picture on bulletin hoard or

display rack. Child will choose one he likes,

compose a story about it and prepare to tell story

to the class.

NO,
7
'

7

EVALUATION

Childmin will, show vocabulary

and organizing skills,

408



SKILL:

ACTIVITY:

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:

Description

liiat do I see?

Children will use observation, memory, and descriptive vocabulary

in describing object.

LEVEL 111 NO. 7°3

HATERIALS PROCEDIES

A collection of about

ten objects

1.100.

EVALUATION

Cover objects with a cloth, Rsmove for class to

view for a few minutes. Cover them again and ask

students to choose en object to describe. Class

guP5ses which article student is describing.

Children will use tiecribin!3.

words as they recall shape, size,

color, use, etc.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION: 409

'AC

COMENTS:

4



SKILL: Communication

ACTIVITY: Olow the Whistle

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will participate in a group oral language game.

MATERIALS

List of 2 words which

belong together ex.

Red, white

Sun, Moon

Deaf, dumb

Hop, skip

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COVENTS:.

PROCEDURES

LEVEL III HO. Bil

....,11,..

Teacher has a whistle or watch with second hand.

Children will have a maximum of 5 seconds to add

one word to the '.;tegory of words.

.117111.mlwir

EVALUATION

....101.

Children will learn new words which

can be recalled quickly.

111 ' "

412



SKILL; romunication

ACTIVITY: Follow Directions

LEVEL Ili NO 82,

LEARNING
The child can demonstrate an action, nen-verbally in front of a group,

OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS

Uox with slips of papers

Papers state a 3 otep

action, Ex,

chop a tree

saw a branch

start a fire

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS;

413

PROCEDURES

Teacher demonstrate the game of "charades%

Children take turns choosing Blip of paper and

acting out the actions in front of the group.

Other children need to guess the action,

EVALUATION

Children can use body language,

414



SKILL: Communication

ACTIVITY: interview Questions

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Children will demonstrate questionln0 641A by interviewing peers,

LEVEL
Ill

Classic storybook

characters, Lx.

Little fled Hiding Hood

Billy Goats

Cinderella

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

leacher divideS the Cfiadien into small groups,

Loch group hae.A.intetviPLer, The interviewer

must ask queettcOS Ot the rhoractere based on the

classic story 00h0.

COT1ENTS:

115

HO. 8.3

EVALUATION

The children will form logical

questions and use judgment in

drawing conclusions.

416



SKILL: Lowunicaticc

ACTIVITY: Gossip

LEVEL Ill
NO, 8.4

LEARNING
lo provide a situation that points out need for clarity of speech

OBJECTIVE:
an attentive listening,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

Children it in a circle. The first player

whispers a statement to his neighbor. His neighbor

then whispers what he has heard to the next child.

Continue around the circle, The lest player repeats

what he has heard aloud, Try to trace it backwards

to find change,

EVALUATION

Children become aware of social

problems caused by repeating.in

accurate statements.

VIN=E1.....M1

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

417 IT)



SKILL: Lommunication
LEVEL

ill
8.5

ACTIVITY:
About Face

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:
To be eLare of ha faces reveal feelings and opinions.

.=1....r..nm.a.
KATERIALS PROCEDURES

A hanging mirror and Pa

of riccd-face cards

Introduce by having a variety of facial expression

temnstrated. Discuss the idea .of different moots

which change faces. Ask a child to choose a card,

read it aloud, act it out before a mirror 2:.1.d

then before the group. Ex.

A bee just stung my Ear,

A snouball just hit you in the mouth.

You just found fifty cents.

VA IATIOV

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

EVALUATION

Children uill practice facial

expression and become aware of

others feelings Expressed in

facial features,

4
4 ti



Cbfimnication

ACTIVITY: Trouble Buster Time

HAMM
OBJECTIVE:

assume and fact -find.

LEVEL 111 A 8.6

lo be aware and empathize uith problems of others, lo evaluate, decide, solve,

HATERIALS

A set of trouble letter

written previously by

children,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

CRIENTS:

21

PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

Head letters from children uho are asking for edvica,. Children need to be sympathetic

help, and solutions. Discuss the fact that we all and present reasonable solutions.

have troubles end there are times when we need

help in solving those problem, Ask a volunteer

to COME forward, choose a letter, and read it to the

group. Tal afraid of the dark, I need help.'

'My sister always hits me," "Nobody likes me,"

"l have bad dreams," Ask leading questions,

would ,you do?" "Is there a kind and

gentle waylo relieve trouble'!" Respect every

want, encourage solutions.

422



SKILL: DallEa1 laila.......1.11.110.1.........140.

ACTIVITY:

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:

Character Cescriptiun
maran1.61....+*.,01.

LEVEL ill NO 9.1

SION

t.,1

The)dhild will be able to present a character by demonstrating expressive body and oral language.

MATERIALS

1.10,1...1.1,64 PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

Cards on which character

traits are written. EX.

clever, strong, intelli-

gent, friendly, happy,

etc.

The teacher reads a story. After she is finished,

children select words which describe various traits,

Students listen carefully and

recognize character description.

r

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

CHIENTS:

/loq
,14.) 42'4



SKILL: Dramatization

ACTIVITY; Charades

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:
Student will recall character traits,

LEVEL lit NO 9.2

MATERIALS

A story with several

characters.

PROCEDURES

leacher reads the story, After completion, children

choose a character to represent in action and

voice.

EVALUATION

Students show ability to use body

'language and descriptive traits,

VARIATION/ A

EXTENSION: 14d

COMMENTS;

1111. 426



SKILL: Dramatization'
LEVEL ill HO,

ACTIVITY: Bring a Story to Life

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE; Chtlidp will acquire ability to "liven the story through characterization.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

Story on child's

reading level.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

Children will read story to themselves. Discuss by

pointing out traits of each person in story; facial

expressions, positive voice tone, etc. Choose a

narrator and actors to relive the story.

Children will learn character

words and understand how stories

came from life situations.

COMENTS:
427

428



SKILL: Dramatization

ACTIVITY: Story Drama Li 1:

LEARNING
The student is able to infer character traits foil a selection read

OBJECTIVE:

LEVEL lI

by self or athera.

MATERIALS PRoctouRfs

Teacher chooses a story

to dramatize,

no. 91

The students heat or reed the story. The students

act it out SmpheAzillg voice change, emotions, and

other traits of GharEktr,

EVALUATION

Students will need to

'cooperate in group work

while demonstrating ability

to recognize character traits,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:
429

COMMENTS:



Drumatization

ACTIVITY: WM Imoginaion

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:
Children will USE imagination- to demonstrate a statement.

I

LEVEL III

MATERIALS

List of activities:

carry empty bucket

carry full bucket

a sad sentence

an excited statement

a sad statement

a scolding question

a scared question

a proud statement

an ashamed statement

PROCEDURES

NO
9,5

/1011111111.1.16..........

Children are given the direction by the teacher.

As one child responds, another is chosen to give an

opposite image,

EVALUATION

Children will learn to vary

times to convey sentence

meanings,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

CONVENTS;



suit.: storytelling 13II 12r.,
LEVEL 1,11

ACTIVITY: Puss URI Cluck

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: To encourage flexible thinking and uoe of imagination in giving an oral preaentation,

MATERIALS

Blips of paper repre-

unting dollar bills on

which vocabulary words

are written.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:
433

COMMENTS

PROCEDURES

1.1.1...0.

Teacher and children are arranged in a circle, The

teacher explains "pass the NAll as H2anirl to pass

on a ), qrsonsibLLy. ;AU& PUALO*

Lhildren are to tell a story by using "bur. ' word

mild then passing the stick of words in to the next

child tiho chooses one and uses it to continue story.

Continue until story ends or words all used.

EVALUATION

Children will be able to say

words and demote their meaning

by using in story form.



SKILL: Storytelling
LEVEL iii

ACTIVITY: lelling

LEARNING )

OBJECTIVE: Hearing o portion of a narrative and offering a plausible continuation.

MATERIALS

A ball of string of

various lengths.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

PROCEDURES

Children Bit in a circle, The teacher begins an

original story as she unwinOs the string. As

she coca to the end of the string, she passes the

ball to student. Student continues story until

string ends, passes it on, etc.

COTIENTS:

435

NO. 10.2

(hl,

,......y1.}........INPN&YAN

EVALUATION

Children will ohow in0hEitlen

skills.

- -

.....bornherod.14.1www16.1.Wat.

436



LEVEL
III

t;

10.3

ACTIVITY:
Tiu2

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:
likte up d story usinn three pictures,

..........+..Mr.Tworm....m..insm........rmyra

RATERIAL PROCEDURES

Pi

suL,Ite.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

Fr

^

137

..1.1.1..".

Divide class into Four groups. Ask each group to

choose three pictures. Each group will wake up a

story using al' three *tures, Use the tape

recorder to record stories. Replay at a later!

time for enjoyment.

EVALUATU/

Children will need to cooperate

in groups, speak fluently, and

sequentially.



SKILL: Stort Lel I iciti

ACTIVITY: FiLlifY Endinf1?

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Students'listen to beginning of story and form their own ending.

WIERIALS PROCEDURES

Japed beuinnings bf

stories. Sae

aiso have only beuin

stories.

............

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COTIEN15:.

LEVEL III

EVALUATION

Te2cher has children listen to tape. Each child

gives his version of how the story ended.

Child must give proper

sequence and a satisfying

ending.

2......1146111.

NO'

439 440



SKILL: 5tervtellin LEVEL III

ACTIVITY:

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Children use imaiihtion to form a story from picture card.

1 Wunder

c.

Hosil. 10.5

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

Peabody hit "I

Wunder Cards.'

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMNENTS:

;Al

Teacher shows pitture, Boy in a Jet."

What kind of travel is this? What makes it go?

Do you think we can take a trip? Let's placa a

chair in the middle of the room and take a trip.

Children give imaginary feelings, sights, sensa-

tions, etc.

ti

EVALUATION

'Children tell thoughts in

descriptive language, and

sequential order.

442



SKILL: Elaboration

ACTIVITY:

LEVEL
I NO. 11.1

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Children 411 use detail and directions.

(!line

PROCEDURES
EVALUATIO1

bne child is a robot. Sit in a chair facing

class. Other children think of appropriate

directions and correct vocabulv4. They give

comends in proper sequence. Children may choose

partners :`ter Firs: example.

Children will enlarge vocabglary.

VARIATIOW

EXTEN5I0°

COMENTS:

443



SKILL: Em:L6L:n LEVEL NO. 11.2

ACTIVITY: EaltihN i'e4on5e5

LEARNING

oBJECTNE: 7he 1ALOent 15 to 4?Ka an emotional response to content from listening to a selection read orallv.

hATERIALS PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

aory chosen 16I. eation

o! contut.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

MIIENTS;

Teacher reads selection to student. Questions are -Children should respond in

asked to student such as;
complete sentences with a

Ltiet kind of person do you think Ilia us?
variety of words.

Huu did she feel about her father?

tibt didn't she find pleasure in hearing the

ILL, would you have reacted if you had been Julia?

r

446



SKILL: Eieboration
LEVEL ill

ACTIVITY:

LEARNItiG

OEJECTIVE:

JuJs m

NO, 11.3

MATERIALS

Lrinii'currEnt EEr15 to children's Ettelitinr, End ErisuurEE ,:xr,TESSiCfl Of thaTiht.

PROCEDURES

1t;51CS 161:3 r u-

....1,,=11.1./....fflaw
EVALUATION

irltrualCe various topics with motivating question Child ren should have own opinions

rarer, F:.HL f LUut PM events or eents relatin6 to changing

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COTIENTS

47

tires. Ask "why" or "why not to stirs late

intelast. 'Do you feel Fan should continue'to

explore outer space ?" lat flEL; invention Lsuld

like 14 see?

and be able to express the in

sentences.

448



SKILL: LEVEL ill NO. 11.9

ACTIVITY:

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:

hail a lace

To iliEiti7UiCh LatIJEal fact and fiction .

MATERIALS PROCURES

41 event C!'10:1A 13,!

children L.iu will tell

story.

Gralp listens uhile a child tells a reel story.

Another child retells story but friEEE it a tall

tale aMing details.

:VALUATION

Eniidren will recoglize nou

stories can be fictiorial.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMENTS:

449 450
04"



SKILL: Elahoration
.1....,..............rsamy.........s*.men.*.arwubinia

ACTIVITY: HIND,

LEARNING

.OBJECTIVE:
I dusirahilitv or readies library honks,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COIMENTS:

451

LEVEL I" NO. 11.5

Impmrm..PW.*1.n.N..abw:..eygy,..,

PROCEDURES

Students will be prepared to share books they have

read. He is to tell only enough to cause others

to want to read it. Children in audience choose

hooks they liked to hear about and tell why.

..mas...

EVALUATION

Children should be able to describe

events with a variety of words.

452



SKILL: Expladtian
LEVEL IIIyx,.4.s.vnyons,w

ATIVITY: Let's Idll It Over
'0.11111....

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Children will hear a stay about a prablem and give possible solution.

NO,

MATERIALS

Tell a fictions story

ahout a pruhlem situ-

PROCEDURES

Alter situation is read, children should be en-

couraged to express opinions, or bring up similar

pr6lems. 'Why do some people went to be rirstr

'Do you think it is unfair?'

VARIATION/ 4;
.EXTENSION. iv°

COMENTS:

, I
ti

EVALUATION

. Children's ability to see more

than one side of a problem and

talk without bias.

454



SKILL: bylanation

ACTIVITY:

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:

bkim the btory

LEVEL 112
12,Z

lo Gee relationships between ideas or events and he able to stmaarize and organize

them in o logical pattern.

hATERIALS

A story on childrH's

level interest,

nrohahly in a reading

text.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMENTS:

4,,..100.4a1.01 ....
PROCEDURES

Skim the story reviewing main action in each part.

Help children form a summary sentence for each part.

Write the sentences on the board. Have children

reread all sentences, erase, and encourage pupils

to tell story From memory.

r.VALUATION

Children need to recall 2nd

put story line into their

own words.

155

I 1.

456



SKILL: _12TINnAiHn

ACTIVITY: TO I I i I
.V.111011U

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:

RATERIALS

.1.111.1..

LEVEL iii No '

....41.11Nun

Tu help children hecome aware of necessity for accurate questions and answers.

Telephone and switch-

Loud,

PROCEDURES

Lhoose a telephone operator. Each child has

turn to call a friend. He is to have 2 simple

questions in mind, speak clearly and politely,

and make talk brief. The listener. is to answer

telephone correctly, listen for meaning of

question, get to `the point in answering the

questions.'

VARIATION/

EXTENSION: '15

COMENTS:

aa0.0.1104...........,

EVALUATION

Listen to sentence and question

structure. Children should 4eak

in complete sentences.

458



SKILL: Lxilunution LEVEL III No, 12.4

ACTIVITY: r I (iv jil:(Iti 1......Whn*.....mova...mw.gysva,

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:

To distinguish whether literal 'waning or the figurative meaning of a widely used

expression is the correct interpretation........1 .
MATERIALS

List of fi(juvaLive

language terms,

Can be found in

"For Example" by

Darlene Presler, p.66

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMMENTS:

459

PROCEDURES

leuher explains difference between "literal" or

"figurative" expression. Refer to page 66 of

qnrLain". Teacher reads sentence using ex-

pression. Child responds with a literal expression

for terms.

EVALUATIO1

Children will distinguish between

real or fig rative meaning used in

coupon conversation.

46O



SKILL: ix dtii1un

ACTIVITY: komnuino

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Children will apply their (IL1 reasoning or 'lodgment to tom sulution.

LEVEL iii HO, 12.5

MATERIALS

'a .0*111.
PROCEDURES

EVALUATION

luestiuns for problem

solvinq:

I ow would you take a

drink without a glass?

How would you build a

rim without wood?

How would you build a

tree house without nails

How would you pick

apples rrum a tree with-

out a ladder?

locher reads question. Children respond with a

solution using complete sentences.

Children reed to use reasoning power.

VAkIATION/

EXTENSION:

COTIENTS:

1

' !

462



LLA.L III kLFLHLNLES & HLEGURCLE

Creative Classroom Activities Lit:ran/ ; short Span Activities, by Lynne
Lioldsmith and Carol Batten, Language Arts Games by Abraham Hurwitz and
Arthur Goddard, 1970, boholastic Book bervices.

"For Lxamole" by Darlene Presler, 19a1 Word Lonfeience, available at Bet...b.

3. Listeninc: Games, Wagner, Hosier and 1::ilackman, 1960, Teachers Publishing La.

L. Listeninn and Learnino, Bernice M. Lhappel, Fearon Publishers

5. Washington Triad Follow through, 2sEasidnalpaar#2 , Language Activities,
Lena hngen, 1973-74 , available at S.L.b.

U. Peabody Language Development Kit Level 2, American Guidance Services

7. Practical Guide to Third Grade Activities, Brush, Tucker, Mullaney and

B. Small Schools Reading Curriculum, K-3, Washington State Superintendent
of Public Instruction.
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LEVEL IV - BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES OF GRADES 5 & 6

1. Auditory Disc.-iminat:-,n

The child will differentiate syllables and recite sentences with

correct inflection to demonstrate punctuation.

2. Auditory Memory

The child will be able to reca',1 combinations of words, phrases, songs,

or stories of increasing length.

3. Extension

The child will be able to express ideas orally using compound and

complex sentences according to a given topic.

4. Expansion

The child will demonstrate the'use'of new words in spoken language.

5. Communication

A. The child will be able to express personal feelings or ideas with peers.

B. When engaging in large or small group discussions the child will

demonstrate listning skills by restating a given statement.

C. The child wi)1 be able to express personal feelings or ideas in

a small or large group discussion.

6. Svntax

A. The child will use verbs correctly in oral compositions'.

B; The child will use prefixes and suffixes correctly in speech.

C. The child will )nstrate the correct use 9'f pronouns and subject-

verb agreement speech.

7.. Comprehension

A. The,child will demonstrate understanding of increasingly

complex stories by answeri: open-ended questions,

B The child will demonstrate understanding of a concept by paraphrasing

the main ideas or characteristics.of a given concept.

8. Description

Thc:, child will' be able to describe a situation or object using

adjectives andeadverbs.

9. §.1210221/2121maLla

The child will express ideas or experiences.orally in story form including



LEVEL IV - BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

10. Dramatization

The child is able to act out a character in a play usihg expressive

voice and body language.

11. Explanation

A. The child will be able to describe orally the cause and effect

relationships among events or an observable change.

B. The child will be able to describe all the steps of a given

process through demonstration and oral presentation.



INDEX - ACTIVITTES FOR LEVEL IV

1.0 AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION

1.1 Vowel Recognition

1.2 Accented Syllables

1.3 Syllable Separation

1.4 hear the Syllable

1.5 Syllable Baseball

.7.(1 AUDITORY MEMORY'

2.1 Choral Speaking

2.2 Name Game

Story Starter

2,4 Echo

2.5 Onomatopoetic Perpetrator

3.0 EXTENSION

3.1 Compound Sentences

3.2 Resource Report

3,3 Whistle Stop

3.4 Combining Phrases

3.5 Compound Sentence Roulette

4.0 EXPANSION

4.1 Using Synonyms

4.2. Analogies

4.3 Heteronyms

4.4 Compound Riddles

4.5 Figurative Language

5.0 COMMUNICATIONS

5,1 Questions and Answers

5.2 Being heard

5.3 In My Opinion.

T416-01On6.A-ole Play



6.0 SYNTAX-
6.1 Subject and Verb Tense Agreements

6.2 Adjectives and What They Modify

6.3 Correct Usage of Prounouns

6.4 Adverbs

6.5 Suffixes and Prefixes

7.0 COMPREHENSION

7.1 Antonyms

7.2 Main Ideas

7.3 Sequence and Order

7.4 Reasoning

7.5 CatagoLies

7.6 Sof 3a11

8.0 DESCRIPTION

8.1 Guess Who

8.2 Guess Again

8.3 Bock Report

8, Object Identification

8.5 Picture Description

9.0 STORYTELLING/NARRATION

9.1 Tell a Story

9.2 FinisL the Story

9.3 'A New Beginn: ig

9.4 An Ezabarrassing Moment

9.5 Tf

10.0 DRAMATAIION
10.1 Jobs Screenplay

10.2 What's the Moral

10.3 Acting Out

10.4' Ouz Own Puppet Play

10.-5- -G6ing-MOder'Ll



11.0 ELABORATION

11.1 Predictions

'1.2 Feeling and :Moods

Fascinating Images
11.4 Let's Talk This Over
11.5 Where Are You Going?

12.0 EXPLANATION

12.1 Finding Your Way home

12.2 Reporting

12.3 how to Demonstration

12.4 News Events

12.5 School Situations - Solutions



SKILL: Auditory, Discrimination LEVEL IV 1.1

ACTIVITY: Vowel kecognition

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:

The cl,i1d will recognize long and short vowels.

!.1ATERIALS PROCEDURES r.VALUATIO!I

Two lists of one syl-

lable words with long

or short ,wels.

Ex. air last

sled bit

VARIATIOV

EXTENSION:

The teacher has children pronounce words

and tell if the vowel is short or

long. The children should tell where

the vowel occurs.

....1,......."MPTIT1.4./.1..,

CliTIENTS

471

Teacher asetvation

Children identify

which words have short

or long vowels.

472



koultory Discrimintion

ACT
T

VTY: Accente.: Syllables

LEIEL a 1.2

0 JECTIVE:
The child reccgnize auditcri.,

;..i

,tA,ERIALS

when the syllable j.s accented.

K:EDURES EVALUATION

Use a list twc

!q111ble words:

after, acorn,

even, effect

VARIATION/

EHEIISION: 473

CoTiEtITS:

The Teacher writes words on the board.

The student reads words and he or he

tells when the syllable is accented.

IMMIMIII

Students will recognize

accented syllables.



,ILL: Auditory Discrikination

AUDIT ?: Syllable Sepration

1.E.P-;RNIUG Tile child

C.VEL _V

recognize where syllables occur and rules for syllabication.

ii!iTERIALS

List ua t. -;o 51uie

wsrs:

ti,,h:u gobble

aple needle

'iddle purple

PROCE0d,CS

Teacher asks the pupils to pronounce

words. Children will whether the vo-

wel sounds in the first sl.Wable are

long or short or "r" controlled,

The children will identify which letter

begins the second syllablt1 and should

recognize through practice that the

consonant begins the second syllable.

175

ALUATIO1

Children should recognize

the outer of syllables in

a given word and which

letter separates each one

476



SKILL; Auditory Discrimination LEVEL Iv No 1,4

ACTIVITY: Hear the Syllable

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE;
The childrcl will recognize she number of syllables in a word and be able

to pronounce the words correctly.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

Word cards made
The Teacher holds up a word card, The

from reading vocabu-
students read the words and count the

la'ry list,
number'of syllables,

The students hear and repeat the correct

pronunciaton of each word.

0=.=n=1.

EVALOATION

.10.6.1..m.y..=

Children recognize the

syllables and are able

to pronounce the given

words correctly,

VARIATION/
The students may also be asked to use these words in sentences.

EXTENSION:

14 1.11

COltlEtitS;

1...11.71.1....Mr 478



SKILL: Auditory Discrimination
Tia. IV

ACTIVITY:
Syllable Baseball

O. 1. 5

LE R+ The student :rill hear t..e number of sv2Ales in 5.71-cis

OSJECTIVE:

MATERIALS

List of words with

varying number of

syllables.

A diagram of a

Baseball field with

base.

?;iliXEIURES EVALUATION

The tecc.:rp.!: vales the :'41.5s into 'M

teams. di Tram of a :F:5;ercall diamvd

is made r a large piece of 1 tchar Teacher Observation

and pL:c.r.0 on ;.!le floor

The firrt ,L51.:0i; on Team the pit:he!

pronouir.:; a old. Team ', opposite

pronulinc.: s Ard te:; the number

q.'rd has en,,t how it is

separated 4', correct ardir equals

a move tl thy: ;_rst base. The SOCOP1 e,511

repeat, 41A1 procedur.7,. hon

reaches eAsf, F LJejnt is rt47'ricied.

An inc%re,,;':., ciswer equals an,%a",

Conti .. 11r-,ji one side ? Ms,

VARIATION/

EXTENSIDti:

r

CGT1ENTS:

479

,...1,pidi.m....,061.p.MINme=0.1m.. AN116

48U



SPILL: Auditory Me7ory LEVEL IV

ACTIVITY:
Choral Speaking

2:1--

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS

Chilci.,'en will improve memorization skills through practice with

choral speaking,

PROCEDURES

'0.1=M=w1111.1...01...=.

EVALUAT1O1

Poem suitable for

choral speaking.

Ex.

The Teacher reads the poem entirely, and

asks children to just listen.

The Teacher now read the poem one line

at a time and has the children repeat each

line until the whole poem is committed to

Memory.

Through repetition the

children, will increase

the leng*of passages

and improve their me-

morization skills.

dVARIATION/

ETENSION: 181
.11.1=nw=i1MINIImnI.wmwmws,=.....1.

COMMENTS:

482



Sat: Auditory Memory

A IMP: Name Gene

LEVEL Iv No. 2.2

..1111=Mmel.,inMOM=
LEARNING The children wi practice recall skills in learning the names of classmates.

PATERIALS PROCEDURES

None This recall game is easiest to do in a

round. A child begins the chain by

giving his or her full name. The next

child in the circle repeats the name and

ads his to the list until everyone in

the circle has given his name.

If the chain is broken the last person

to have iemembered the names to his place

starts the next round,

..., EVALUATIO

The child will recall-

the names in the right

order as given.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:
The same name game can be played by giving names in various categories .such

as foods, sports, animals etc.

C I`1EIITS

483
484



SKILL: Auditory Memory LEVEL IV NO. 2.3

ACTIVITY: Story Starter

1.0 riE:
r'e children All improve sequence and memory skills through group sr_ory-telling.

VATERIALS PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

III.IIWII

Story beginnings...

URIATIO1/

EXTE1 SIO1: 1jJ

The teacher introduces a one or two

sentence story beginning. A child

repeats the beginning of the stogy and

adds one sentence or idea. Each child

repeats the story and adds one more

sentence until a complete story is

finished or someone misses.

The story should continue

with some "sensible"

meaning or sequence.

486

CMENTS:



SKILL:
Auditory Memory

VTIVITI: Echo

LEVEL IV O. 2.4

LEARN-NS

he chald will practice listening to and repeating the words withot seeing the
speaker.

:,one

1.11

Teacher asks students to make up silly

or unusual sentences for echoing such

as, E The sky is purple in Seattle"

Students work in pairs. One says the word

while the other stands in the spot

farthest away with his or her back turned

away from the speaker,

The children will

demonstrate careful

listening if they can

repeat the sentence

correctly

VARIATION,

EXTENSION:

87
488



SKILL: Auditory Memory LEVEL
IV

ACTIVITY: Onomatopoetic Perpetrator

2.5

LEARNING The student will use careful listening skills an/increase memory skills with

OBJECTIVE
: msual words.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES MINIM

List of thirty or morc:

oivaatopoetic terms.

Tan be found in For

Example" by

Darlene Presler,

Ex.

click, roar

tap, scratch

Am....
VARIATION/ 489
EiTENSION:

The Teacher divides the class in two,

teams. Teacher begins by saying three

ono atopoetic Words to demonstrate the

reYPationship:of words sounds to meaning.

Each team is given three new words to

repeat or a total of six. Repeat until

all team members have said 3-6 words at

one time. :

Each correct word expression is worth

one, point. The team with the most

point. wins..

Teacher observation

490



SKILL; Extension

ACTIVITY:
Compound Sentences

LEARNING ,
The child will be able to put two or more sentences together ih one compound

GBJECTIVE: or complex sentence.

LEVEL Iv ND. 3.1

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

14.01.1111.0111

EVALUATION

List of simple

sentences.

The Teacher will read two or three simple.

sentences from the list out loud.

Each student will write down his compound

sentence. Call on as many students as

possible in random order to share his

or her sentence with the class.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

Children will originate

compound sentences from

oral cues.

491 492



Extension LEVEL IV

ACTIVITY:
Resource Report

LEARNING The child is Ible present a brief oral report on a given topic.

OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS

Resource materials

from the library or

texts.

PROCEDURES

Children will receive help to choose a

topic for reporting.

Ask children to identify a minimum of 5

items which are important about the topic

In an oral report the students will presen

the 5 items in an organized fashion,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION: (4:4,93

NO

3. 2'

W.M11.IMMOMMml

EVALUATION

Teacher Observation

The child is able to

itemize 5 items about

a given topic in an

oral presentation.

IPWAS

.101.1=g11.100.1=

COIMENTS:



SILL: Extension LEVEL IV

ACTIVITY; 111.ilatitt.211

LEARNING
oBjEcrivE:The child will group ideas and words in a logical order,

MATERIALS

Groups of four words.

Ex,

Harp, Violin, Drum &

Orchestra

Bat, Flagpole, Golf Clu

& Tennis Racket

Monkey, Frog, Giraffe &

'Dog

Atlantic, Pacific, Arti

'& Temperature

Hat, Handkerchief, Giov

& Trousers.

Whistle or Bell

PROCEDURES

NO. 3.3

The Teacher stresses good listening

as each group of four words is read.

Students have approximately 5 seconds or

until the whistle blows to call out the

word which does not belong to the group.

The teacher and students can discuss

why the word is out of place and or

check if there might be different

combinations or group based on a logical

characteristic,

EVALUATIO1

Students will identify

the characteristics of

a given word group and

recognize a word which

does not belong,

IARIATION/

EXTENSION:

CC ENTS:
495 496



SKILL: Exlansion LEVEL IV NO. 34

ACTIVITY:
Combining Phrases

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:
The student will be able to combine ideas and topic in developing

compound sentences.

RATERIALS

List of phrases and

ideas. Teacher divides the class in two teams,

PROCEDURES

Teacher puts the phases on the board

and reads two phrases each time. One at

a time the students must compose a

compound sentence using the two given

phrases. Each correct sentence earns the

team a point.

Children may have two tries before they

give up their turn.

VARIATION/

EI.TENSION: 97

F'IALUATION,...............
Teacher Observation

498

i '
COMENTS:



SKILL: Extension 111161..../Mwww...........01m.,.

ACTIVITY:
Compound Sentence Roulette

LEARNING The child will be able to combine sentences or phrases into compound sentences,

OBJECTIVE;

LEVEL IV
NO 3.5

MATERIALS

Two lists of simple

phrases or sentences;

(10).

Cards with number com-

binations of 1-5.

Ex.

1-1, 1-2, 1-3, -4 1 -5

2-1, 2-2, 2-3, 2-4, 2-.)

3,1, 3-2, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6

and to on to 5.

Shuffle the combination

cards or shake in a

box,

PROCEDURES

1....1.4.

011110..10.1...........

Teacher lists the ten phrases in two

column on the board.

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

The number of the phrases in the two colum s

will be used when the cards are drawn,

such as 2-3.

Students draw 1 card at a time and must

compose a compound sentence according

to the given combination on the card.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COMENTS:

..W.,ry,r,..r.
uo '

499

EVALUATIONyr...r.....
The student will combine

random phrases into a

compound sentence.

500



SKILL: Expansion

ACTIVITY:

Using
Synonyms

ftlAMIIMMIPPIrM...
LEVEL IV lg. (4.1

LEARNING The student will demonstrate ability to substitute familiar words with

OBJECTIVE: synonyms in a given sentence.

liATERIALS

List of synonyms.

Can be found in "?or

Example" by Darlene

Prosier, pp. 50-51.

VARIATION/ r n
EXTENSION: JU1

rimmememim..11MomNI

PROCEDURES

6Main P1110..trowIfsNap/M1./........

Teacher puts a list of synonyms on the

board.

Students take turns composing an original

sentence using a word from the synonym

list and the other echoing the same give

sentence using a synonym in place of the

original one.

EVALUATION

Students will subs,jtute

one synonym for anotr

in a given sentence.

I III

COT1ENTS:

MIMIIMIMMMINRIMMD,



SKILL:
Expansion

LEVEL IV
NO 4.2

ACTIVITY:
Analogies'

LEARNING The student will select appropriate analogies to complete the sentences

OBJECTIVE: given orally

EATERIALS

List of analogies.

Can he taken from

"for Example" by

Darlene Presler,

pp. 97-98

Analogies can be

written on index

cards.

PROCEDURES

.m14.=.1
EVALUATIM

Teacher divides the class into two teams,

each member of each team gets to ask

another to complete the sentence analogy,

Ex. Water is to boat as sky is to

.(plane).

Students will recognize

the "code' and complete

the analogy Mitt, the

correct word,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION;

,C071ENTS:

503
504



S111.:
Expansion

LEVEL
IV

NO. 4:3

ACTIVITY:
Heteronyms

LEARNING The child wit' be able to demonstrate the use of heteronyms in a given oral sentence.

06JECTIVE:

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATION

List of heteronyms.

Can be found in

For Example" by

Darlene Presier,

pp, 59-60.

The heteronyms could

be written on each

side of index cards

for easy student use.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION: 505

The teacher selects approximately 30

pair of Heteronyms from the list.

The group is divided into three groups

each given 10 of the cards.

In the small group, each person takes

a turn to define both words and. to

originate a sentence for each word.

The first group to finish gets 3 points

The second group to finish gets 2 pts.

The third group to finish gets 1 point,

After each round the Teacher rotates th

10 cards to another group until each

group has had a turn with all 30' cards.

The group with the highest score wins

the game.

Ex. Bow - to bend forward

Bow- a weapon

The students will know

the use of the proper

heteronym in a given

sentence



SKILL: Expansion LEVEL Iv NO. 4.4

ACTIVITY: Con pound Riddles

LEARNING
The student will demonstrate the ability to construct a compound word when given

OBjECTIVE:
a riddle.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATION

List of compound word

riddles.

Can be found in

"For Example" by

Darlene Presler,

p. 48

The riddles can be

written on irldex card

for easy student use.

The group is divided into two teams each

receiving half of the cards.

Each member of each group takes a turn to

solve the compound word riddles until

all are done.

The group which finishes first gets 2 pts.

The next group gets 1 point.

After each round, the Teacher alternates

the two sets of cards until each group

has had a turn with all the Cards.

The group with the highest score wins.

Ex. A plane that flies in the air

(airplane).

Teacher Observation

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COlIENTS:

507

,"'"^""'"""^"'"'"'"'---".77-'

508



SKILL:
Expansion LEVEL

IV

Figurative Language

LEARNING The child can paraphrase the meaning of figurative terms in his own words,

OEJECTIVE:

MATERIALS

List of figurative

Language terms.

Can be found in

"For Example" by

Darlene Presler,

pp. 67-88.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

PROCEDURES

The teacher reads the terms one at a

time. Each student will demonstrate his

understanding of the given term by

giving a statement which answers the

comment Because

Ex. I'm tickled pink.

I'm.tickled pink because tomorrow is

a holiday.

She's as fit as a fiddle.

She's as fit as a fiddlekcause.

she jumps rope every day.

EVALUATION

Children will provide

a because statement

which demonstrates their

understanding of figura-

tive language terms.

CO1ENTS:'"



SKILL:
Communication

ACTIVITY:
Questions and Answers

LEVEL 17
5

HO.
5.1

AMM.M..NRIMMONE
LEARNING Children will increase participation in oral language activities by answering
OBJECTIVE: questions about a given topic.

nATERIALS ROCEDURES
EVALUATION

Unlimited resources of

pictures, articles or

passages from texts.

Some students may need encouragement to

overcome shyness in group discussions,

The Teacher needs to stress lots of

positive reinforcements during the

question and answer periods. The tempo

or speed of this type activity can also

enhance participation and reduce the

amount of attention focused on the child

who makes a mistake.

Questions need to vary from easy to hard,

familiar to complex.

Teachers may intoduce a reading selection

by reading aloud and proceding with a

question and answer session based on the

selection.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

COTIENTS:

The child will increase

understanding and self

confidence by participating

in a group question and

answer period.



SKILL: Communication

ACTIVITY:
Being Beard

LEVEL NO, 5,2
Ii1.11111ii

LEARING The student :ill use a clear speaking voice which can easily be heard among the

CSJECTIVE: group in the class

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

Book of simple quote3 The Teacher often needs to remind student

to speak clearly in the group situation.

These can be written

on index cards for

easy student use.

Students will take turns choosing a quote

card and repeating it to the class in

clear and audible speech.

It is important for the teacher to set

basic ground rules for active listening

and feedback prior to this activity.

VARIATIOW 513
EXTENSION:

EVALUATID1

The members of the class

may be asked to.repeat the

quote as a way to check if

the message was heard

correctly.

514

.

COTIENTS:



Communication LEVEL IV NO. 5.3

ACTIVITY:

LEARNING The student will provide personal opinions about a given topic.
OBJECTIVE:

VATERIALS

List of current

events topics in the

news or from daily

school events.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

515

PROCEDURES

Teachers can brainstorm with the students

to generate a list of interest or

controversial topics for discussiori

appropriate to the grade level.

Ex. T.V. and movie ratinjs.

Allowances

News events, etc.

Students will need some time to prepare

a brief paragraph or page to clarify

thoughts about a given topic.

Teachers shall encourage active listening

anc: feedback methods,

Students can begin their report with

In My Opinion

Questions should be encouraged whenever

possible.

NLUATIO1

Students will present an

opinion on a given topic.

.11.111M...1W

516



SKILL: Communication

ACTIVITY: 'Cole hone Ply

LEVEL Iv NO. 5.4

.....r.41

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:
Tae student rill express messages and directions in a, telephone situation role play.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Suggested questions

relating to a type

of social'event,

ex, party,

game, field

trip

VARIATIONI

EXTENSION:

COTIENTS:

Students are grouped in sets of three per

group. Each group is assigned a topic,

and one person in each group is selected

.to be an observer,

The telephone talkers in the group should

sit back to back; Each takes on the

role appropriate to the,given,situatioh

and begins a "simulated" telephone

conversation relating infithatiOn and

details'Ol the event. Th observer is

to give feedback about the dialog.

4.I

Children should adjust

their speech format in

accordance with the

given situation.

Children may also

recognize that voice

use is more important

when visual cues are

absent,

518



SKILL; Conmunication

ACTIVITY:
Introductions Role Play

LEVEL iv NO, 5.5

I

.4.=ftmory

LEARNING The child will increase his or her skills in making introductions through

ONEcTIVE: role play.

Guidelines for Making

Proper Introductions,

Can be found in the

Language Text.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

.1.11.01.10.11.0.111,071

EVALUATIO1

The Teacher describes various forms for

making introductions and models these

for the group.

The Teacher divides the group into small

groups of 4-5 students. Each group is

given a situation or setting in which

to assume roles,

,Students are to Role Play the intro-

ductions a$ if they were in a real

situation.

Children should vary the

introductions in ways

which are appropriate for

a given setting.

COMM'S:
519 ql 520



Communication
SKILL:

LEVEL
111

N
5.6.

ACTIVITY: Trouble Busier Time

LEARNING
The students will demonstrate the ability to empathize with others' problems

OBJECTIVE:
or feeling, in a simulated dialog.

MATERIALS
PROCEDURES

EVALUATION

Problem statement cards

which represents typical

situations or problems

among students of this

age.

Ex.

" I have bad dreams"

"My sister yells at me"

"I wasn't picked for the

team,"

List of Empathy words,

Ex. "You seem happy,"

"I would feel bad too"

The Teacher begins with a given problem.

statement and models a variety of ways to
responds to a person with a problem.

Teacher discusses the concept of empathy
and stresses the value of accepting and
giving support in this type of situation.

One at a time, the students' choose a
situation card and take on the role of th
person with the problem. Other students
in the large or small group offer

responses and alternative
statements

which show empathy and good listening.

Students will use words

of acceptance when

listening to persons with

problems in a simulated

story.

VARIATION/ These que5tions may add to the discussion:
EXTENSION: What would you do? Is there a kind way to listen to other's troubles ?that are some non-verbal clues to people's feelings?

COTENTS:



ELL LEVELDLL....._ALLL.

jladyglb Tense A reement

'EARNING

OBJECTIVE:
The student will restate a given sentence with proper subject and

verb tense agreement.

PROCEDURES

NOONIIININ.11..11101/1

EVALIJATIO1

4...11W.1111.11

List of sentences

with incorrect

agreement.

example:

I is 2222 to the

show tomorrow.

VARIATIOW

EXTENSION:

:OWES:

Teacher demonstrate the object of the

lesson with a sample sentence,

1 I is gone to the show.

2. I an going t^ the show.

Using the list of incorrect sentences

prepared the teacher asks students

to repeat the sentence using correct

agreement form.

Children will be able

to recognize the mistakes

and restate a given sentence

with correct subject and

verb agreement.

523 524



SKILL; LEVEL xU NO, 6. Z

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:
The student will recognize adjectives and identify the words they modify in

original sentences,

10....m.d.11.,

RATERIALS

List of adjectives

example:

tall

clean

sturdy

PROCEDURES

Taking an adjective from the list,

students compose a sentence and

describe the word which'the adjective

modifies,

VARIATION/

EXTENSION;

COTIENTS.:

525

: 04." .6

EVALUATIO4

Teacher Observation

44r

526

M01101.000=10.101D



SKILL: Syntax

ACTIVITY: Correct (13111V of Pronouns

LEVEL IV NO 6.3
0.0.1110111=110,011111111111Mimsernirift **.wasrmswwaravarlAr.

LEARNING

08JECTIvE: The student will. recogniu correct usage of pronouns*?

EVALUATION

sibilsraimmernelisapagniEll

IMP

ILt or Pronouns The student will use the pronouns

.correctly in an oral sentence.

2. TL0 studrW wli Jpeat entence

1.ng a EA the give. .onoun.

VAR IAT ION/

EX f ENS ION:

1111111111P

COI,KNTS:

527

The student will he able

'to give the pronoun

for a specific noun.

528



SKILL: S ntax
LEVEL IV NO64

ACTIVITY: Adverbs

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The student will use adverbs correctly in oral sentences,

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

List of Adverbs

EVALUATION

IARIATION/

iXTENSION:

:OVENTS:

Students must use an adverb correctly The student will demonStrate

in an oral sentence and tell what it knowledge of adverbs and
modifies. what they modify.

example;

ate slowly because the food was hot.

530

4



SKILL: -
1. /E1 lV

ND.
6.5

ACTIVITY: Suffixes aid Prefixes

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: he student will use suffixes and prefixes correctly in o:al sentences.

sam..,.N.I.MO111EM.Iy

I'ATERIALS

Li. ' root words

Lis7_ - ;,refixes and

Can be in

"for Exa:nple"

by Darlene Presler

pp. 30-42

..'=1/....=1./...

PROCEDURES

Teacher or student says a word, prefix,

or suffix from one of the lists.

Another student-'will add a prefix, or

sufftz? or root word to the wort the

first student chose to make a correct

word.

Example;

pre prepare

present

predetermine

EVALUATIO3

The student will be able

to recognize root words,

prefixes and suffixes.

lARIATIM

iXTENSION:

el

:OTIENTS;
A '



Sal: Conr,rehension LEVEL r NO. 7.1

iintonvris

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: Students learn vocabulary'words which are the opposite of a given word.

6011Im.......

111111W.EM

ItATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATION

List of antonyms

Taken from

"The Example"

by Darlene Presler

pp. 53

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

r

COT1ENTS:

733

Teacher says a word and the child

gives an antonym and uses.it in a

sentence.

This could be used as a game. by dividing

into groups or relays.

Teacher Observation

Child knows the word

meaning'and can give

and use an antonym

correctly.

534



LEIEL Lv N0, 7.2

;CTIVITY: gain Ideas

...M.11MMWMO.mh...,MMEN..

_EARNING

:BgTHE: Student recognizes main idea from a paragraph.

HATERIALS PR CEDURES

Paragraphs

texts (such as)

social studies

science

health

reading

tARIATION/

iXTENSION:

EVALUATION

The teacher will read , paragraph

and the child is to pick out the

main idea and restate itin his or

her own words orally.

Child can pick out main idea.

536



KILColimhet...2121

Sequence and
wrrrMS

EARNING

IBJECTIVE: The child will bo able to put things in order and sequences

MEI NO, 7.3

.malImP.PlIdelm.,111..11111tImliallail=11

ttATERIALS PROCEDURES EVALUATIO%

Text with stories

or reading workbook

with sequence order

skills.

Read two paragraphs and have the

student say the main ideas in order

from the combined paragraphs.

Teacher Observation

Student can put ideas in

order.

lIATION1

JTENSION:

COMMIS:

537
538

r L-



SKILL: h Comprehension

ACTIVITY; Reasoning,.......m.. ..m..IP".nF*,.

LEVEL IV
HO. 7.4

41.

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The child will Lvelop reasoning ability by analyzing rational statements and explanations.

RATERIALS PROCEDURES
EVALUATIO%

pp. 91-92

The Example"

by Darlene Presler

Explanation

Stat,:lents

The child or teacher will read

the paragraph.

The child will tell why the

reasoning is poor.

The child should be

able to tell why the

reasoning is poor.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

CO!TIENTS:

539
540



KILL: Comprehension

CTIVITY: Cate9orv.3

LEVEL iv O. 7.5

EAR!VJ

EJECTI4E': The student will rzgognize the characteristics of a given category of objects or words.

1.........111.01MOMI..M

EVALIATIO4
F)iTERIALS

30 index cards

List of 10 word

categories on

cards (3 sets)

FROCENRES

Teacher divides the class into three

groups.

Each group receives a set of word

categories.

example: Each player asks the person on his or

her right to n,vci the category.

beef, perk, chicken

Repeat until each player has a turn
candle, flashlight, or all cards are done.

lamp

541

lRIATIOV

:TENS101:

Teacher Observation

qudents may want to make their own category cards to use

in this type of game,



iXILL: Comprehension LEVEL IV HO 7.6

t,.CTIVITY: Softball

:BjECT1E:
The student will recall vocabulary and categories of words

V.',TERIALS
PROCENRES

EVALUATIO

,,,oft ball

'ARIATIOV

:XTE115101;

The players are in a circle"

The player who is it stands in tl.ie

center with the ball,

he tosses it to a player and says

a word,

The player who catches the ball must

name a word from tae same group,

before the thro'er counts to 10,

..1.11111,11.140.1.11.111.11ftmal

To see if child can recall

vocabulary categories.

543
544



SKILL! description

ACTIVITY:

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE;

Guess Wo

LEVEL IV
NO, 8.1

The student will observe and describe a person by using adjectives, adverbs,
and prepositional phrases.

ILITERIAL5

4....,M*1,1.1..*

None

=ms...,.......

'ARIATION/

:XTENSION:

:OTIENTS;

.

PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

The child is to choose someone Teacher Observation

in the room and describe him.

The others are to figure out from

his description who it i

The ease and number of

descriptive words children

use,

546



LEVEL iv Hi 8 2

ACTIVITY; ("moss A( ain

'LEANING

)JECTIVE:
The child will read and describe a person, place, or thing using adjectives,

adverbs and prepositional phrases.

.,,...04.wa./.mbsf......rnwewrm

MATERIALS PROCEDURES
ElIALUATI04

Social Studies/text

!ARIATIOW

:XTENSITI:

:011E6.

Each student will be assigned a

country, a person, or topic from

a social studies text.

After 5 or 10 minutes he will describe

it and the first person to identify

subject,Orrectly gets points.

Children will need to

assimilate activities and

sentences for subject

chosen.

548



SKILL: DescriLtion

ACTIVITY: Book Ruort
*MY

LEVEL IV NO. 'O.3
avink.

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE: The student will be able to give orally a cuplete'book report

following an assigned procedure.

RATERIALS=0
hook at student's

reading level,

PROCEDURES

.1.1.7.10.=.**1140.10.011.....1141A100./..1mr.m......

After reading a book the student tells

the title, author, plot and short

description of the story

Then he tells what he liked most and

least about the book,

EVALUATION

IM114100.1.11.1.1.11....76101111M.

Teacher Observatibn

of how well child

organizes ideas,

vocabulary, and give

interesting.,fWbts.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

549

..m......M.....
l 44,"

COVERTS:

550



SKILL: Description
LEVEL IV No 8.4

ACTIVITY: Object Identification

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE; The student will be able to successfully describe a given object enough

to allow that object to be identified.

RATERIALS
PROCEDURES

Several objects on Select one object and after a short
table and cover for tim'j have children describe it

them. from memory.

Have other children see if they can

tell which object is being

described.

..1.=1MM...1.....
VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

EVALUATION

Teacher Observation

A a .141,

CRIENTS:

552



SKILL: Desert tion LEVEL IV HOB 5

ACTIVITY: Picture Description
...11.1.1.4.1.11.0.

LEARNING
The student will be able to use descriptive words in sequential order

OBJECTIVE:
to tell a story.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

selected descriptive Pin magazine pictures on bulletin

pictures board under a sign title

ARIATIO1/

UNTITS:

Tell a story about one of these

pictures.

Remember a story has a beginning,

a middle, and an end.

EVALUATID1

Children will organize

story and use description

words,

have students tell a s.,:ory and class select a picture of which .the story was told.

554.



SKILL: Storytelling

ACTIVITY; Tell a Story

LEARRiliG

OBJECTIVE: The student will be able to create a story from a given list; of topics

LEVEL IV NO. 9.1

VERIALS

List of topics

4.4.4.1114

PROCURES

nmormeinoallm

EVALUATIM

4.04sal.I.NrrIMP
VARIATIO1/

EXTENSION:

COTIENTS.

Student will pick a topic and

rake up a story which is told

to the group.

Children will demonstrate

skill to organize

thoughts into introduction,

body, and conclusion

555 556



SKILL: Storytelling LEVEL IV NO, 9.2

ACTIVITY:
Fini5h the Story

LEAR%

OBJECTIVES
The student will be able to give orally an ending to a story

from an incomplete story.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES 1ALUATION

41...11.11110.1. 111.11.111.10

incomplete story

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

Teacher reads orally part of a story

leaving out the ending. .Allow

student to supply their own ending.

Children will use

imaginative skill and

enlarge vocabulary

when giving an ending.

COTIENTS:



SKILL: Storytellih,j LEVEL IV H9.3

;,CTIV1TY: A New Beginning
=11.MEMINgMilI.

LEAUING

OBJECTIVE: The student will be able to give orally, a beginning to a story from

NI incomplete story.

NATERIALS PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

appro.:,

story

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

.iate

CMENTS:

Teacher reads orally part of a story

leaving out the beginning.

Allow student t supply their own .

beginning.

011111

359

Children will show

imaginative skills

and vocabulary growth.

560



Stor tellin LEVEL IV No, 9,4

ACTIVITY: An Embarrassinc Moment

LEARNING .

urrivr: LAdent °nil be abl to explain in story form his most embarrassing moment.

CLI:iL,

MATERIALS

none

rSALLIATION

The student will tell about his

most embarrassing moment

VARIATION/

LIENSION: ^ ;

CMENTS:

Children will show

sequential and story

development skills,

/.1.10.1.41M.MIM.m............,,,,,
'

562.



SKILL: Storytelling
LEVEL Iv ?O. 9.5

ACTIVITY; if I Were...

LEAR!IINri

OBJECTIVE; The stti6ent will be able to use his imagination to relate self to
an identifted object as being that object,

RATER! ALS

List f._,f arl4es/

objects:

show

pencil

clothespin

shdelace

bib

washcloth

PROCEDURES
'.VALUATION

VARIATION/

EXTENSION;....

Each student is to pick a topic

and them relate story as if they

were that object.

ex:

shoe

I walk alot each day.

MII....11*,........1rOAMI.M1 11 mIpar

COVENTS

563

Student 0,11 show

imaginativ descriptive

skills,

564



MU: Drnatize,tion

1CTIVITf: JoLs Screenplay

DRN1NG
The student will act out the character or traits of. the job they represent,

iBJECTI1E:

LEVEL
IV

No. 10.1

asty.,..."4.m..1+1..

r,ATERIALS PROCEDNES

Bacciround

inforation on job

duties and

cLarilcters will be

prepared ahead.

social studies text

or resource in

library.

!ARIATION/

:iTENSIUN:

ZIENTS:

J

Have student pick a job or character

fro:1 his social studies text and

look up information on that occupation

the character he would like to

represent.

Then he acts and dialogues enough

infornaUon so the group can

guess vho or what work group

is being represented,

EVALIN101

Students will show

descriptive terms and

vocabulary growth,

566



SKILL: Dramatization
LEVEL Iv NO 7

rCT1 1T1; ',...hat's the Moral?

Tne student will act out an intrepreLatin of a story with a moral.03,1:=E:

111.-+

!!iERIALS

ma.4.

,,,,11MgeMal.1.1MINM..10101.M.M.1.1..MM.

PROCEDnES
EVAUJATI 01

Sturis or

Fables wi:L.;

morals.

Teacher begins with a discussion of

stories with morals.

ex:

The Lnt and the Grasshopper"

Students can work in pairs - one does
the role play according to the moral,

other gives an interpretation of
v.nat might happen if the moral is
not practiced.

VARIAI101/

EATENSITI:

.1.1.0.

567

Students can act out

ideas based on a given

organization or

teaching.

..
568



Ce 1 1 ,

te,,iLLO

1,

,

7A1:H

NO. 10.3
,,ININ1

m.=1111.11411170,111,40117M111 /./,..10 11111.111

LEAPG

C3JEC1rE: sl.udt will _)e able to interpret and act out tLe feelings of

a ;Iew

a person

EVALUATIO1

new student school

pdft5 'jot torn

ou plaArouud

VARIATIOW

EATENS1ON:

PROCEDURES

assign a situation that a child can

act out Include . solution to the

situation that is satifactory
.

COINTS;

1111=M1.41eldl.am.e

Student will be able

to vocalize feelings

and make judgements.

agmmownwPww....
570



SKILL: DrF-latizatin

;CTIVITY: (Jur Jwn ,Puppet Play

lEyEt Iv
NO. 10.4

LE 12;i,
5t-,ljent will be able tc write, pr)duce anc p -sent

LEJECTI1E ti eir vz1 puppet play in a cooperative effort.

PROCEDURES

has rne

or materials to akel

own.

ipool...r...riowlrn,

1.1113 actiity may ta'Ke several

VALUATIM

.In-,w11....

Assign groups of students to the

tasks of writing, designing, '.4'oducing

and preparing complete puppe.,: play.

Ti. 'ave them rehearse and act At

the ,i_ay,orally for their class,

VARIATIOV Yv may want to arrange a puppet, show
UTENSI03: for Aother class to see.

CDTIBIS:

7I

NAV

Students will be ah

to organize people

and ideas to culminate

in a play.

572



SKILL: Dramatization

ACTIVITY: Going Modern

LEARNING The student will be able to modernize an old story using imaginative

OBJECTIVE; skills, organizing sequentially, and descriptive terms.

RATERIALS PROCEDURES

LEVELIV N. 10.5

ex:

familiar story

Little Red Riding Hood

Cinderella

.p.m..mipmqm.=e,...M.1WW1.11MwarMIN=MEIP

VARIATION/ 7173

EXTENSION:

:VALUATION

Revised stories would be written

and modernized by children after the

teacher has developed modern material

and settings with the children.

example:

Little Red Riding Hood

woods - freeway

Little R.R.H. - would have a 10 speed

Wolf - would have a honda

Little R.R.H. - would live on a Ranch

Grandma - would live in a CondominiuT

Children will use

descriptive terms

and vocabulary

acquired from his

own experiences to

revise story.

574
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SKILL; Elaboration

ACTIVITY; Predictions

ItT

LEARII,ING

OEJECTIVE:
The student All predict questions about a given topic by describing

in detail.

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

List of Current

Interest Topics.

VARIATIOW

EXTENSION;

UllERTS:

The student picks one topic from a qiva

list to think or do research about.

In describing and discussing the topiL

or event, the speaker should try to

anticipate questions others might as

Each player starts with 10 points At

looses 1 point for every question'"

left unanswered.

wowweamma..1.4..

.14 1......mvm

EIALi;.t.110,

The sv..at who can

antic41aLe :Jestiou

will 0.1, an elaborati!

descrilAion.

575
576



Sal: Elaboration LEVEL IV Iii,
11.2

ACTIVITY: Feelings and Moods

HA MM The student will use descriptive words to define words of feeling or mod.

MECTIVE:

MATERIALS PROCEDURES

List of words which

des7ribe feelings

or moods.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

.11ALUATITI

Students shall select one or more

words from the list. The students

are to take turn describing actions

or causes related to this feeling.

Examples can be from personal expe-

iences or fabricated.

Teacher Observation

Students can speculate

about causes of certain

feelings and elaborate

on the many actions

associated with it.



SKILL: Elaboration LEVEL iv

Amin: Fascinating Images

LEAU1NG
The student rill listen critically to poems which have strong visual images.

OEJECTIVE:

EATERIALS

Poem titles:

"Firefly" E.A.Roberts

PROCEDURES
EVALUATION

Season"

Francis Scott

"The hairy Dog"

herbert Asquith

"Daffa Down Dilly"

Mother Goose

"Stopping by the Woods

on a Snowy Evening"

Robert frost

The teacher reads the poem once or

twice while students just listen for

meaning and tone.

Now the teacher reads line by line to

analyze further the descriptive words

used in the poem

The student will recognize

various forms of Writing

and how words can produce

strong images.

VARIATION/
Some children may be able to write their own poetry. Show appreciation for

EXTENSION:
all efforts.

COIS1

,..4.walx........yroo

579
5S0



SILL: Elaboration

AUNTY: Let's Talk This Over

01 IV NO. 11.4

LEARN IVi

OBJECTIVE:

The student will generate several alternative solutions to a given problem.

ifATERIALS PROCEDURES

Arecdotal or

hypothetical problems

Ex:

A child wants to spend

the night at a friend'

house but parents say

no.

A child wants to buy

a special item but

has no money.

The teacher explains that there are 2

parts to this exercise,

1. To generate as many situations and

alternative solutions to the problem

as possible.

2. To rate the various solutions

according to the degree of possibi-

lity or acceptability in the given

situation.

VARIATION/

EATEWO'
531....

.....1111M11

EVALUATION

All alternatives are

considered and welcomed.

Discussion will focus

on which schtions are

most acceptable and

why.

The student should be able

to give a reason why he or

she thinks a particular

solution is most acceptable.

582



SKILL: Elaboration LEVEL IV NO. 11.5

where Are You Going?

LEARNIN(] Children will listen carefully in L., game situation to recognize the code

eEJECM of sounds within the given statements.

PROMRES :VALLIATIN

I se teachor or leader starts the game by

saying " I'm going to Nashville to buy

a necktie' One can answec."I'm going to

bring.a newspaper" or ";.flier I'm there I'll

eat nectarines'. ( code N)

When the students exhaust words in a ace,

change to another by giving a new location

which starts with a different letter

ex,

Albuquerque

Buena

California

The student will recognize

a given sound code and

give other expamples of it.

VARIATIO1/

EXTOSION:

COTIENIS:

583 5 4
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\

AUIVITY: I'indincl Your Way Home

LEVEL IV No, 12.1

LEARIIIA The students shall describe the sAuence o
OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS MOCEDURES

('

steps necessary to get from point A to B

EllkiJATIO1

iilank paper tor

drawing maps.

MINN/

EA TEtIS

Students shall work'in gaups of four.

Each student will take turn giving direc-

tions to three others on how to get

from school to home, or school to the

park, or school to the library, etc.

The 3 buddies are to draw amap based on

these dit'ections. They can check for

correctness by comparing each other's

maps.

Teacher Observation

Students Will compare

interp:etations with

others.

Students cod compOse a: directory of maps showing how to get to each person's house

Students can go out on "Surveying' outings and gather information about various

locations in the community and produce maps.



SKILL: Explanation

ACTIVITY: Reporting

LEVEL IV No. 12.2

LEARNING
The student will describe an event in terms of cause and effect.

OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS

None

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

I

COIMENTS:

PROCEDURES EVALUATION

The teacher shall ask the student to chaos

a topic of interest for reporting.

Ex, forest fire,. movie, game, building

project etc.

The report should focus on the cause and

effect relationship of events. ?

587

Teacher Observation.
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SKILL; Explanation

ACTIVITY:
"flow To" Demonstration

LEARNING

OBJECTIVE:

A.1..1..E.Mil

IV No 12.3

The student will describe a sequence or process for making or doing something.

MATERIALS

Optional:

Props for demonstration

PROCEDURES

Students will be asked to name an activi

they enjoy or do well. Given time for

preparation, students shall make a

demonstration to the class, as if no

one knew how to do the given task.

The focus for this report will be for

detail, sequence and cause and effect.

Ex: making a kite, baking a pie

EVALUATITI

Teacher Observation

Students will give a

demonstration with

organization and details.

VARIATION/

EXTENSION:

CONMENTS:

590



SKILL: Explanation
LEVEi. IV No124

ACTIVITY; News Events
..ma.aa.m..

LEARNING The student will describe a news event in terms of cause an0 effect.

OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS

News Articles

VARIATION/

DAMON:

PROCEDURES

Teacher will instruct the students

to select a news event of interest

to them. They will describe the

event to the class stressing the

cause & effect' relationships in

the event.

example:

Air Controller Strike

Olammialiwool

EVALUATION

Students win

describe how certain

events effect

people or' places.

CCIIENTS: 592



Explanation LEVEL Iv NO, 12.5

ACTIVITY: School Situations - Solutions

LEARNING
The student will describe a change or sequence of events in terms of

OBJECTIVE:
cause and effect.

MATERIALS

situational stories

or

conflicts within the

school environment

VARIATION/

EY,TENSIoN: ';93

PROCEDURES

.ry .1.01.111..I.111111,114410.1161611111.1.1.1.}

1111=NIMMEM...111.11.111

EVALUATIO1

Pick a hypothetical case, such as

getting trouble on playground or

an embarassing situation and have

child explain what they would do or

feel. Ask children to describe several

alternatives to each situation and

how rules are different at school

and at home.

Children will use

language to express

emotions, and the use

of judgement in

making decisions or

generating solutions

for school related

events.

594
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LEVEL IV REFERENCES 8 RESOURCES

1. Creative Classroom Activities Library: Short Span Activities, by Lynne

Goldsmith and Carol Batten, Language Arts Games by Abraham Hurwitz and

Arthur Goddard, 1970, Scholastic Book Services.

2. "For Example" by Darlene Presler, 1981 Word Conference, available at B.E.S.

3. Listenino Games, Wagner, Nosier and Blackman, 1960, Teachers Pub. Co.

4. Listenino and Learning, Bernice M. Chappel, Fearon Polishers

5. Washington Triad Follow Through, Occasional Paper #2, Language Activities

Lena Engen, 1973-74, available at B.E.S.

6. Peabody Lanouaoe Development Kit, Level 2, American Guidance Services, 1968

7. Practical Guide to Third Grade Activities, Brush, Tucker, Mullaney and

Williams, Millikens Publishing Co. 1974

8. El:Asia-Los, The Instructor Publishers, 1974
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WORD LISTS

**Taken from the book, For Example by Darlene Presler

Reproduced with p'ission from the author.

To order this book, send $7.50 to Darlene Presler

83$4 N.E. 152nd. Ave.

Vancouver, Wa. 98662

Copies of the book are cvailable at the B.E.S. office
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Prefixes

as to, toward
aligi;t alive aback aboard

ab from away
abduct abnormal absolve abreaction

ac to, toward
acclaim acclimate accompany account

ad to, toward
adequate adjoin adjudge administer

a' to, toward

affirm affix affright a'flpent

ante before
antedate antechamber anteroom antehuman

anti against, not
antichristian antislavery antiseptic antiwar

auto self
autobiography automobile autograph autohypnosis

be completely, cause to be
becalm befit

bi two, twice
bimonthly bicycle

circum around
circumnavigate circumscribe

co together, with
coeducation coefficient

col together, with
collapse collaterial

corn together, with
commingle commotion

can together, with
concourse confront

de less, away from
decrease deflate

dis not, opposite
disagree disable

em in, become
embed embitter

en in, become
endear enjoy

ex out, away from
exchange exterminate

fore front, before
forebear forearm

became

bicentennial

circumfluent

coexist

colleague

compassion

condense

depart

disappear

embattle

enlarge

exclaim

forecast

bedazzle

bifocal

circumrotation

cooperate

collocation

commeasure

condescend

degrade

disobey

embank

enlist

excommunicate

forecloie

r-
etie

abirrita

accusto

adventu z-

afirer

a ntewz

antibacteri

autopilc

besmez

biplan

circurnaviat

coauthe

collinea

comprornis

conscrii

deactivat

dislik

emblaz

enrag

expoi

forehea!

r-

loorissf



Prefixes

hyper more than normal
hyperactive

il not
illogical

inT not
immature

hypercritical

illegal

immaterial

hyperphysical

illegible

immobile

hypersensitive

illegitimate

immodest

in no':

inz bility inaccurate inactive inadequate

inter among, together
interact

ir not

interchange interlock
.

interstate

irrational irregular irrelevant irreparable

mai badly
malformed maltreated malcontented maladjusted

mid middle
midday midyear midnight midship

mis wrong, bad
misbehave misfit. . misguide misplace

non not
nonsense nonstop nonbreakable nonresident

post after
post war

pre before
posttest postscript postdate

prepay
.

preview pretest prewar

re again
refill reform reload repay

hypertension

illiterate

immoral

incapable

intersection

irresistahie

maladapted

midway

mislead

nonhuman

postmark

premature

recall

semi half, partly
semiannual semiautomatic semicircle semiprivate semipublic

sub under, less
submarine subway subdivide submerge subfloor

super more than
superhuman supernatural supercharge supermarket superman

tele far away
television telephone telescope telephoto telegraph

trans --across, *change
transact transfigure transform transoceanic translocate

tri three
triangle tricolor trifocal triform trilateral

un not, opposite
unlock ---, 'tine bje'' --) unhappyunfair , aneasy

under below, beneath
undershirt undercurrent underground undercharge underbrush

uni one
iinifnrm ' unicycle unilateral unicolor univalve



Suffixes

able able to be
passable reasonable touchable washable readable

age state of, place of
shortage mileage passage leakage shrinkage

al act of. has to do with
comical magical musical arrival lanatical

ance act of
assistance interference clearance resistance allowance

ed did
rested lasted wanted melted ended

en like
wooden flatten earthen ashen' golden

ent act of. does
insistent absorbent dependent existent correspondent

er more. one who does
helper worker faster longer older

est most
oldest kindest wildest darkest loudest

ful able to. full of
handful cupful helpful restful mindful

hood state of
boyhood neighborhood adulthood childhood falsehood

ian one who does
magician electrician musician physician politician

is like, having to do with
democratic artistic volcanic allergic magnetic

ing ---- is doing
eating lifting walking talking resting

ish like
childish clownish foolish sickish fiendish

1st one who does
artist pianist journalist columnist botanist

ity state of, being
activity publicity reality humidity sincerity

ive -- tending to
active creative destructive collective protective

ize act like, make like
sterilize criticize characterize capitalize colonize

less without
helpless hopeless restless worthless mindless



Suffixes

ly like
kindly quickly

merit act of, state of
argument improvement

ness being
kindness sickness

or what a person or thing does

inventor conductor

ous having, full of
disastrous joyous

ship act of, title of
championship partnership

sion act of. result of
explosion impression

Lion act of. result of
action education

ty being
safety cruelty

ure . act of
moisture failure

y that which is

bakery noisy

mildly

attachment

greatness

aviator

humorous

friendship

depression

direction

royalty

departure

snowy

quietly

payment

goodness

respirator

dangerous

fellowship

compression

-.!filition

frailty

pleasure

dusty

sadly

movement

darkness

ncubato.

courageous

sportsmanship

conclusion

coninictioll

loyaltll

composurd

dirty



plane that flies in the air

Compound Riddles
airplane

yard for animals around the barn. barnyard

A bail you throw into a basket. basketball

A ship used for a battle. battleship

The room your bed is in. bedroom

The day on which you celebrate your Hrth. birthday

What you use to mark your place in a book. bookmark

A frog that sounds like a bull. bullfrog

The hole made for a button. buttonfr.::

The light from a candle. candlelight

A room where you have a ciass. classroom

A man who knows how to do certain crafts. craftsman

To dream during the day. daydream

To pour rain down on you. downpour

A store that will sell you a prescription drug. drugstore

The shell of an egg. eggshell

The sight from the eye. eyesight

The print a finger makes on paper. fingerprint

A man who is a gentle person. gentleman

A house where green plants grow. greenhouse

Something made at home. homemade

The kind of shoe a horse wears. horseshoe

A breaker of the law. lawbreaker

A man who delivers the mail. mailman

The light from the moon. moonlight

A drop of rain from the sky. raindrop

A-wreck that a ship had. shipwreck

A big electric car that moves on a street. streetcar

A spoon that you use at the table. tablespoon

When you work together as a team. teamwork

An ache you have in a tooth. toothach9

A day of the week. weekdayi

A book you make notes in. notebooki

A fish that looks like jelly. jellyfish'

The work done around the house. housework

The hook used to catch a fish. fishhook!

Wood that will drift across water. driftwood

The light we see from the day. daylight,

A road that does cross another road. crossroad

A burst of rain from a cloud. cloudburst
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Synonyms

glad happy coarse rough oval Tour

little small walk stroll nervous tens

grin smile silent quiet happy jubil

dumb stupid tired weary stiff rigic

fast speedy sleep snoo4.2. hard britt

nurt pain damp moist exact prec

look watch bend twist correct righ

shut close fire flame pale wan

pick choose love adore point indir

laugh giggle hard difficult puzzle stun

slap hit path trail think conc

swap trade mean cruel anticipate exp
gone left hate despise drunk into

tiny lithe, walk stroll pet strol

toss throw car automobile clumsy awk

fast quick get receive copy dupl

child tot try attempt differ disa

mix stir grip clasp great exce

'shake wiggle joy glee middle cent

neat tidy fat wide win triun

and too run sprint amaze astoi

big large change alter enough ampi

stop halt hunt seek clap appl;

by near shove push likely apt

every all - bathe wash ask inqu

let allow plead beg brink edge

many lots brag boast hurl cast

may might lift boost burn char

clean tidy short brief tragic terril

goes leaves busy active battle confl

right correct choose select absurd look

start begin far distant dry arid

tall high same equal emerge appe

clutch cling bad evil steam vapo

under beneath fear horror fury ange

act do solid firm snug tight

alike same worry fret peek glimj

win beat idea thought plan inten

cash money leap lunge select pick

easy sample pain ' agony rent lease
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magician prestidigitator enroll matriculate

dull monotonous wicked heinous

eager zealous scatter disperse
tramp vagrant old obsolete

tease tantalize frighten intimidate

disguised incognito vegetarian herbivore

chew ... masticate understand comprehend
cut off amputate cruel tyrannical
scold berate destroy obliterate
fat corpulent decorate embellish

destroy eradicate talk converse
teacher pedagogue break fracture

dull blunt opposite contrary
clumsy maladroit , dry dehydrate
decorate adorn empty evacuate
write correspond finish conclude

stray deviate gloomy pessimistic

noisy vociferous hunger famine

merry vivacious stick adhere
humans hornosapiens hungry ravenous
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Antonyms

big little all none from to

boy girl came went her him

fat thin find lose long short

dark light he she many few

dim bright laugh cry never always

sad happy love hate open shut

good bad new old our their

fast slow some none over under

hot cold that this pretty ugly

wet
run

dry
walk

then:,
they

now
we

round
there

square
here

stop go white black best !worst

many few yes no worse better

up down after before buy sell

loud quiet above below clean dirty

get give ask tell full empty

here there near far got cave

I you every none grow shrink

in out last first kind cruel

fix break found lost live die

push pull morning night common unique

right wrong begin end reduce expand

left right yell whisper bare covered

sit stand birth death private public

small large young old correct wrong

start stop beat lost combine separate

tall short bitter sweet start cease

their our blow suck brief lengthy

these those busy idle real imitation

together apart catch throw unusual ordinary

use waste boo cheer shiver sweat

warm cool sweat chill calm upset

well sick friend enemy automatic manual

back front calm nervous arrive depart

add subtract clutter tidy care neglect .

north south enter exit awful wonderful

east west man woman ban allow

day night rare common separate blend

sun moon whole piece asset deficit

hit miss forbid allow greedy generous
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Heteronyms

bow (bou) to bend forward in respect

bow (bo") a weapon; anything curved as a rainbow

close (cies) near

close (ci6z) shut

desert (dezert) a large dry sandy area of land

desert (dezurt) to leave; to abandon

dove (deli) past tense of dive

dove (duv) a bird of the pigeon family

invalid (invalid) of no reason or value

invalid (invulid) one who is weak or sick

lead (led) a soft, heavy, bluish grey metal

lead (led) to be first to guide; to influence

live (liv) to exist or have life

live ( fry ) having life; alive

minute (minit) sixty seconds: 1/60th of an how

minute (minut) tiny

mow (mou) the part of a barn used for stonily hay

mow (ma) to cut down

(pek) slight anger or resentment

pique (pek5) ribbed silk or cotton cloth

present (prezent) a gift: being at a given place

present (prezent) to give: to introduce

produce (produs) the products from gardens and farms

produce (produs) to bring forth; to make

project (project) job; chore; lesson

project (project; plan for the future; extend f-)rward

read (red) informed by reading; learned

read (red) to look at words and understand the meaning; to utter words

record (rekerd) to be best at something; a cylinder which produces music on a phonograph

record (rekord) to write down events; to put voice or music on a tape or record

refuse (refus) waste; garbage

refuse (Fe-ft-iz) to decline; be unwilling
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sow (sou) a female pig

sow (0) to put seed in the earth

slaver (slaver) saliva running from the mouth

slaver (sliver) a-ship or person involved in slave trade

tear (ter) a small drop of liquid coming from the eye

tear (ter) to pull apart; to rip

(wind) a breeze; a natural current of air

wind (wind) to twist round and round

wound (wound) past tense of wind

wound (woond) an injury; a cut

polish (polish) to shine; to make smooth
Polish (Polish) people living in or descended from Poland

primer (primer) a beginning elementary textbook

primer (primer) a cap containing percussion powder, for igniting an explosive charge

slough (slut) to come off or be shed

slough (sloo) a swamp; an inlet from a river

hinder (hinder) to block, prevent, obstruct
hinder (hinder) the part which follows

house (hous) a structure for human habitation

house (houz to enclose, shelter or lodge

object (ubjekt) to oppose, to disapprove
object (objekt) something visible; a goal, a motive

excuse (ekskuz) to seek release; to remove blame

excuse (ekskiis) a reason, an apology

progress (progres) gradual betterment
progress (prZgres) to move forward; to proceed

entrance (entruns) door, gate or way at which one enters

entrance (entrans) to put into a trance

resume (reziim) to begin again

resume (raziinii) a summing up

lower (loer) to let down; to reduce; less

lower (louer) to frown: to look threatening

peaked (p-e-kt) glanced; a quick sneaky look

peaked (peked) thin and sickly looking
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Onomatopoeia (orf5mat-opeya) words that imitate sounds

snap tick wham

crackle tack zoom

pop plink glug

bane plunk pm

achoo whoosh rip

bow wow moo clank

meow tap scratch

crack baa boo

crunch huff whir

boom puff knock

zip click hiss

pc') clack rattle

glub ping slurp

smash woof clang

slap clunk rumble

clap quack sizzle

bong honk roar

ring beep flutter

smack screech grunt

thump creak hiccup

r)arlre Presley 1-27.11
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;'m tickled pink.
She's fit as a fiddle.
Let's hit the road.
-That's just a drop in the bucket.
She's pulling her hair out.
You're nuttier than a fruitcake.
It's just slick as a whistle.
That's not worth a hill of beans.

cried my eyes out.
Just hold your tongue, young man!
She beat a path to my door.
I was really burned up.
You're cute as a bug's ear.
My money burned a hole in my pocket.
I'm pleased as punch.
That rings a bell.
My eyes were bigger than my belly.
You're like a bull in a cnina shop.
He's slow as molasses.
Gold is as scarce as hen's teeth.
Its raining cats and dogs.
You're cold as ice.
He can run faster than a speeding bullet.
This is lighter than air.
She bit my head off.
You're driving me crazy.
Please lend me a hand.
Her smile was a mile wide.
Oh. go fly a kite.
My lips are sealed.
You're neat as a pin.
She's pretty as a picture.
Don't let her get wind of it.
He's got his head in the clouds.
She lost her marbles.
My, hoiv time flew.
I blew my stack.
She sure put her foot in her mouth.

46. That shook the daylights out of me.
He bit off more than he could chew.
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My head is splitting.
We just sat around and chewed the fat.
It's as plain as the nose on your face.
That really get his dander up.
She's a pain in the neck.
Morn was as mad as an old wet hen.
I have a bone to pick with you.
She's cute as a kitten.
Read the handwriting on the wall.
She really blew off steam.
feel so down in the dumps.

You're really in hot water.
I'm sure in the dog house.
You're tied to your mother's apron strings.
It just goes in one ear and out the other.
She really hit the nail un the head.
Do you have a trick up your sleeve?
Hold your horses.
She kept a stiff upper lip.
Vie didn't see eye to eye.
He was as week as a kitten.
Don't get mad and storm out.
It was a blue Monday for me.
Her new otufit was a rainbow of colors.
I'm broken hearted.
His eyes are glassy.
She's a real cut up.
Your skin is like silk.
He lives like a king.
I was quick as a wink.
We left no stone unturned.
That was a piercing scream.
She is light as a feather.
That's where I draw the line.
Their friendship was as thick as blood.
A game will break the ice.
Keep your eye on it.
I got so frightened, I shook in my boots.
She was walking on air.
Why do you have so many irons in the fire?
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Fos noc reasoning falsely assumes one thing causes another.

both things are usually true but one didn't cause the other)

t was a crummy movie because I went to see it.

She gets good grades because she's pretty.

The rain finaly stopped because it's Monday.

:n getting fat because food tastes too good.

He won the race because ha had on a new outfit.

The teacher didn't ask for this assignment because I had it done.

It snowed today because I-shoveled sidewalk yesterday.

The bus was late because got to the bus stop early.

You crought doughnuts because I'm on a dirt.

It rained because I washed the car.

I cut mysoif because dad left his razor out.

I got a stomach ache because the neighbor has _a plum tree.

I got hurt because he wasn't watching me.

I got an F because the quarter ended too soon.

I got sick ncause it was Christmas vacation.

Ad Hominem is poor reasoning based on an emotion, prejudice and special interest

Vote for her because she's my neighbor.

He must be a fine person because he's from Boston.

Eat Flakiest it's the choice of the athletes.

You have to go to the dance because everybody else is.

She must be nice because she has blue eyes.

Don't vote for him because he doesn't like dogs.

Wear a blue dress because all boys like blue.

If you play with her, no one will like you.

Vote for him for class president because he's handsome.

Everyone will like you if you wear this kind of shoes.

Go to that dentist because all the movie stars do.

Don't let him play because he has ragged clothes.

Be friends with them so everyone will think you're rich.

Don't hand in your homework because I didn't get mine done.

Be her friend because si drives a new car.
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Ad Baculum reasoning uses threats.

If you don't let me ride your bike, I'll flatten the tire.

Set the table or you can't eat dinner.

Take me to the movies or i el cry all night.

Choose me or I won't play.

Let me wear your new dress or I'll tear it.

Help me find my glasses or I'll kick you.

Buy me an ice cream cone or scream.

Let me go with you or bite my fingernails.

If you don't let me borrow your shoes, I'll hide them.

Eat your dinner or you can't watch T.V. tonight.

CoMe over to my house or I won't be your friend anymore.

Let me play with that toy or I'll break it:

If you don't vote for me, I'll never speak to you again.

If they don't let me win, I'll cheat.

Let me be first or I won't like you anymore.

Black and White is poor reasoning that eliminates compromises.

If you didn't go to college then you must be dumb.

If my joke doesn't make them laugh, nothing will.

If he can't swim across that river, nobody can.

If she's not here, she must be home.

Either you're strong or you're weak.

If he doesn't let me,_ he won't let anybody.

Either you're my friend or you're my enemy.

if it's not the best then-it must be the worst.

If she doesn't get an A on the test-nobody will.

If you're not on the honor roll, you must be stupid.

If you don't let me have my way, I won't play.

If that shirt isn't cotton, it isn't any good.

If she's not happy then she must be sad.

If he can't do that, nobody can.

If I told you once, I've told you a hund° i times.



Water is to boat as sky is to plane

Dogs are to bark as people are to talk

Night is to dark as day is to light
al

HOrse is to colt as cat is to kitten

Believe is to truth as doubt is to lie

Creek is to lake as river is to ocean

Radio is to listen as book is to read

Bee is to sting as dog is to bite

Horses are to gallop-as people are to run

Fright is to scream as hurt is to cry

Shoe is to foot as hat is to head

Girl is to woman as boy is to man

stove is to hot as refrigerator is to cold

Food isicrthew as liquid is to drink

PJloi Wing is.tg start as night is to end

Coffee is to trot as ice cream is to

Horn is to blow as piano is to play

Basement is to below is attic is to above

ChuCkle is to Lugh as sob is to cry-

Distant is to tar as close is to near

Night is to day-as little is to / big

Son is to mother as daughter is to father

Fresh is to stale-as cruel is to kind'

Dirt is to brmAin as grass is to green-
,

Different is to little as same is to big

Cereal is to milk as toast is to butter

Fish is to water as bird is to air

Friend is to en'my as distant is to near

Hunger is to thirst as food is to water

Train is to track as car is to road

Eyes are to ears as see,is to hear

Day is to awake as night is to asleep

Top is to pot as-stop is to pots

Whod is to smoke asowater is to steam

Left is to right as heavy is to light

Absent is to gone as present is to tare
nin is to penny as bill is to dollar

Cows are to hooves as people are to feet

Heat is to cold as summer is to winter

Huge is to large as small is to little



Ancient is to modern as old is to new

Begin is to start as quit is to stop

Contribute is to 7:;;cept as give is to take

Decrease is to less as increase' is to more

Demolish is to ruin as construct is to build

Depart is to arrive as leave is to come

Double is to single as two is to one

Gentle is to kind as hostile is to mean

Filth is to sterile as dirty is to clean

Senile is to juvehile as old is to young

Few is to less as more is to much

Odor is to nose as taste is to mouth

Repair is to mend as damage is to tear

Negligent is to careless as cautious is to careful
Remain is to leave as stay is to go

Simple is to easy as difficult is to hard

Allow is to forbid as worst is to best

Left is to heavy as right is to light

Rain is to dry as sun is to wet

Advance is to backward as retreat is to forward
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